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DEATH.
of

Gowen

Mont*

Away Within tile Week.
Asa M. Gowen, one of the most
lit citizens of Montville, died at
of the grip on Saturday, Jan. 18th.
Mr. Gowen wits
was 80 years.
,allied, his first wife being Phoebe
She bore him
Montville.
,.i
oi
Iren, who have all passed away,
them in infancy. Timty years ago
,-d for his second wife Miss L. M.
of Hanger, a sister of bis first wife,
--ed away of the grip on the 14th
of
..try, four days before the death
-hand, aged nearly 8ti. Mr. Gowen
g deacon of the Free Will Baptist
,f Montville and deeply interested
a-sed

most farms in the town and was a
dustrious and active man, looking
after business up to his last illness,
able funeral of his wife and himplace at the Gowen residence on
dan. 19th, at 1 P. M. There was
attendance and an abundance of
Mr. Gowen is survived by two
Mrs. Harriet Whitten of Montville,
iza A.
Young of Waterville; one
ister, Mrs. llenry M. Wyman of
Mass.; two brothers, George
,ai of Waterville and Benjamin A.
of Thorndike, and several nieces
■■hews, one of them being Frank W.
,f Waterville, prominent in Maine
ance work.
X
nr. Editor of The Journal:
..

Portland the editors all over the State say,
“now look out for a big snow storm.” But,
like most weather prophets, their predictions usually come to naught and Portland’s
warm welcome would in any event offset
adverse weather conditions. No fau4t could
be found with Thursday’s weather and the
opening session, held in thecummon council
room that afternoon, was largely attended.
After the roll call the election of officers for
President
the ensuing year was taken up.
William 11. Dow of Portland having serve^
the customary two years the. committee on
nominating officers named the first vie.
president, Fred W. Sanborn <j>( Norway, as
dehis successor. Mr.
clined to serve. It is said that he has engaged in the dog business as a side issue
and is obliged to curtail his labors in other
directions.
However, Mr. Sanborn missed

Sanborn/positively

what every Maine newspaper man must
consider an honor, and it passed to Arnold
H. Jones of Rockland, the present mayor of
that city, who will worthily fill the place,
The officers elected were as follows: Arnold H. Jones, Rockland, president; Arthur
E. Forbes, South Paris, Thomas D. Sale,
Portland, and Louis O. Haskell of 1 lttsneld,

vice presidents; Joseph Wood, Portland,
secretary; George S. Rowell, Portland,
treasurer; Arnold 11. Jones, ex-officio,
Rockland; John V. Lane, Augusta, Edward
M. lilauding, Bangor, and Edward I).
T worn hi y, York Village, executive committee.
The recent ruling of the post office department was informally discussed, to be
again taken up at a later session. Charles
Williams of Portland read

E.

a

paper

on

“Estimating.the Cost of Job Work,” and
cited illustrations showing that it was often
mere guess work, while in some instances
,i the above clipping on the death of
the price was made so low to take the job
uncle and aunt, but my heart is too
that it could only
There airay from a competitor
; my loss to write at length.
dorte at a loss. George D. Loring of
be
loss
over
the
s an after sadness
by
Portland and Charles F. Flynt of Augusta
f near and dear relatives—the sad
followed with remarks pertinent to the subthat never again can we hear the
and of interest to members of the job
words of those we loved so much, ject
printing fraternity. A paper by Arnold 11.
lie this brief obituary, what tender
Jones of the Courier Gazette, Rock laud,
u s of my dear uncle and aunt come
“Are Voting Contests Woith While” led to
words
noble
the
I
recall
mind, as
an interesting and at times amusing disve both spoken to me in the years
cussion on voting contests, premiums and
in
its
If it is possible for the soul
clubbing arrangements. Some of the memknow the condition of
state

to

earth, they may realize
,ppreciate their kind words and how
I loved them. Uncle Asa wasoneof
-t prosperous farmers in Montville
Waldo county and faced his troubles
a
long life like a true Christian hero.
s he was a Republican and a firm
n the great principles of Prolnbiia was strictly a total abstainer all
us life, and had never used tobacco
m.
Many times have we discusfine home on an evening the great
flowing from the traffic in drink, and
“The Christian manhe would say
f America must rise up and in the
Ald God destroy this great evil.”
■•y leave

on

knew that Uncle Asaiwas getting
he was so vigorous for his age that

I

1 tnmk

was

when

at

ms

nome

father over night in October last
But
would so soon be taken away.
all with God who knows best.
.:n-le and aunt, bail and farewell on a
and happy shore, where Angels
You
uid where flowers never fade.
rest.
iitli was innocent, their ripe age
with some act of goodness, day by day,
lied by eyes that loved them, calm and
■.ge
their late declining years away.
they gave their being up, and went
tile holy rest that waits a life well

rent.”

F. \V. Gowks.

•mile, Me., Jan. 22,

1908.

BASKET BALL.
70.

ROCKLAND

H. 8.

17.

ST

H.

st

High defeated Rockland High, 70

it

basket hall in Belfast Jan. 24th.

S.

mmary:
Rockland.
key, rf.lb., Frost

ist.

ogham, If.rb., Gray
c.c.,

Cottrell

rb.If., Cates
ill.rf., Ross
Belfast, 70, Rockland, 17. Goals
tool, H. Hickey 12, Cunningham 7,
10, Collins 4, Fahy, Cottrell 4, Cates
Goals from fouls, CumiiLgham 2,
Referee, Wight, Umpire, Hay ford.
-0

minute halves.

WINTERPORT H. 12.
CENT. INST. 34.
Maine Central Institute five of PittsI -feuLed Winterport High in Winterbin. 24th, 34 to 12, in a fast game. The

"s

'ternary:
Winterport H. S.
rf.lb., Lunt
in levant,
If.rb., Hall
k
id, ..c., Shaw
rb.If., Goodnow
II, lb .rf., Thompson
11. C. I. 34, Winterport 12. Cum Is
nor, Smith 3, Sturdevant 4, Bickford,
Blaisdell 3, Ilall, Shaw 2, GoodGoals from fouls, Gilley 6, Shaw 4.
■iee,
Fredericks, Umpire, Shattuck.

.Me.ne Cent. Inst.
'in;:I

■

JO

minute halves.

Change in Management
'bint.-,|

by

stockholder*

of

Illuminating

Co.

the

United

At a meetiiience, K. I., Jan. 27.
stockholders of the United IlluiniCo., a holding company for several
G IIplants in Maine and Vermont,
was held in this city today, action
laken looking toward the removal from
•••.f N. Curtis Fletcher, president of the
ration. Mr. Fletcher is a local broker,
lie close of the meeting those who
*"
present stated that they constituted a
!' u ily of the stockholders of the concern.
■> further stated that certain charges as
lie management of the company which
:i'l been considered at today’s meeting
"-In result in legal proceedings. The nai'f these charges and the reasons for
'I l" I-it ion to President Fletcher were not
lld‘le public. It was announced that there
be an official meeting of the stooki' 'i' -of the holding company at Portlaud,
a ithin a few weeks, at which plans for
i“organization of the holding company
l the individual lighting companies
‘■'■"Irl he considered.
I be
lighting plants for which the United
mninating Co. is the holding company
located at Dexter, Farmington, Belfast,
Girfieid and Eastport, Me., and Windsor,
G.
■

■

increased circulation
gained through voting contests had not been
retained; others that they lost not more
than JO per cent of the subscribers secured
in this way. AII admitted that it called for
bers said

that

the

no little ajinoy
while seme found that it created ill
The impression
feelings and jealousies.
left on an impartial listenet to the discussion was that such contents were unadvisa

good deal of work, and

ance,

As to premiums thid clubbing arrangements some papers might find them
advantageous and others not. In the case
of The Journal it is not a money-making
proposition and is of little value in increasing tlie subscription list, but is continued
as an accommodation to our subscribers
able.

who want a farm paper,
or a fashion magazine.

a

editor in the State” and gave a
very interesting talk on newspapers and
At Rowdoin he bad
newspaper writers.
been connected with the college publications, and in January, 1862, he began
Portland
his newspaper experience in

oldest

The Maine Press Association.

To-Days Journal.

general newspaper

The war spirit
associate editor.
in full force thereabouts and Fort
Preble was manned with the 17th Maine
Regiment, which lost many men at the battle of Gettysburg. The papers were much
then as they are now, wise, considerate and
as an
was

strong in politics. Still the political tension
The
was not the same as in times of peace.
organs of both parties were united in the
support of the old flag and did much to inThe First Maine
crease the enlistment.
cavalry, that regiment of long-armed
swordsmen, was enlisted at Augusta in the
The speaker said that
midst of suows.
when he saw Gen. Gilley seated at dneof
the tables he was reminded that he was one
of tlie few living members of the regiment.
Of all of the officers who went from Portland 35 are living here, and out of all the

brigadier generals from MaineNtut

do something more than make a stump
speech in a sclioolhouse to get his picture
in the papers. The newspaper workers were
an older set of men than at present and the
papers of New England were remarkable,
The Springfield Republias they are now.
can, published iu an inland place, was perhaps the leading newspaper in New England. The profession has given to this country
to

118

most urniiani men.

uunog

sue

past 25 years there has been more progress
in the business than ever before, and probably more will be made during the next
In closing, the general paid a
century.
tribute to Maine, saying that no State has
produced better statesmen, artists and
poets. Go where we will, we find Maine
men and women at the front in every movement in the progress of this country.
Other speakers were Frederick L. Fassett of Portland, J. H. Ogier of the Camden
Herald, Arnold H. Jones of Rockland,
president-elect of the Maine Press Association, Oscar R. Work, business manager of
the Portland Argus, Geo. A. Quimby (“Our
George”) of Belfast, Kendall M. Duubar of
Damariscotta and George S. Rowell of the
Portland Advertiser. Messrs. Dunbar and
to the merits of the Damariscotta Herald as a matrimonial agency.
Each had in turn owned the .paper and
having married young ladies who came to
them for employment had reason to congratulate themselves on their choice. Mr.
Wish was introduced as a man who had
passed his hundredth birthday, and we all
wish that he may live to celebrate it. “Our

Ogier testified

a corker ola speech
but had left it at home. His statement of
the silualiou “brought down the house.”
Mr. Rowell, as usual, made a neat little
speech which closed the exercises and left
everybody in a happy mood.
An interested listener to Gen. Mattock’s
remarks was a schoolmate of his at the old
Lewiston Falls Academy, in Auburn, in

George” had prepared

1855-7.
E. Boothby of tlie Maine Cenot the speakers at the banquet
Thursday evening, said Friday: “I believe
in the Maine l'ress association because I
believe iu Maine and in advertising it. The
association is doing good work, and 1 think
a work no other organization could do as
well. I am always glad when I can get in
touch with those who are doing their best
Maine known to the outside
to make
Col. F.

tral,

one

1 wo years ago a oanquet was maue a
world.”
feature of the annual meeting, and the |
initial banqiaet'was given at the Columbia
The City Hall having burned, the Friday
hotel. One year ago the banquet was at
sessions were b^ld in the State of Maine
the
and
this
the Augusta House,
year
At the morning
room, Falmouth/ Hotel.
Columbia was again the scene of the fessession the new postal regulations were
tivities. Instead of long tables, as formerly,
again discussed at length. Oue speaker
tables seating six were used and the mempointed out that the ruling and the instrucbers selected their seats at will. On each
tions to postmasters were capable of three
table were ferns and long.stemmed roses and
different interpretations, and others found
carnations. The menu was a tempting one
it difficult to determine whether the ruling
and the viands were deftly served. The
was to take effect January 1st, as first anof
scissors,
soup sticks were in the form
nounced, or be deferred until April. There
and the ladies were served with cakes
was one point on which all seemed to agree,
shaped like inkstands, with candy pen- and that was that the postal authorities had
holders.
Grape fruit with strawberries no right to dictate wbat credit newspapers
was followed by clear green turtle soup,
should give to sub-eribers. Several stated
soup stit^s and salted nuts; then came that three
years had been the limitwith them,
with
in
the
la
shell,
“lobster a
drable,”
and two daily publishers stated that if this
celery and olives; braised sweetbreads; ruling of the post office department was enwith pota^orbet epicure; broiled chicken,
forced it would cut down their circulation
toes parsilade and asparagus vinaigrette;
one-third. All agreed that there were abuses
The
biscuit Tortoni, sweets and coffee.
of the second class privilege which they
banquet did great credit to Manager Pooler, would gladly see corrected. One member,
comentertainment
the
and
to
to his chef,
who is a postmaster as well as editor, said
mittee, Messsrs. George S. Rowfell, Frank that legitimate newspapers have nothing to
S. Morton and Oscar R. Wish.
fear from this ruling; that their business
would not be interfered with in any way,
seated
were
About one hundred
at^the and that the post office department has full
tables. President Dow presided,
authority from Cungtess to regulate the
association had as guests Gen. and Mr/ C.
service. That is no doubt correct,
P. Mattocks and Col. Frederick E. Booth' postal
but in the matter of uredit it has certaiuly
by. Col. Boothby was the first one called

and/he

upon when the postprandial exercises began. lie told some good stories and then
made complimentary mention of some of
the first-daily and weekly newspapers he
had read, among them the Itangor Whig
and Courier, the Lewiston Journal, the
Portland dailies, and among the weenies
The Republican Journal. There were probably lew present who recalled the fact that
The Journal was then owned and edited by
William 11. Simpson, one of the ablest journalists Maine has ever produced, lie was
witty, and no one engaged in a controversy
with him without regretting it. The senior
Morrell of Gardiner, no mean antagonist
himself, once said to the writer that he
knew enough not td tackle Simpson. Mr.
Simpson was not only an able editor, but a
practical printer, a master of the art preservative. The Journal in his day was as
nearly perfect as the best typography, the
best iuk and the best paper could make it—
standard his successor has found it impossible to maintain. Mr. Simpson served
hjs apprenticeship in The Journal office
when George B. Moore—a very able writer
—was editor.
(Someyears latty Mr. Moore
went to Portland to edit the Advertiser and
died there in harness.) Mr. Simpson was
the proprietor of The Journal from 1868,
Mr. Moore continuing as editor until 1861.
Mr. Simpson then became the editor as well
as proprietor and continued as such until
1879, when he was succeeded as editor by
the present writer, and a year later The Republican Journal Publishing Co. was organized. Mr. Simpson died in 1882 at the
a

of 67 years.
Gen. Jonathan P. Cilley of Rockland was
next called upon and told two good stories,
paid a high tribute to Portland and closed
with a burst of patriotic oratory.
General Mattocks was introduced as “the

age

exceeuea

us

uuuioruy.

n

migm

Augusta.

PORTLAND’S

fclTY

HALL BURNED.

Portland was the scene of a most disastrous fire last Friday. Early that morning
the City Building was discovered to be on
fire. More than 700 Knights of Pythias were
in the auditorium at the time and were engaged in the ritual when a member being
apprized of the fire notified the assembly
ami at his suggestion they marohed out by
fours. A few minutes later the lights went
Had they gone out sooner there might
out.
have been a serious loss of life. The fire is
to have originated from crossed

supposed

electric wires in the electrician's departand the fire alarm system was put out
The upper part of the
of commission.
building burned first and when the big
dome was in flames it was said to have been
The wind was
the sight of a life time.
blowing a gale and the mertury about 15
above zero. While the flames raged within,
the outer walls of the building were cased
iu ice.
Many neighboring cities sent aid
and half a dozen or more of steam fire engines were pouring water into the building.
They burned soft coal and made more

two are. ment

in the State and there are two outside.
Only seven or eight of the 35 or 3(1 colonels
are living. Gen. Mattocks said that in those
days a man had to be more than a colonel
of wide-a-wakes to get that title and he had

some oi

be his guest later iu the season at the New
Meadows inn at a clam bake.
The association in dosing Us sessions
passed votes of thanks to the City for its
hospitable entertainment, alpi to the hotels
for their kindness aud to the press of the
city for its kindly attention.
The next annual session will be held in

largely

increase the rate on second class matter, as
the late unlameuted third assistant postmaster general Madden attempted to do,
but has uo right to dictate how newspaper
publishers shall conduct their business. In
commenting on the statements ot the editor
and postmaster a member suggested that a
postmaster who'was not on good terms with
a publisher might cause the publisher a
good deal of annoyance. After a lengthy
discussion the^followiug ^solutions were

smoke than the fire they were endeavoring
The firemen soon became cased
to subdue.
in ice and the hose froze to the ground.
ne

loss

oi

me

uuiiuiu^

but it was feared at one time that all the
county records were lost. The city treasurer, Sam Gilbert, made his appearance
soon after the alarm was given, carrying a
ladder, and entering his room by a window
he secured the records and carried them to
The fire was not extina place of safety.
guished until Saturday, when the last line
of hose was withdrawn and the work of removing the records was begun. The mayor’s

office, in the east wing, ground floor, was
merely blackened and parched by the smoke
and heat. The city clerk’s office, from which
Mr. Cummings at great risk succeeded in
saving valuable records, was badly damaged, and the aldennanic and council chambers are in ruins. Far more of the public
records! stored in the building were saved
than was at first supposed. Practically all
of the city recotds and those in the offices
of the clerks of the courts were saved. An
index system representing four years of
work was wiped out, and jpore than onefilth of the Greenleaf law library was burned. “Portland has come out of this disaster much better than I had expected’ said

Mayor Leighton.
Several of the adjoining buildings caught
fire, but the only serious damage was to
Chestnut street M. E. church, which was
saved with difficulty. The loss by fire and
water is thought to exceed 85,000 and is
covered by insurance.
The, Union Mutual building was damaged to the extent of
81,00<i, fully covered by insurance.

Among the losers was William J. Ryan^
the blind almanac peddler, who had 8300'
worth of books stored in the city building,
ami no insurance.
Tlie building originally cost t>oou,uou, aou
the insurance was only §80,500. It was hi st
suggested that an office building be erected
and a
on tlie site, but that found little favor
with
new city hall will no doubt be built,
the police department and electrical departThe building
ment in separate buildings.
burned was occupied jointly by the city and
tlie county of Cumberland, and in it were
held all the sessions of the Supreme, Su

perior and Municipal Courts.
The large auditorium, before the erection
of the Portland Auditorium aud the Jefferimson Theater, was the scene of all the
portant events, both social aud political,
held in Portland.
The City Hail was badly gutted by the
in
great fire of 1866. It was first opened
1859, and in 1867 was reopened, after alterations and repairs following the fire of the
had a frontage
year before. The building
The
of 150 feet and was 250 feet long.
center dome which surmounted it rose above
its roof 150 feet. It,was constructed of Nova
Scotia

free-stone

rooms.

and

contained

eighty

_

ANOTHER DISASTROUS FIRE.

Fire which threatened the main jobbing
district of Portland caused a loss of apIt
proximately $970,000 last Sunday night.
started in the Milliken, Cousins & Co.
at Market and Middle streets at
aud within 10 minutes of the ringing
of the alarm the building was doomed. After midnight it broke through the 12-inch
wall which separated the Milliken, Cousins
ooucern from A. F. Cox & Son, shoe jobbers,

buildiug

9 30

and threatened the Storer building occupied
by Parker-Thomes Co., with its $500,000
stock of dry goods, aud several concerns on
the northerly sule ot Miuuie sireeu iuo
losses are as follows:
Milliken, Cousins & Co. building.. .$ 35,000
Milliken, Cousins & Co. stock. 4M,000
35,000
A. F. Cox <fe Sou building..—
A. F. Cox «fe Son stuck.
Parker-Thomes Co. stock. 100,000
Other concerns by smoke. 100,000

$920,000
Total.
Insured for from 60 to 90 per cent.
cities.
nine
Help summoned from

Capt. Walter A. Gilchrist.
adopted:
Tuomaston, tMe., Jan. 23. The body of
Re-olved, That the Maine Press. Association favors the correcting of existing abuses the late Walter A. Gilchrist, master of the
of the second clas- mailing privileges and is schooner Leonora,
wl£ti went dowu off
in sympathy with the purpose of the departllatteras on January 7th, arrived here
ment in trying to correct those abuses.
The funeral will beheld tomorrow.
H e believe that so much of the recent today.
ruling as relates to the sample copy privi- Captain Gilehrist was 33 years old. Two
as
ami
we
is
and
lege
reasonable,
pub- sisters and two brothers survive him. The
just
lishers welcome its enforcement.
schooner Leonora, which was owned by
the
\Ve protest, however, against
ruling the Gilbert Transportation Company of
of the post office department which limits
Mystic, Conn., was wrecked on Diamond
the creuit that publishers shall accord sub- Shoals, off llatteras, and all on board were
of
the
a
legal rights lost with the exception of the steward and
scribers, as usurpation
The en- a sailor. The bodies of several of the vicot both publisher and subscriber.
forcement of^such ruling would undoubted- tims, including that of Captain Gilchrist,
to
the
business
of
be
a
serious
injury
ly
have washed ashore within the last few
publishers, and an unnecessary and uncall- days.
-—
ed-for interference with the established
methods of doing business Which have for
WEDDING BELLS.
so many
years been regai ded as legitimate
and within the law.
We respectfully request that the repre-- Habvky-Scott.A quiet wedding took place
sentatives and senators from Maine use.all
26th at 6 Peirce street, the home of Mr.
honorable means to protect the interests of Jan.
and Mrs. Nelson W. Harvey, parents of the
the Maine publishers in the matter.
i
groom, when their son Alvardo of tEis city,
At the closing session Friday afternoon, and Miss Stella M. Scott, formerly of Isles_

the new president, Arnold II. Jones, took
the chair, the standing committees were appointed and various items of business were
transacted.
It was voted to make the summer excursion to Aroostook county, and a committee
The assowas appointed to arrange for it.
ciation also accepted an invitation from Mr.
Hyde, the proprietor of the Hath Anvil, ot

boro, were married by Wayland Knowlton,
Esq. The bride was prettily gowned in
white muslin. Mrs. Harvey is a member of
a prominent Islesboro family and although
sha has lived in this city but a short time
she has made many friends. Mr. Harvey
is employed in one of the clothing factories,
where he is popular. They were given a
serenade last Saturday night.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

OBITUARY.

PERSONAL.

Northern Light Grange, Winterport, held
au all-day sesssou Jan 23d.

The death of True S. Reagan on Monday
Charles £. Knowlton went to Boston
afternoon, Jan. 20th, oame as a severe shock Tuesday.
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, is having to his friends in this
community. While
Virgil L. Hall made a brief business to
some interesting debates, and many practi- Mr. Heagan had been In
declining health Skowhagan last week.
cal questions are discussed.
a
for number of years, and had just returned
William A. Mason made a business trip to
At the regular meeting of Hranoh Mills with his son from Colorado, where they
Augusta and Bangor last week.
Grange last Thursday evening, seven can- had gone to seek the benefits of the arid
Mrs. Essie P. Carle left last Friday, for
didates were instructed in the work of the climate, it was not generally realized that
his life was so near its close. He had never Boston, and will return this week.
first and second degrees.
been a thoroughly robust man, and an atHugh Hayford came heme from Oak
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, is prospering.
It has taken in five members since the New tack of the grip several years ago tended to Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, for over Sun-,
Tear came in. George Nick less has taken weaken bis constitution. Coupled with day.
this the sudden death of his wife last spring
Fred G. White left Monday noon to join
the janitor work for another year.
completely broke his spirit and his decline George Linder of Boston on a cunning trip
The officers of Silver Harvest Grange,
from that inomeut has been certain and con- to Florida.
Waldo, were installed Jan. 2nd by Mr. and tinuous.
Mr. Heagan was born in ProsThe Pythian Sisters are making arrange,
Mrs. Delbert Paul of Honesty Grange,
Jan. 29,1851, the son of Capt. Arthur
Silver Harvest Grange is doing pect,
ments for a masquerade ball to be given in
Morrill.
and Harriet (Crocker) Heagan. He was
the near future.
good work. Some new members are comeducated in the common schools of Prospect
ing in aud old ones are being reinstated at
Mrs. J. P. Richardson of South Paris is
and attended the seminary at Hucksport
nearly every meeting. A good interest
for several tertns.
Wheu twenty-one years the guest of Mrs. M. E. Ilaugh and Miss
is being shown and plans are beiug made to
old he learned the stonecutters trade and Georgie Sheldon.
repair the Grange hall as soon as good
Mrs. John 0. Black is in Union caring
worked for some ten years at that calling,
weather makes it convenient for the memfor her father, Leander Brown, who has
or until be found his health declining as a
bers to do the work.
result of stone dust infalation. Later in been ill for a long time.
A very interesting session waa held by
life he became a farmer, and at this profesTiie Misses Atterbury oENew York and
Georges River Grange, Liberty, last Wed- sion he, with his wife’s aid, labored with Miss Parks of Boston
spent a few days at
busilittle
Jan.
22nd.
a
Quite
nesday night,
decided success. He was twice married- Dark Harbor last week.
transacted and the Lecturer prethe following program:
song,
Grange; Historical talk, J. 0. Johnson;
readings, Airs. L. 0. Aiorse, Mrs. Ruby
Hoit; rec Stella Llowes of Sheepscot Lake
Grange; stories by several members; readings, J. P. Griffies and Aliss Artie Johnson.
South Moutville Grange has accepted an invitation to meet with Georges River Grange
on Wednesday evening, Feb. 12th.
ness

was

sented

Saturday evening, Jan. 25th; was the annual roil call of Clinton Grange, Clinton, and
A pleasing
a large number was present.
program was presented, at the conclusion of
which the master, S. T. Merrill, made the

His first wife was Nettie Xlarden of Prospect, who died in early lite, leaving one son,
Emery Heagan. His second wife, Lizzie
P. Jordan of Saudypoint, he married .^ept.
In March, 1885, Mr. Heagan
1, 1883.
bought what was then known as the Jesse
Robbins farm in southwest lielfast, and
here through his study and knowledge
of farming and his successful application
ui

pimuipies
of the most

us

ue uitiiit*

iu

ue

le^aiueu

as

successful farmers of the
In temperament Mr. lleagan
was
inclined toward seriousness, yet at
times with his frieuds he was quietly jovial.
Reserved by nature and careful in speech,
following appointments for the ensuing his opinions were regarded with respect
year: Wilbur Holt, Jennie Stewart, Frank and consideration and from his earliest
Wyman, finance committee; II. J. Grummet, years his name has been synonymous with
E. 1). Willey, Elia Kennedy, Helen Furber, fairness and honesty. His whole characcharity committee; Mrs. Cora A. Dodge, ter, in fact, was a singularly pure and noble
chorister; Angeliue Koundy, organist; Mrs. one and the honest dignity of his life might
Vida Hunter, assistant organist; Miss well serve as a pattern for the young.
Blanche Koundy, assistant organist; Miss Throughout his life, and In the successful
Minnie Stinson, librarian; H. W. Dodge, practigg of his profession, he labored not
Mabel Lewis, reception committee. At the only as a producer of things material, but
the example, for
next regular meeting, Saturday eveuiug, also strove, by setting
Feb. 8, a class will be given the first and high ideals in rural home life. In this way,
by his high ideals lived out in actual pracsecond degrees.
tice, he took his place with citizens of the
Honesty Grange, Morrill, expects to enhighest type, and iu his death the commutertain Union Harvest Grange of Montville
nity suffers an irreparable loss, lie leaves
Wednesday evening, Feb. 5th. The usual
an honored son, who was assiduous and
Grange supper will be served, and Union
untiring in his care and devotion to his
Harvest will furnish the literary entertainAlso one sister, Mrs.
father.
beloved
for
Honesty
ment, The program
Granville Shute of Prospect. The floral
consisted
last Wednesday evening
offerings were numerous and beautiful,
of “Current Events” by Mrs. Chas. Woods;
including a pillow from the son; basket and
market reports by James G. Harding; bouquet of roses from
neighbors and
exemplification of the unwritten work and bouquet of carnations representing his age
emblems of the first degree by the Master. from Equity Grange; bouquet from Mrs.
If. Cunningham and Mrs. Ralph I)
D. 0. Bowen; song by Allen Daggett, who Henry
Southworth; bouquet from Mr. and Mrs.
also responded to an encore; reading by Granville Shute; bouquet from Mr. and
Kay Cross; short, funny stories by all, and .Mrs. Henry D. Clough; bouquet from Mrs.
Miss Grace 11. Hail and
discussion of the topic, “What means shall William II. Hall,
Virgil L. llall; bouquet from Hen D.
to enable us to
we elderly people employ
Rev. Adolph Rossbach officiated,
field.
keep young?” Many helpful, as well as and the bearers were Frederic A. Griffin,
A.
Gardner, Henry Elms, and
witty, thoug ■¥s were presented by sisters Israel Wood.
Eugene
and brothers. .This Grange has a good program every meeting.
Henry E. Kaler died Jan. 25th at the

Following is

a

list of subjects which the

subordinate granges may find helpful in
choosing topics for discussion in February
Which is the Most Profitable to Raise and
Market, Year in and Year Out, a Barrel of
Potatoes or a Barrel of Apples, and at
What Price Can Either of Them Be Produced? •
In What Way t an We Take Advantage
of the Rise in Feed stuffs on Our Maine
Farms?
What Do We Raise on Our Farms that is
Easier Produced Than Corn, One I eat
With Another?
fn What Way Are the Farms Improving
and is the Condition of the Farmers Better
Than a Dozen Years Ago?
Is Special Farming Preferable to All
Round Agriculture, One Season With Another?
W hat Share of Labor and Responsibility
in the Grange Should Properly Fall to the
Sisters ?
Jau. 20th was the last night of the conin Comet Grange, Swanville. The following program—with phonograph selec-

test

tions—was given: address of welcome,
Worthy Master Walker; solo, “Sweetheart,
be Mine,” Miss Lillian Phillips; original
poem, II. P. White; reading, Miss Nellie
Rose; dialogue, “A Minister’s Mistake,”
Mrs. Seeley, Miss Flora Seeley and Mr.
Chas. Seeley ; tableau, “Barbara Fretchie,”
Mrs. R. Marden; reading, C. M. Marr;
dialogue, “Aunt Susan Jones,” Mrs. Seeley,
Misses Flora Seeley, Nellie Rose, Lillian
Phillips and Chas. Seeley; music. Miss
Flora Seeley ; declamation, Harvey Seeley;
tableau, and song, “Tenting on the Old
Campground;” reading, Mrs. James Webster ;
declamation, Richard Robertson;
reading. Miss Lillian Phillips ;< reading,
Mrs. Joshua Littlefield; tableau, “Stars
and Stripes,” Mrs. R. Marden, Columbia, Mrs. Josbua Littlefield; statuary, Endyminn and Diana, Misses Nellie Rose
and Lillian Phillips; tableau, “evening
Prayers,” Misses Nellie Rose and Flora
Seeley. Mrs. Seeley’s side won the contest.

one

community.

IV^rs. Samuel Adams, on
after a long illness, aged
about 53 years, lie was born in Belfast,
the son of the late Joseph II. and Emily
(Brooks) Kaler, was educated in the public
schools and has been engaged in mill work
aud farming, lie is survived by his wife,
who was Miss Carrie Osborne, and by two
sisters, Mrs. Annie K. Adams and Mrs.
Marcella Bennett, both of this city. Mr.
Kaler was a member of Timothy Chase
Lodge of Masons and Corinthian ltoyal
Arch Chapter of this city. Funeral services
were held at 2 p. ni. Monday at the home of
.Mrs. Adams on Northport avenue, Rev.
Ashley A. .Smith, pastor of the Umversalist church, officiating.
home of his sister,

Northport

avenue,

News has been received of the death in
of Lester M. Sellers,
who left Penobscot last fall, hoping that
the climate of Colorado would benefit his
The
health, which had long been failing.
deceased was 25 years old, aud was a young
man of fine character, greatly
respected.
He is survived by bis parents, Capt. and
Mrs. J. B. Sellers. The remaius will be
brought to Penobscot for interment, aud
funeral services will be held there.

Loveland, Colorado,

Annie M. (Spring), widow of John II.
Hoyt, died at the home of her son, Frank S.
Hoyt, 146 Juue street, yesterday forenoon,
at 10 o’clock, of apoplexy, aged 71 years,
Mrs. llpy t bad been
4 months and 21 days.

ailing for five years, but was able to be
about the house up to the time of her death.
She awoke yesterday morning about 5.30
o’clock, and complained of feeling sick. Dr.
Charles II. Perry was called, but death resulted at 10 o’clock.
Mrs. Hoyt was born in Dover, Me., a
daughter of Marshall Otis and Clarissa
(Nesmith) Spring. From Hover she moved
to Montviile, Me and remained there until

j

Mrs. W. K. Keene and son Frank R.
made a brief visit in Boston last week re-

turning Sunday morning.
Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook of Sanford is
the guest for a few weeks of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Smalley.
\
Clarence fl. Hall

went

to

Portland last

Friday to represent the Belfast
the Boys Annual Conference.

1. 41. A.

in

H. M. Prentiss, Lynwood Jones and
Howard Heath returned Monday from the
State Boys’ Conference in Portland.
Mrs. E. P. Frost has resigned as leader of
the chorus choir at the Baptist church, a
position she has held with much acceptance
for many years.
Mr. Howard F. Mason left Monday, accompanied by his son-in-law, Ralph D. Pattershall, for Portland, where he weut for
surgical treatment.
Mrs. George E. Brackett was in Portland
last week to attend the banquet of the
Maine Press Association at the Columbia
ou

Thursday eveniug.

Mr. and 41rs. Charles Howard returned
to their home in Caribou Monday.
They
were accompanied by Mrs. Howard’s niece,
Miss Marie L. Logan.
Thomas E. Shea and company will play
the week
the West End Theatre, N. Y
beginning Feb. 3d. This week tkjey are at
the Globe Theatre, Boston.

at

Miss Marian Wells, who was prevented
by illness from leaving for Boston last
Thursday, left Monday and will continue
her musical studies there.
The Journal had a pleasant call last week
from C. R. Hill of Wiuterport, one of Waldo
County’s sterling Republicans. He came to
Belfast to attend the funeral of Mr. True S.

lleagau.
Messrs. Robert F. Dunton, John R. Dunton, William P. Thompson and Fred W.
Pole attended the meeting of the Democratic
State committee in Fairfield last Monday

evening.
sirs.

It.

a.

Leavitt

inis

leunLit'u

Atom

'visits

iu Waterville and Clinton, and Mr.
Leavitt will leave this, Thursday, morning
to attend the district meeting of the Masons
in Clinton.

Alvin Quimby and wife of East Itucksport celebrated their golden wedding anniversary Friday evening, Jan. 17th. Many
friends anil neighbors were present to extend congratulations.
Mrs. George A Quimby, who was one of
the Belfast party attending the meetings
and banquet of the Maine Press Association
in Portland last week, left Portland Friday
noon for a week’s stay in Boston.
Mrs. ClementineT. Ileal and Capt. David
were married in Camden Thursday evening Jan. 2yd by Kev. L. D. Evans.
The Business Men’s Association, of which
Capt. Arey is treasurer, gave the bride and
groom a handsome Morris chair and rug.
W. Arey

Mr. and Mrs. Thos. B. Diusmore left Mon-

day for a trip to California. They will go
by the southern route, stopping at Washington, D. C., New Orleans, and other places,
and expect to return in April, via Salt Lake
City.
The engagement of Miss Florence Spau'ding Porter, daughter of Mrs. Florence Collins Porter, and Willis Norton Blood was
made recently at a card party given at her
home, Inglenook cottage, in South Pasadena, Calif. The occasion was also a compliment to Mrs. Porter’s niece and house
guest, Miss Oak of Bangor.

Kay P. Slevens, an Eastport boy who was
graduated from the University of Maine a
a lew years ago, was re-elected president of
tile

ueui^ii

ailev

iidusit

cv,

aii

a

men-

of the directors held in Allentown, Pa.,
Hoyt iug
of the comhus- last week, t he annual report
showMan- pany for the year ended Nov. 30, 1907,
the railways
of
ed
earnings
$926,799
hy
gross
Mannet from the electric light
chester until about 28 years ago, when she and $104,761
Her husband died properties and other sources.—Eastport
came to Worcester.
Sentinel.
about 20 years ago. Mrs. Hoyt was a member of Old South church. She i survived by
Mr. aud Mrs. Elon II. Oilchrest and .Mr.
three children, William If. Hoyt, councilElmer Sherman left on steamer Hay State
man of wards; Frank S. Hoyt with whom
The
she made her home,and Mrs. 0. W. Farwell. last Thursday afternoon for Boston.
Frank L. Farwell is a grandson. The fun- steamer was obliged to put into Portland
eral w ill be at 2 o’clock, tomorrow afternoon
when she made a landing
from the home of her son, and will be pri- aud it was so late
vate.
Hurial will be ill Hope cemetery.— that her passengers could not take the
Worcester, Mass., Telegram, .Jan. lStli.
morning train to Boston and Mr. Sherman
returned home by rail. Mr. and Mrs. UilMary A., wife of Elbridge Marks of Orbesides her husband chrest went on to Boston by a later train.
iaud, died Jan. 26ih.
she leaves two sons, A. E.* .li n ks of YarA remarkable family was thatof'the late
mouth and Ernest, who lives at home, and
Samuel and Esther Howard of South
one daughter, who is married and lives in
tile West. Hers was tile sixth death in Or- Brooksville.
They had twelve children,
land the past week, and all lived ou the road ! five of whom are still living, and their

Following her marriage to Mr.
she went to Portland, Ore., with her
band, bM returned East and went to
chester^!. II ,to live. She remained in
Me.

SIGNS OF INSANITY
by Samuel W. Phinney of Morrill.
W aterville, Jan. 27. A mail giving his
name as Samuel W. Phinney and elaiming
to hail from Morrill, Maine, was taken in
charge yesterday by the loeal police officers
on charge of being iusane.
Complaint jvas
made from the Maine Central station that
this man was seen in that vicinity and was
acting in a very strange manner. Officers
Burgess and Albert immediately procured
a cab and hastened to that section, where
they found their man. lie was taken to the
police station, where he gave the officers
On account of his
considerable trouble.
violence it was deemed best to handcuff the
man to prevent him from doing personal
injury, but in so doing the officers found
that they had a hard task before them,
it
required the services of four officers to subdue him.
Alter being locked in a cell, Phinney began to calm down and very soon was in a
talkative^mood, persisting that he was not
insane and gave to the officers such clues as
l)r. L. G.
necessary to prove his identity.
Bunker was called and a short examination
was held.
The man claimed that he was a resident
of Morrill, Me and a farmer by occupation.
A week ago he left that'towu and went to
Belfast and (fence to this city, where he
immediately registered at the Elmwood
hotel. Since one week ago Phinney claims
that everything has been a perfect blank to
him and he does not remember where he
has been or what has transpired, fie is
unmarried and has one brother and a
nephew living in Pittsfield.
In an interview with the Journal reporter
Phinney admitted that at certain periods
he was subject to these attacks, but claimed
that be was not insane, lie did his best,
he claimed, to ward off these attacks, but
with no effect.
Dr. L. G. Bunker later in the afternoon
with Morrill and
was in communication
endeavored to reach First Selectman Frank
A. Adams, of that place, but could not.
Word was left, however, with other parties
for them to notify the selectman and if
nobody was sent here within, a reasonable
amount of time Phinney would be committed to tl(e Insane hospital at Augusta.
Shown

from Oi land to East Orland.

Helen .M. Gordon, formerly of Thorndike,
a patient at the Insane hospital, died at
that institution last Friday evening, aged
31 years, the cause of death being chronic
mania. The remains were sent to Thorndike for burial on train 71 Monday morning.
—Kennebec Journal.

oombined ages amount to 408 years. The
and ages of the five are as follows:
Daniel Howard, aged ninety-one years;
Washington, eighty-five; Harriet (Stevens),

names

eighty; Esther, seventy-eight,and Charles,
seventy-four.

liart L. Woodcock is at the Hotel Colonial
When en route he visited the exhibition of the Boston Art Club
Footwear buyers are still in the llostou and found a still-life
painting he bad sent
markets, but sales have fallen short of ex- hung on the line in tne main gallery, and
pectations, and jobbers are evidently dis- with the exception of a very, small painting
posed to operate conservatively. Neverthe- it was the only example of.still life in that
less, the tone is steady; despite the lack of room. As only the usual 150 paintings were
animation. It is estimated that sales thus accepted out of the five or six hundred subfar are 25 per cent, below noriial, with mitted, Mr. Woodcock is to be congratuRussia calf goods the most active.—Dun’s lated on bis success. He writes that he is
Review, Jau. 25th.
settled at Nassau for the winter and that
the weather is lovely—Jau. 20th, the day he
Moth Decreasing in Maine.
wrote, the thermometer was at 76.
The Shoe Situation.

At an orchard
Augusta, Me., Jan. 24
meeting today at the office of the State
agriculture commissioner, Prof. Elmer F.
Ditchings, the department entomologist,

Nassuu, Bahamas.

$8,ooo

Fire at Rockland.

Rockland, Jan. 23. Fire in th^ Kimball & Wise Block occupied by the Rockannounced that with 53 men in the field in land Hardware Company
caused
the southwest corner of the State, the evi- damage estimated at $8,000 oftoday
which $7,000
dence is that the gypsy moth is decreasing was on the hardware store. The fire startin Maine.
I ed in a pile of rubbish outside the building.

northwestern United States. Last year
Parrsboro exported 27,523,000 feet of
lumber, and Bridgewater 40,000,000 feet.
Die coal shipments from the mines of
the province during 1007 Was 5,162,000.

Letter from Wolfville, N. S.
—

*

To the Editor of The Journal:
The year 1907 brought several import-

ant changes to Acadia College, located
here. Among them may be mentioned
election of a new President—Rev.
Dr. William 15. Hutchinson—to lill the

output

The

tons.

of

j

the,

large and

a

j

gold

few

Great Clearance Sale

j

vacancy occasioned by the resignation
of Rev. l)r. Thomas Trotter, who a year
of a large
ago accepted the pastorate
Hr.
church in Toledo, Ohio.

creasing. The beaver,

Baptist

Hutchinson is a graduate of the col
lege, and also of Newton Theological
Seminary of the class of 1890, a class,

Not

extinct.

once

is

plentiful,

This

long

barous and unchecked slaughter of the
is permitted by law, some three
months in the year.

Kansas, for some years, and is now tilling exceptionally well the position vacated by the gifted man who preceded
him. Some three years ago, through
the efforts of President Trotter, Mr.
Rockefeller offered to give $100,000,
provided the constituency of the college would give an equal amount by
fan. 1.1908, and Mr. Carnegie also offered
The amount

possession
ago

of

$23(5,000.

Some

l’res. Trotter received

“
1.39,
BABIES’ BONNETS IN BEAR SKIN,
<•
■
Silk Embroidered,
.69,
CHILDREN’S BEARSKIN CAPS, Cossack shape, silk rosette

recently met a man from Newfoundland. He spoke of the railroad recently
built across the province from St.Johns,
a distance of 40S miles, mostly through

and cocade at side, silk cord edging, ear

the

J lie

road.

forests

abound

•

now

95c.

now

95c.

now

39c.

*

now

50c.

12c.

ST ATITIONERY—Any 25c. Box in our stock now 17c.
box now 38c.

Any 50c

wwi

]

8c. per skein
drey. Blue, nix. Black and White,
LADIES’ OUTING H.ANNEL N'G IT ROBES, good quality.
Formerly $1.00, now 75c.
now 17c.
OUTING FLANNEL UNDERSKIRTS, 25c. value.

DOflESTIC YARN

these
army officer ruthlessly shot (>S of
tine animals and took their heads to
England to mount, that part being the

eight

years
from Mr.

in

8e

ALL OUTINGS DURING THIS SALE,
ONE PIECE (only

now

89c.

now

75c

15c. per yard.

3 PIECES PLAID DRESS GOODS,

SHIRT WAISTS, ?11 sizes,

$50,000,000.
‘•Wishing both yourself and The Journal
happy and prosperous New Year,”
1 remain, yours truly,

Any Copy of Popular Sheet Music in

Saturday Only,
cash

a steel shipbuilding plant has been in- !
supply,
augurated. And on the identical spot This is

a

small stream fed

by springs.

parts of which
on the banks of the East River where, !
had been partially cleared. The town
in former days, the wooden craft was ;
bought 500 acres and enclosed it and
in

a

forest,

some

and many a dividend-pay-; have a
keeper living near to protect it.
mg vessel took to the water like ducks This area of 500 acres will remain perto a pond, now the burr of the steel
petually a forest. The large timber,
riveter, coming from the direction of j as it comes to maturity, will be cut and
the old shipyard, is one of the lirst
sold. On the side of the mountain, near
sounds to break the stillness of the
the top, a large reservoir lias been
Other towns,
early morning hours.
made, from which the main pipe runs
such as Truro, for example, have beto the town, five miles away. Nearly
come thriving manufacturing centers
a mile back of the town, on the top of
in recent years.
a bill, another reservoir lias been made
'Tire apple crop from the Annapolis —a small
one—holding, say, live times
and Cornwallis valleys was in 1907 the volume of water of the Belfast
about oio,uun uarreis, vaiueu aiifipno,iiib ia uacu cauuomoij
slriliupipc.
000.
During the first week in January lire
purposes, no water coming from it
the shipments from Halifax were 23,120
into the houses. The force of gravity
barrels. There are about 40,000 acres
is sufficient to throw water over the
of orchard, and the area is yearly enhighest buildings. The water is pure
larging. Some 35,000 acres were planted and soft. No drainage from cultivated
with potatoes, giving a crop value of
enter the source.
The town of Windsor, 40
west of Halifax, the seat of

82,400,000.

King’s College, founded 1780, is beau
titul for situation, and lias superior
its

l'or the faucets

wharves were shipped last year 300,000
tons of gypsum, and some 42,000,000
feet of lumber, it was the home of

in the kitchen, together with the faucets
in tlie wash room, where there are sta.
tionary marble tubs, the sum of $5 is
The sill faucet for watering the

Haliburton. author of "Sam Slick
Another thriving town is Lunenburg,

lawn costs $3, making $18 per year for
the whole. Price for horses one dollar

The ship-

turned out lust year live line vesThe fishsels and did much repairing.
ing Meet consisted of 101 schooners and

yards

had

a

catch of 222,040

ly 23,00u,000 pounds.

quintals,

or

near-

In addition there

paid.

The steam laundry pays
a year.
$30 a year, but the manager told me
that he should sink an artesian well in
the spring and not submit to such ex-

each

The rentals pay running exand propenses, interest on the bonds,
vide a sinking fund to redeem them at
tortion.

engaged in the lobster industry, having 17,000 traps. The
maturity. It is expected that in a short
shipments were over 125,000 pounds. time the plant will be a fine source of
Such care is taken in protecting the revenue to the town. The mayor and
seed lobsters, and due regard paid to council are elected annually, and the
the size limit, that these marine crus- town’s interests are well managed.
taceans are said to be increasing in
I may add, in closing, that the winter
these prolific waters.
is very mild, and I notice by the last
The pretty little town of Digby, some Journal that the temperature was eight
50 miles across the bay from St. John, a
degrees colder in Belfast than in Wolffamous resort for American summer ville, on Monday, Jan. 13, the coldest
tourists, shipped last year 31,000,000 feet day reported.
of lumber. The fishing industry gave a
In my next letter I shall take up
were

about 350 men

value of 81.300,000. The town has suffered much in recent years by western

emigration to the wheat growing provinces of Alberta and Saskachewan, each
of which is larger than France and
Germany combined. These immensely
provinces, with Manitoba, are attracting about 90,000 people a year from

fertile

Great Britain, and

over

00,000 from the

historical matters.
George E. Tofts.
Wolfville, N. S., Jan. 21, 1908.
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may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within ami for said t ounty,
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second
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before noon, and slow cause, it any they have, why
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VALUE OF

Appendicitis
Foley

stunLaxative cures chronic constipation by
restores
ulatins the liver and bowels and
bowels.
Foleys
the
of
the natural action
or gripe
Orino Laxative does not nauseate
Refuse
and is mild and pleasant to take.
II.
R.
Moody.
substitutes.

The February Woman’s Home Com-

panion is unusually rich in fiction. A
powerful story is entitled “The Swan
of Avon Man,” and is by James OppenUCll

Uliinw*”'

J

w-o

ism.

Right?” by

C-

i

LABOR-SAVING

3m4

DEVICES.

When McCormick built his first hundred reapers in 1845, he paid four and a
half cents for bolts. That was in the
mythical age of hand labor. To-day
fifty bolts are made for a cent. So
with guard-lingers: McCormick paid
twenty-four cents each when James IC.
I’olk was in the White House. Now
there is a ferocious machine, which
with the least possible assistance from
one man cuts out 1,300 guard-fingers
in ten hours, at a labor cost of one
cent for six. Also, while exploring
one of the Chicago factories, 1 came
upon a herd of cud-chewing machines
that were crunching out chain-links at
the rate of 50,000,000 a year. Near by
were lour smaller and more irritable
automata, which were biting off pieces
of wire and chewing them into linchpins at a speed of 400,000 bites a day.
“Take out your watch and time this
man,” said Superintendent Brooks of
the McCormick plant. “See how long
lie is in boring five holes in that great

1 rrepressible 'Pendency of Rabies to
Grow Up.” “Unusual American Women,” "Mis. Reach and Her Career,” by
william Armstrong, Eugene Field’s casting.”
“Exactly six minutes,” I answered.
song, "The Sugar l’lum Tree,” with
music bv Will Harding and Margaret
“Well, that’s progress,” observed
“Before
we
bought that
Sangster’s page, “The American Wom- ! Brooks,
an,” are some of the many other machine, it was a matter of four hours
features of the February Woman’s to bore those holes.”
In one of its five twine ifiills—a monHome Companion.
strous Bedlam of Hoise and a wilderof fuzz, whieli* is by far the larness
SIMPLE KEMEIIY FOR l.A GRIPPE
gest of its sort in the world—there is
^La grippe coughs are dangerous as they
frequently develop into pneumonia. Fol- 'enough twine twisted in a single day
ey's Honey and Tar not only stops the cough to make a girdle around the earth.—
but heals and strengthens the lungs so that Herbert X. Casson in the February
The genno serious results need be feared.
Everybody’s.
uine Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no
huiinful drugs and is in a yellow package.
WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.
Renree substitues. R. M. Moody.
Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous system and
Among the men who served with caused trouble with your kidneys and
Roosevelt’s Rough Riders in Cuba was bladder? Have you pains in loins, side,
Have you a
back, groins and bladder?
a little Dutch Jew, who, according to
flabby appearance of the face, especially
the men in his own troop, was the very under the
Too
eyes?
frequent a desire to
incarnation of cool, impudent bravado pass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney I’ills
in a light.” He was a consistent fa- will cure you,—at Druggist. Price 50c.
Williams’ M’f’g Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
talist.
One day lie observed a comrade dodg“I
afraid,” said Mr. Ilenpeck, “that I
ing a spent bullet that had whistled madeam
a fool of myself to-day.”
uncomfortably close to him.
"Don’t worry about it,” his wife replied;
“Vat’s de use to todge dem pullets?’
“it isn’t likely that anybody noticed any“Dey’ll hit thing unusual
sang out the little Jew.
about the way you spoke or
as vere
you shust as veil vere you are
acted.”—Chicago Kecord-lleraid.
Magazine.
ain’t.”—Everybody’s
you
Horse—“O, dear! Now that these motor
cars are coming so much into favor I’m
Of Vital Importance
I shan’t be wanted.”
afraid
No other organs of the body are so essenCat—“Now, don’t carry on so. Thu
tial to good health as the kidneys. Foley’s
mouse trap didn’t do away witli me, di<T
Kidney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy it?”—Chips.
so that they will strain out the impurities
from the blood which is consantly passing
For
A Relieves sour stomach,
through them. Commence taking Foley’s *
Kidney Remedy at the first sign of danger.
of
palpitation the heart. Digests what you eat
K. H.

KnHol

Moody.

GKO. K. JtfHNSl >N, Judge
Attest:
('has. P. Hazkltixk, Register

a

mat

speeches
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supply.
opposition

placed

people

point

stipulated

get

growing
result being that the supply
! At a Probate Court held at Belfast, with, n and for
smaller from year to year.
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day
The summer visitors from other [
nary, A. D. 1908.
[
J States were also criticised for their
r. WARD,sou of George P. w trd
of Thorndike. in said Con tv of Wah!<>
! share in the encouragement of men
presented a petition prayiim n
i engaged in selling clams and lobsters lieeased, having
-ta
ie appointed administrator of the
who are compelled to sell the product of may
said deceased.
forbidden by law in order to meet the
to
notice
the
said
ordered,That
petitioner give
I growing demands for these articles of all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
to
three
weeks
order
he
successively
published
sea food.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a; Belfast, that they may appear at a Prohaie
We rise to remark
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of February, A. D 1908,
That for lids that are queer,
at ten id the clock before noon, and show cause
The ones women wear
it any they have, why the prayer of said petitionlimit
this
Are the
year.
er should not he granted.
—Milwaukee Journal.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
is

Indigestion.

A

“If
This from the Kansas City Star:
,1. Edward Brady had as many hens as he
has creditors laying for him the egg shortage would soon be adjusted satisfactorily.”

••

copy.

Attest:

Chas. P. Hazkltink.

Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14fh day of
January, A. 1>. 1 908
E.
bOWEX, widow of Jeremiah
Bowen, late of Monroe, in said County of

itLMEDA

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
for an allowance out of the personal estate of said

deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy •>! this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the lltli day of February, A. I). 1908,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A t
copy. A ttest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

31, 1906.
“I have used the true ‘L. F.’ Bitters
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit, fro-.', then, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which I was greatly afflicted before I used the Bitters.”
F. L. Strout.

Cteep Falls, Me., July

;^e

At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
f<if the County of Waldo, on the 14t,h day of
January, A. D. 1908.
E. WHITCOMB, widow Of James H.
Whitcomb, late of Morrill, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
pray ing for an allowance out ol the personal estate oi said d ceased.

People who use “L. F.” Atwood’s
regularly, never suffer the sicknesses that come from a deranged system.
Stomach, liver and bowels and
blood are kept in a condition of perfect
healthfulness by this useful medicine.

MAGGIE

Bitters

\ our

true

At a

Stopped his
Dizziness

AL

trell,

of

ingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give noth
all persons interested by causing a copy of
order to be published three weeks successive
The Republican Journal,a newspaper publi
•it Belfast, that they may appear at a Pr<
Court, to he held at '••elfast, within and for
County, on tile 1 1th day of February. A. I). 1
at ten of the clock before noon, and show e;
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
er should hot be granted
OKO. E. JOHNSON, Jmh
A true copy.
Attest
Chas.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy oi this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Couit.tobe held at Belfast, within and for said
County, mi the 11th day of February, A. D. 1908,
at ten oi the dock before noon, and show cause,
if m tin y have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO. E JOHNS! >N, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazkltink, Register.

(" "’-'o. f-;-.
-r_--C~

Probate Court held

at

Belfast, within and

for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January, A. D. 1908.
4 NNIE E. TREAT of Winterport. in said CouniV ty of Waldo, having presented a petition
praying that John G. Dunning, executor of the
last will of Inez R. Kendall, late of WMnterport,
execute deeds

may be authorized to
titioner according to contract.

to

said pe-

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of the
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of February, A. D. 1908,
at ten of the clock belore noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
to

At a l’mliate Court held.at Hellast. within ami
lor the Countv of Waldo, on the 14th day of
.January, A. I). 1908.
4 UCCSTINK H,
FOLSOM, administrator de
A bonis non of the estate of Mary Whitcomb,
late of Searsporr, in said County of Waldo, <!«•ceased, having presented a petition praying that
the actual market value of the property of said
deceased now in his bauds subject to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession thereto, and the
amount of tax thereon, may tie detei mined by the
Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Hellast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to beheld at 'Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of February, A. I>. 1908,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest.:
A true copy.
has. I’. Ha/.eltine. Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 14th day of January, 1908.
Charles
Coombs, administrator, wirn the will
annexed, on the estate of Mary D. Cottrell, late
The subscriber
4 DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
of Belfast, in said County, oeccased, having preJ\. hereby gives notice that he has been duly
sented his first and final account of administraof
the
estate of
administrator
appointed
tion of said estate for allowance.
JENNIE E. MILLER, late ol Lineolnville,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, In The Republican Journal, a
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
havit g de
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- j bonds as the law directs. All persons
mauds against the estate of said deceased are de
bate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 11 th day of
the
same
for
settlement, and all
sired to present
February next, and show cause, if any they have, I indebted
thereto are requested to make payment
why the said account should n«»t «>♦* ullowen
I immediately
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
JOHN W. MILLER,
I
A true copy—Attest:
Lineolnville, Jan. 14, 1908.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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fast,
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Ha/.kltink. Resist*
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has

l*.

Hazkltink, Regisi-

U7
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a ice.

ordered. That notice thereof he given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Join
newspaper published in Re fast, in said Co
that ad persons interested may attend ir
Irate Court, to tie held :,i Helf'ast. *n the I 1th
ol Kebru.i y next, and -iiow cause, it any
have, whv the said a.mu should not he ok
(iku, h JOHNSON, ) udi
Attest:
V true COpv.
('has. P. Hazkltink. Ilegistt

a

ot 1 ’i
hare, held at
I January. 1
day
executor of the last w
Isadore Cornwallis, who was aemimstratoi <•:
estate of .Mary Whitc- mb. late ot Searspoi
SS.on

In

the

Court
14th

Augustine H. Folsom,

said County, deceased, having presented the
and dual account.-of adminis si ion of said es
lor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given,
weeks successively, in The Republican J uirna
newspaper published in 1’elfast, in said Com
that all persons interested may attend at a J
ha e Court. to be held at Reifast, on the 11th
ol
February next, and show cause, it any th
have, why the said account should not he allow
<;K<>. F. JOHNS(>N, JudgA true eopv.
Attest:
( has P. Hazkltink, Regist*
Ilf AliDO SS —In

ot Probate, field

Coin

at

M
fast, on itie I4tli day <>{ January. 1
Augustine H Folsom, admiuisirater de bonis
on the estate of .Mary Whitcomb, iate of S
p ut. in said Coiimy. ieceased. h.a\ in_ piesei

liis first and final am tint
said estate tor allowance.

ot

a*

ministrati"

nottee iiumuii i*e given,
in '1 In- !ii publican .J-uin
Wei ks successively
newspapei published in Belfusf, in -aid l’o>
that -ill persons interested may attend at a
a!
Bel fast, on t he 1 I
ale Court, to tig hei
«d Fel ruary next, and -!>. w eause, it any
have, whv the said ace..out should not be alb
oho F. lOHNSON, .I'u
Hi.it

ordered.

A

:rue

copy—Attest

ItA/Kt.TINK, Regis!

( HAS. 1*

urt of Probate, held si*
d
the 14 h day
.lanuary, 1
'k.'oi ... m.ii istratoi on theest.i
Beni mui' M. Cooks-m, late of Monroe, in
(’minty. de.-oa-eu. ii.i\o g juesented his tlr>*
! sat t estate fora:
count of adminisii.uien
u

Al,in»

ss

\»
fast,
J.-.sepl C <

In (

m

ance.

Ordered, that lu’tio thei. .»f i«e given, t
weeks successively n '1 ■> Republican .loin
Belfast, in said <
newspaper pub'ishe.i
-ted may attend
ty, that all persons in*.
Probate Court, to be In id it B»*llast,on the
day of February next, and sh\\ cause, it
they have, why the said account should not
lowed.
GEO. F,. .JOHNS!>N, Judi
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazi'.i.tim., Regist-

a

Thesubm

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

A heici y gives not ice that he has been dill
pointed administrator of the estate id
WILl.lAM B. SPK(M I .late of Winterpor
in the County of W.ddo, deceased, and

bonds as the law dire. s. All persons ha
demands against flu estate of said decease
desired to nresent the sam-- tor settlement,
all indebted thereto are leipiested to make

immediately.

merit

THEOPHII.l

S

H. SPROl

Winterport, January 14. I‘.it >8.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTK fc

Hit subsci

A hereby gives notice that he has been
appointed administrator of the estate of
MARY A. CRITCHETT, late of Belfast,
in Hie County of Waldo, deceased, and c

bonds as the law directs. AH persons bavin
mauds against the estate of sum deceased are
sired to present the same for .settlement, am
indebted thereto are requested to make payt

immediately.

RALPH

<>.

CRITCHE'I

Belfast,,January 14. lb()S.
TRIX 8 NOTICI

T1XE<

LJ
by gives notice that she has been duly
pointed executrix of tin- hist vs in and tost.!

of

CHARLES P. FKRCl SON. him of Searspdeceased. A I! pel
in the County of Maid
having demands ag m*l.e estate .d .aid
a -nit f lie sam.- I.
ce.i-eii are desired t..
are te.jue
tlemcnt, and al* indebted there*.
iatelv■.
to make pay men! immY 1»1 > 11: F. KKRGI sm
Sears port, .January 14, 1 '.)08.
EC

I
At a

P.

LImi SS
lu Court of Probate, held at
V\
last, on the 14th day
January, 1
Wendell
Rice ami Joshua '■ Rice, exe*
t
ol the 1 isr will of Caroline K. Rice, I ite
port, in sjiid County, deceased, having pres*
their lirst and final a*-c«)Uiit ot admini.-trati<
said estate for allow;, re
A

i|7 A l.t »o
\r fast,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of January, A. I). lifOS.

Marion

$30,000.00
GUY CARLETON, Cashier.

who
appendicitis are those
s Orino

habitually constipated.

copy.

■

JOSHUA ADAMS, President.

are

true

|

CAPITAL,

Avoid

A

protection

! by

CAMDEN, MAINE.

to

suggested

wardens

they

Megunticook

How

!
1

4%

Most victims of

!

uie

COO MB's administrator, wit:
on
estate of Mary D
County of W
deceased, having presented a petition pia
that the Judge of Prohate may determine
are entitled to the balance of -aid estate n
his hands for distribution, their respective si
th rein and order the same distributed ace
H

the
) will annexed,
(1HAKLKS
late
Belfast. in .-aid

In ( <>r,rt "i Probate, held at
A l.luo S"
fas!, 'ii tlit* 14di day ot January, 1
F.lmeda h,
oven. .oi inn• 'i r.i t ri\ mi t He .-si
Jeremiah teoven. lute ol Monroe, in said <
deceased. ha\mg pa- .-e [•*<: her tirsi and (inn
count "t administration of said estate for at.

certain instrument, purporting to bt* aa anthenticated copy of the last will ami testatiie State should takeover all the clam ment and the probate thereof r Laura C. Thursto
enforce
ton of Everett, in the County oi Middlesex. State
llats aud thus make it easier
of the clam. of Massachusetts, deceased, having been present
the laws for the
I ed for probate, with a petition praying that the
The canning factories were also con- I
copy oi said will may be allowed, tiled ami re
of some of the corded
in the cr .bate Court of said County of
detuned in the
inroads
Waldo, ami that letters be issued t-» Eben f 1 it
the
of
because
I
great
wardens,
tlefield.
which they make in the direction of
Ordered, That notice be given t>> alt persons
There was
killing off the clam
interested by causing a copy of this order t. be
to the state lob- published three week- successively in I'lie Repubalso some
lican Journal, puHLhed at Belfast, that they
ster hatcheries.
probate Court, to be held it
may appear at
Considerable stress was also
Belfast, within and for said ('ounty, n the sec
of the ond
that the
on the
Tuesday -d February next, ar ten of the
State do not have the proper regard clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they
the same should id be proved, apfor the enforcement of the clam and have, why
and aliowed.
do not allow proved
lobster laws, in that
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
them to become of the size
('has.
p. Hazeltink. Register.
the
them,
law in their desire to
ot

eltast, within
the 14th da

on

January,

Probate Court neni at Belfast, within and
for tin* County oi Waldo. on tbe second Tuesday of January. A. 1> l'.M.is.
4 certain instrument, purporting to tie the last
i\ will and testament of Alden Bobbin-, late
of Searsnmnt. in -aid Cotintv .t Wald
deeeased.
having been presented for jirobate.

Ordered, That notice lie given to ail persons
interested by causing a eopy of tins ordei to be
published three weeks successively in rbeUepub
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

the State were under discussion, and
as a result, it is believed, many sugges|1 tions were offered which will doubtless
lead to the enactment of revised laws
1
for the better protection of clams and
lobsteis.
One

a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
A. I).‘ 1908.

At

Ordered, that iiotn-e theieof be given, t
weeks successively, in The Republican Jotirn;
newspaper publisite.I in Bella-t, m said Cm
that all persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be lie
at Belfast, on the
day of February next, ami -how cause, it
thev have, win tie- said account, should not 1"
lowed.
OHO. r„ JOHNSON. Jml.

-.

PROTECTING lolsters and clams.

|

—

At a

—

__

“Was felie
Other stories are:
Tom Masson, “The Teeth of
the Gift Horse,” by Margaret Cameron,
and “The Social Supremacy of Miss
Louise B. Edwards. Woods
.Now, Hart,” by
fields can ever
Hutchinson, that doctor who is busily
a word as to yearly cost to consumersoverthrowing old fogy notions about
in the house where I stop the sum of medicine and health, says many things
lhat no mother should miss on "The
$8 is paid for the three cold water faucets in the bath room,

our

a

easy terms.

or

fl|

j

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Re
publican Journal, published at* Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten ot the clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not ho proved, approved ami al
lowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
( has. P. Hazkltixe, Register.

|

paramount

ju*

a

The Maine lislt wardens tendered a
! complimentary banquet to Com’r of
: Sea and Shore Fisheries Donahue of
Rockland in Portland Thursday, Jan.
123rd. Several matters of interest to
i the wardens as well as to the people of

j

having two railroads.

long,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of January, A. D. 15)08,
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament o{ Nathan T Woodman,
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

You can avoid pneumonia and other senous results from a cold by taking Foley’s
i Honey and Tar.
It stops the cough, lmals
the lungs, and expels thecold from the sysj tern. Refuse any but the genuine in the
R. II Moody.
1 vellow package.

bargain for some one in a
slightly w«ed UPRIGHT PIANO will sell for

!

wooden

mouth. that used to build many
iency. The overland telegraph wires,
vessels, has constructed a steel ship- j
owing to their congested condition,
steambuilding plant, and two passenger
have not been able to Iurnish the wireers and three or four tug boats have i
less station with all it was able to do.
been turned out. The cotton mill, em- |
This, however, will soon be remedied;
ploying :)oo hands, lias been greatly en- l and then the income from the wireless
larged, new and up-to-date machinery company at ten cents a word, even at
installed, and the output during 10«7 the slow
speed of ten thousand words
was #000,000 worth of goods of the high-1
a day, must be enormous.
At Amherst i
est standard of quality.
In a recent, issue of The Journal 1
the Rhodes, Curry Co. car shops turned I
noticed a few references to the Belfast
out last year manufactured goods to !
W ater Co. Perhaps a few lines con.
the value of #11,750,000. And the output
ceruing the Wolfville plant may be of
of the shoe factory was ##50,000. At
interest. The town owns the plant, and
New (llasgow the iron and steel plant, |
to equip it issued nearly $50,000 worth
covering a number of acres, has, for a 1 of four
Five miles
per cent, bonds.
dozen years or more, paid good divi- distant, on the
top of the South Moundelids to the stockholders: but of late 1 tain—so-called—is an unfailing water

How

stock 10c.
Feb. I. all 75c. Folios 39c. on this date
We have

>T. 1J,

HU
SBs

worm

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
Cuas, P. HAzkltjnf.. Register

C. M. Havener.

OUR SHEET MUSIC OFFER !
i

six years old, passed a long round
which 1 believe is more than six indies
what you call a stomach wonii. 1 also

them, a hoy
«*^i**-i

If

New York. It was worth then altogether
about $60,000, and today is worth more titan

Lace Waists $2 50

at about COST.

Marked

||f

|||

using

MFHF ^

tution endowed by the will of a private individual, who felt that lie wanted to help the
poor worn-nut seamen, as all the property
Alhe possessed came through the sea.
though at the time this will was made we
could hardly be said to have a navy, man-o’warsmen are eligible under the same clause
as the merchant mariner, 5 years’ service
under the American flag. Hut how much
better he builded than he knew. The properly at that time consisted of a farm of 20
or 30 acres in wlint is now the very heart of

p-r yard

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS FORMERLY $1.25
A NEW PAIRS GOOD SIZED BLANKETS, $1 25 value,

j

now

ML

A

per yard

lie

TICKING, good quality,

I

H

If worms are present they w’ill be expelled. If no worms exist
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively, in toning
up the whole system to rugged health.

&j|

it. This was wrong from the start, as
the place was founded under the Protestant
religion, with the Rector of Trinity church
and the Rector of the First Presbyterian
I
church of New York as perpetual trustees, a" a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tu sday
and no Catholic should ever have been 1I of
January, A. D. 11)08.
chosen as Governor. Then we are rid for
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
all time, we hope, of the naval red tape that
will and testament of William J. Brown,
late of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deprevailed all through the late administra- ceased
having been presented for probate.
....
"as
mini*,
Iliac again
Hull.
Ordered,'1 hat notice be given to all persons inthe Navy nor the Government has anything terested by
causing a copy ol this order to be
Many have an idea published three weeks successively in The Repubto do with this place.
lican
Journal,
published at Belfast, that ley
that it has, but this is an independent insti-

OUR 5 AND 10 CENT COUNTER SIGN WILL READ 4 AND 8 CENTS
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M
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facilities.

I

place

J

transportation

DR. TRUFS ELIXIR

.1C....re.

herds of caribou, and attract large
numbers of limiters from the United
States and Great Britain. One English

Rockefeller $15,000, on condition that
only value. This kind of slaughter
siio,oOo additional should be raised by went on for several years, when tiie
the friends of the college, which was
government made a law that eacli I
done About the same time a bequest
hunter shall pay $30 for a license, and
of $100,000 was left for a theological
be permitted to kill but three caribou, !
department by Mr. Godfrey I’. Pazant, The droves have now become very few,
late uf Windsor, N. S. At present there
and the government has enclosed a^
arc iorty students having the ministry
large herd in a park near st. Johns to j
-n view, and three theological profesa total extinction.
A fourth will soon he added, prevent
sors.
Scotia is becoming more and j
Nova
rims, the college was never so prospermore t summer resort for American j
ous. nor so well equipped, since it was
tourists. They travel both by sea and (
b'unded. which was in the year 1S38.
land, stopping off days or weeks as the
'l l..- United states keeps making conto |
case: may lie, at points which seem
tinuous drafts upon the Provinces to1
Wolfbe of greatest interest to them.
ill positions in the various callings of
vilie and vicinity present many attrae-.
Not oniy are lawyers, physicians,
;if,.
tions, being located near the Grand Ere [
ministers and business men numerous1
made famous by the expulsion of the I
the border, who once held similar ;
ncin
Acadians in 17-*— an event that Long-j
positions here, but many teachers also, fellow’s Evangeline portrays in highly]
the
Several pi eminent (' man aus a re on
poetic colors, l.ast season about -1,000 j
teaching staff in the leading colleges, j tourists registered here in the different !
and
such as Harvard, Brown, Colgate
hotels. This does not include the whole !
The gifted young president of
others
Some remained only a few I
number.
Cornell University was a student, and
several weeks.
others
and
days
then a prolessor at Acadia ( ollege two
Marconi, of wireless telegraph fame, j
And within
years before going there.
has been in the province most of the |
a fortnight a young Halifax man, only
summer superintending the completion ;
.7, a graduate of Dalhousie ( ollege of of his
great trans-Atlantic station at i
that city, Dr. A. Ross Hill, has been
Glace Bay. Having brought it to such J
chosen President of the State t niver-,
able to
a state of perfection as to be
|
sity at Missouri, a very prosperous in- j send messages with the speed of light a
stitutiou having some three thousand distance ot over 3,000 miles, regardless
students.
of storms or any atmospheric disturbNew manufacturing industries are
oe
iraunj
wmiievei,
ance
staspi iugiug up in various centers ol me
Europe to bring the corresponding
Yarthe
Province. Within
past year
tions there to an equal state of ettic,

miles

I

j of

PILLOW COVERS, already for filling, in handsome designs,
25c. value now 18c.
50c. value now 38c.
PILLOW TOPS to embroider, value 15c.,

H
H
H
H
R

T

with the spirit and wish of the donor as exin
pressed in his “will”; and not so much
the
the interest of the employees as during
that
past ten years. Hut the main thing is
the C athowe are done forever, 1 hope, with
lie influence that has permeated the whole
through having a Catholic at the head

j

tabs, formerly 75c.,
now

axe
spruce forest that the woodman’s
had never touched. No sooner was the
road built than the fires laid millions of
acres of this valuable timber in ashes,
as far as the eye can see each side of

to give $30,000.
been subscribed aim pam, logeuiei mm
few thousand additional to meet expenses of soliciting and collecting. Thus,
on Jan. 1, i<J08, the college came into

coaxing.

nor

Formerly $1 25,

SATEEN PETTICOATS IN BLACK,

I

has all

in this institution prompts us to publish
the following extracts from a personal letter
of the
from Capt. C. M. Havener, an inmate
on to
Harbor'for many years: “I still hold
of Governor
uiy job through all the changes
it
resident physician and commissary, and
of the
is now six years since 1 took charge
took
hospital store-room. Our new Governoi
bis
charge Jan. 1st, but lias not yet moved
are to
family down Some radical changes
be made in the administration it “Harbor
gossip is true, and it is what we all expect,
but nothing to interfere with the privileges
and rights of the inmates. On the eontrary>
the administration will be more in accord

SALE CONTINUES TILL FEBRUARY 15th

cows

Baptist church, Topeka,

of the North

blowing

simply a deal wherein you gain all there is to gain and
Bring your shopping bag
we gain a little publicity.
home
better values than you
not
do
carry
if
and
you
ever had before we’ll join the DOWN AND OUT CLUB.

by the way, that furnished three college ony. The caribou have also been ruthpresidents, viz., Rev. C. 1.. White of lessly slaughtered, and now only a few
Colby and Rev. Dr. 1$. L. Whitman, herds remain. The moose are still quite
formerly Pres, of Colby, and later Pres, plentiful in some localities, but a bar-

of Columbian University, Washington,
Dr. Hutchinson has been pastor
D. C.

horn

neither

requires

sale

9
9

can’t tell j’ou what it has or how it feels—it or' shows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish ioesn’t sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or is an erratic
pin worms.
appetite tlie trouble undoubtedly is stomach
Give the little one a few doses of that famous «ld life saver

W

^
M

est

At THE FASHION.

ago a trapper
near this place, found a beaver family
lie captured them all in a
of nine.
few days, thus exterminating the col-!

nearly

JourMention was recently made in The
nal of a coming change in the management
of the Sailors'Snug Harbor, Staten Island,
adNew York, a change long and earnestly
vocated by the Marine Journal. Iheintei-

TO THE^

-^COME

I

the iron mines

mines gave
profitable returns. I obtained the fig-1
Men !
ures here given from official data.
me that
eng iged in lumbering have told
the wild animals, more especially the
fur bearing animals, are rapidly de-i
was

SAILORS’ SNUG HARBOR.

■■—

I

I
The suhscnb.
TORS’ NOT 11 E
notice tli.it they have I•«•«*11 *lu 1 \
executors >t the last will ..mi testan:
>

Ex hy give
pointed
ot

HARRISON LEADBETTER. late ot Lincolin
in the County of Wa'do, deceased. All pei
having demands against the estate, oi said
ceased tire desired to present the same lor
tlement. ana all indebted thereto aie reque*
to make payment Immediately.
SARAH 1- KM.l.t.i:,
GEORGE W LEA DBETTER.
FRED E. LEADHElTER.
Lincolnville. January 14. 1908.

-•

NOTICE

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she
administratrix of the

The subset
has been d
of

estate

appointed

HENRY DKN BAR, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi\bonds as the law directs. All persons having
mauds against the estate ot said deceased are
sired to present the same for settlement, ami
indebted thereto are requested to make paynn

immediately.
Belfast,

IMKLBE E. CKAWFOR1

January 14, 11 08.
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the

appointed

The subseri:
has been d
of

estate

DAVID F. HALL, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi\
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
mauds against the estate of said deceased
desired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to make p
ment

immediately.

SILAS K. BOWLER

Palermo, January 14, 1908.
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Investigation of Woods.

Contractor, Believed to be Dying
Hb«>umatlf>n>, Cured by Dr. Williams*

A Detroit
of

It is doubt-

.Ian. 27.

WamUV'IO*’

Pink Pills.

There are thousands of people suffering
of the laboratories maintainwho can be
for scientific re- I every day from rheumatism

inv

government

to suffer because their docCU»uuie continuetheir
chronic and
cases

in character,

unique
promise of

more

,ue

were
have said
incurable. Others have tried many remedies
without relief aud have become discouraged
The patient who has not tried Dr. William>’ Pink Pills has neglected a remedy
for rheumatism that has accomplished
thousands of cures. It is not a theor> nor
The cures are a matter of
an experiment.
record and capable of proof.
of
Mr George M. Glading, a contractor,
and a
16 Dumontier street, Detroit, Mich.,
of
AmeriWoodmen
member of the Modern
certain that Dr.
ca, ('amp 957, of Custer, is
He
Williams’ Pink Pills saved his life.

importu ar
t>, than one which lias just
,'i'uslied in Washington by the I

..

very charming and, was recalled to repea
her Gipsy ballad. The p iliceman who recovered Ho Peep’s sheep was the llttlest
and at the same time, the biggest one there.
About $60 were realized. There was such a
demand that the entertainment be repeated
that the managers of the circle decided to
give a matinee on Saturday afternoon, at 3.30
p. m for the schom children. The pro-

COULDN’T MOVE ARMS OR LEGS.

Forest Service for inves-

ites

1

commercially

structure of

n

tors

more

WOOtlS.

lilt

understand

not

will

the

of ttie proposed investiga.,;ried on in tliis laboratory so
,s
arcliitects, builders and
,■

,.,l users, wtio in these days of
arcity of the more valuable
seriously perplexed in identi

had the
who, alter attending me for several months,
said 1 could never get well. Ky this time 1
seemed to be
was helpless, my entire body
arms or
paralyzed aud \ couldn’t move my

of lumber can recogband, all the usual

user

,i\

off

:ime

torest when be sees them
difficulty is en-

...
1 lie

:,ii not much

UWUUM .-5

au.icvv.

r

1

for
home in Custer, where 1 could he cared
lu identifying the common during the remaining few days or weeks I
went
1
ami
me
hail to live.
My lodge met
ei m a mill yard because
home, where 1 had a nurse and employed
lew trees from which the our fain in physician to give me what aid he
he agreed with the doctors
nines. Hut common kinds could, although
of Detroit, that 1 could not live.
not
woods
must be
scaice, and
As 1 lay in lied 1 thought there
in the tieatnient
eretol'ore, are appearing in something radically wrong
I was getting. 1 had no desire to quit lile
The most experienced at
Dr. Williams
my age and decided to try
relatives
retimes puzzled when they Dink' Dills, which I had heard some
one dozen boxes
say they had used. 1 bought
with
and
lolthem,
persons
y
and commenced to take them at once,
particular.
e have still more trouble,
InwiiiK the directions in everydeath
snugtwo weeks it was a life ami
wood, gum or elm? is a ti- Dor hut
Dr. Williams’ Pink Dills dually wo».
teet.
Isa gle,
in
my
feeling
mer. linn, or poplar?
some
for I began to have
weeks
After using the pills steadily for six
in.e or red maple? Doubts
weeks
six
and
walk across the room
hemlock J could
a 1,ether a piece is
My mends and
late, was doing light work
m
whether it is lodgepole doctors were dumbfounded at my recovery.1
That Y>as nearly four years ago and today
nr whether a shingle is cyI us* d to and
am employing more men than
j
A dealer may buy red am working longer and harder than any of
lar.
Williams
Dr.
in
1 have great faith
them.
someis
lie
that
getting
-pect
IMnk Pills and take pleasure in recommendl liere are thirty or more ing them.”
I
Dr. W illiams’ Pink Pills make rich, red
species of oak. The best blood,
enabling it to carry life and strength
is
which
of
the
know
er might not
to the weak nerves and other tissues
for such blood
the lumber pile, or if he body. They are a specific
afteras anaemia, rheumatism, the
diseases
to
how
know
not
might
effects of the grip and fevers, and for such
headsick
as
dizziness,
nervous diseases
neuralgia, and have accomplished
Liese woods look alike, even aches,
miraculous results even in partial paralysis
-d eye ot the millman or the and locomotor ataxia.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
yet they are widely differ- druggists, or* will be sent, postpaid, on refor certain purposes, and ceipt of price. 50 cents per box; six boxes
the Dr. Williams Medicine
greatest importance to be for $2 50, by
Company, Schenectady, N. \
iiguish them qu.ckiy and

sotioothonse.Herbert Maddncks

may lie necessary for him
hat it is and what it is
lias been

ment

in-

helping

for some time,
,.dies have not been nearly
It is to
as they are now.

,.uuer users

and answer such ques! the Forest Service lias eshe laboratory, and placed it
needs
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trained dendrologist,
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her in en, manufacturers

uoodware are already
iiuj'les "t wood for ulenuof
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not
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the arrangement
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with good illustrations and
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builders

by architects,
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irdinary band lens and by
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ASTORIA

Annie McLain ; R. Sec., Gertrude Sherman ;
F. Sec., Edna Esancy; Treasurer, Helen
Gushee; Warden, Iva Taylor; Conductor,
:
Rose Pease; 1. G., Carrie Cummings; 0. G.,
Elmer Sprague; R. S. N. G., Angie Esancy;
the
L. S. N. G., Laura Upton; R. S. V. G.,
m e of
Lydia Vaughan ; L. S. V. G., Louise Keene;
Chaplain, Myra Hall. The installation was
public to invited guests and a large comTHEY DID.
! pany was in attendance. Waterman’s orchestra gave some of their best selections
an
whose
short
Poster,
during the evening. Singing by a quartette,
"
laintliar to readers of Everya vocal solo by one ol the members, re'.opened to notice the little
marks by members and visitors and a readiviur desk that reads:
ing by one oi the sisters tilled up the time

Infants and Children.

ton Have

it

Sigi

Always Bought

■

no it

now!

rind that works

effective,”

we

very pleasantly until supper was announced, when ali were invited to the banquet
hall, where a bountious repast was served.

well?” he

told him.

n't what 1 asked you,” said
“I heard of a case just the
it will show you thedifferof a large business house
umber of those ‘Do it now'
Imng them up around his
'■
ey were effective beyond ex
and yet it can hardly be
they worked very well. When,
lirsl few days of tliose signs,
11ness man counted up the re1
found that the cashier had
out with $20,000, tlie head bookad eloped witli the stenograJiree clerks had asked for a raise
and tlie office boy had lit out
1
West to become a liigliway1

Kverybody’s Magazine.

A

Higher Health Level.
reached a higher health level
I
began
using Dr. Ki kg's New Lire
j
wriieH Jacob
Springer, of West
», Maine.
“They keep iny stomach,
bowels working just right.”
II
I
alJJ*
['Ms disappoint you on trial, money
be refunded at It.
II., Moody’s drug
Ll',v
25c.
ive

; ben yon want the best, get DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve.
It is good
f,
;V !zwl
or big cuts, boils or
bruises, amf is
t»‘
, 1 ‘'jnally recommended fpr piles.
Sold by

Moody.

CLINTON.

>

uon-technical-

-Appleton Lodge, 1. U. O. F, lllltlilted
candidate and conferred the first degree on one at their la.-t meeting_Mrs.
Frances Gushee has gone to Vinaihaveu to
he with her daughter, Miss Fannie, who is
teaching there-Miss Frances V. W Minion
is seriously ill.
one

j

!

|

lit

CKSl'illT

Their reputation in the past for first class
entertainments was amply upheld last
Thursday night, by the entertainment given
in the Kim street chapel, wlieu Mother
Goose and her old time favorites appeared
to us with fresh charm. Great credit is
due Mrs. Alice Griffin for her careful drill
of the 28 children who took part, and to Miss
Nan Godfrey, who so successfully trained
the choruses. Mrs. Walter Gardner and
Mrs. Charles flumer assisted in the staging
of the little drama and each and every child
seemed to be the part he represented. All
hearts were won by the children of the Old
Woman Who Lived in a Shoe, as they sang
their bedtime chorus, and the Fiddlers'three
were quite at home in any situation. Katie,
|
the real child, might have been Alice in
Wonderland and the bouse came down
i when The Owl and the Pussy Cat danced to
the light of the moon. Gipsy Zoe, though
not strictly a mother Goose character, was

and

|
1

I

j

America
Registered
U. 6. Pat. Office

We have always maintained
the highest standard in the
quality of our cocoa and chocolate preparations and we sell
them at the lowest price for
which unadulterated articles
can be put upon the market.

ing is

the

v«*».

CONTENTMENT.

with hurrying feet,
Even now robins wait her coming to greet;
bleak the liver’s
Her warm breath will
chain
And make all nature glad again.

spring will

come

The frogs have their violins tuned just
right
To give a grand concert the hist warm

night

The bobolinks practice a brand new tune
To sing light here the first ol Juiie.
W hat if the cold winds wildly blow
And fields are piled with drilts ol snow,
Winter brings many a joy and pleasure.
How our hearts beat in quickest measure

Keepiug time to the sleigh bells jingle,
Even though with cold our lingers tingle,
When without wildly rages the snow storm
I sit by my fireside cozy and warm
While at my feet on the braided hearth mat
Dreams and dozes file family pet cal.
While city friends to their clubs are flocking
I read, sew, or darn my brother’s stockings.

They must go to a whist club at just three,
Then they are due at a five o’clock tea.
For beauty of the Alps 1 need not be wishing
While by a window dishes 1 am washing.
To the northward 1 just turn mine eyes
And behold! the Frye mountains in grandrise
for their

eur

While

rights

wumen

plead and

sputter
111

Business

circles

money

panics

bother
I bake or sweep anil daily care for mother
As westward through my glasses peering
I think the financial fog is clearing.
FREEDOM.

lion. James 1). Lanison and niece, Mrs.
Cora Simpson of Thorndike, took dinner
Jan. 19th with Mrs. Frauces llustus in
Unity_A social was given at the G. A. R
hall Monday evening by the students of
The entertainment
Freedom Academy.
was without an equal and was greatly enSprague of Waldo.Another attempt was joyed by all. The costumes worn repremade last Thursday night to carry oil tile sented the New York 400 and afforded constove pipe from the lower school house. siderable amusement.... The Ladies’ Circle
Sometime during the night the building met with Mrs. Edith Worth. The president,
was
entered
through a rear window. Mrs. Grace Linscott, resigned, and the cirWhen the teacher arrived in the morning cle elected Mrs. Edith Worth president. It
she found the stove tipped over and the was voted that each member, whether presstove pipe piled up near the rear window. ent or not, should pay five cents. The circle
If it was the work of thieves they were elected Mrs. Annie Libby finance commitevidently scared away by some passer-by. tee_Mrs. A. E. Linscott has returned
If it was done by boys as a joke, they from a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
should be found out and puuished. The Farrar, in Ripley.The ice company has
neigh:ors think that the proper author- begun to cut and pack ice. It is the best for
ities should look into the matter as this is years.Edith Lawrence is dressmaking
the second time this school house has been for Mrs. A. E. Linscott.Work has been
broken into this winter.At the last reg- resumed on the dormitory. The crew had
to lav bv one week on account of the sleet
ulai meeting of Arbutus Chapter, 0. E S.,
the following officers fyr the ensuing year storm...-Dana Hanlon has gone to YY'atervilieon business....Fred Nichols was in
'assisted by Emma J. Cargill as Marshal: Belfast Tuesday-YVarren Spinney is at
Mary E. Norton, W. M.; Willis J. Greeley, work for the Freedom Lumber Co.Mrs.
W. 1’.; Cora Si. Skidmore, A. M.; Hattie Cora Spinney is in Montvilie caring for Mr.
Clough, Treas.; Carrie M. Ayer, Sec.; Ada and Mrs. Geoige Carter, who are both sick
Batchelor, Ada; Ruby Hoit, Ruth; Rose with the grip.The students of the acadGreeley, Esther; Emma Cargill, Martha; emy are glad to welcome back their schoolStella Nelson,
Electa; Rhoda Benner, mate, Gertrude Littlefield.Juanita
Chap.; Viola Knowltou, Organist; Sadie Temple, No. 74, Freedom, installed the folGilman, Warden; Helen C. Hurd, Marshal; lowing officers Jan. 21st: N. E. C., Mrs.
Clayborn Wellington, Sentinel. Following Edith YVorth; E. S. of T., Mrs. Hattie YVigthe installation a fine chicken supper was gin; E. J. of T\, %iss Minnie VYebb; M. of
served in the banquet hall.Last Thurs- X., Mrs. Ella Sprague; M. of R. and C.,
day Mrs. William II. Hunt met with a Miss Eflie M. Flye; M. of F., Mrs. Alice
serious accident. She tripped over a floor Whitten; P. of T., Mrs. Cora Nichols; G. of
The officers
rug and dislocated her shoulder by falling 0. T., Mrs. Bertou McDonald.
against some andirons. The bone was set were installed by Mrs. Katrina Bryant,
assisted Past Chief, assisted by Mrs. Elia Libby as
in
by Ur. Millet of

j

|

place
Searsmout,
by Ur. Hoit of this village. Mrs. Hunt is Senior and Miss Winitired Dodge as mancomfortable at this writing, find a speedy ager_The annual mid-winter concert by
recovery is hoped for by her many friends. musical clubs of Freedom Academy will be
_Mr. Clarence Fish of Camden was in held in Grange Hall Friday evening, Jan.
town Friday and Saturday.
He played a 31st. The program will consist of music by
cornet for Prof. Brown’s social on Friday the orchestra, the Girls’ Glee Club, the
night. A very pleasant social was held male quartette, the Boys’ Glee Club, solos
after the usual dancing class last Friday and readings. The proceeds are to go for
night. A program of fourteen dances, the benefit of the Athletic Association.
including all the new dances lately taught, Rev. Mr. Parry of the Congregational
church, Freedom, gave a very interesting
was enjoyed by the large crowd present,
sermon last Sunday from John 7:37, 38.
Good music.was furnished.
*
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What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and. Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

uim;cia

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

of Invictus Lodge: N. G Mr. Francis Fairbanks; V. G Willis Merrick ; Sec., Charles
Hartlett; Treas., George Grant; War., T 0
Knight; C m, W. S. Lowell; Chap., F. 1).
My rick; It. S. of N! G., J. L. Ames; L. S.
of N G., S. i’. Libby; K. S. of V. G., W. S.
Libby; L. S. of V. G., George Getchell.
Frank Fairbanks and Dr. J. E. Cook furnished music for tile occasion. An elaborate
collation was served in the babquet hall
after the installation ceremonies, after
which dancing was enjoyed until a late
hour.Mrs. Kebekah Springer, wife of
the late Kev. C. E. Springer of the East
Maine Conference, passed away Jan! Kith
at the home of Harry Whitney, where she
had been boarding for a number of months.
Funeral services were held at the home a

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET,

few days later, Kev. Mr. Kradeen officiating.
The anThe interment was in Hampden
nual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid occurred
last v t<k and the following officers wer
elected for the ensuing year: Mrs. Rhoda
Taylor, Pres.; Mrs. Abbie Mosher, Vice
Pres.; Mrs. Margie Lowell, Sec’y.; MrsGrace Cook, Treas. The officers this year
are the same as last, except that the secreThe
tary and tieasurer changed places.
Aid, which is in a prosperous condition,
has done finely the past year-A masquerade ball is being arranged by the^ young
7tli
people of the village, to take place reb.
at Majestic hall... It is quite sickly in town
Archibald Tozier’s family have
at present.
been ill, but are gaining at this writing
Nathaniel Knight suffered a shock of paralysis a few nights ago-Mr. and Mrs. Llew-

NEW YORK

CITY.

—

The Man

the Road

on

...

unavoidably separated from his
family.
But need that separation be
complete, even while he is away?
is

ellyn W ebb started for Montana, January
lilih, and expected to arrive in Kig Timber
Saturday morning.
Holman F. Hay’s new book, “King
will be issued from the press
of Harper & Brothers in February. The
book in now in type and Mr. I)ay will

Not if he realizes the

(to Boston tins week to read the
It is Mr. Day’s longest novel,
ever 100,000 words, about 10,000 having
been added to the chapters which appeared in the New England Magazine.
Those who have read the book in this
It is heralded
form are enthusiastic.
by critics of the publishing house as a
virile, living taleof the open, full of the
red blood of real life.
go

proofs.

nience

England Telephone

One

the brain.”

can see

Telegraph

indicated

are

touch with the loved

frightful wound

a

and

by the various “Biue Bell” signs. Quicklv
and cheaply they will put him in
They

see

Surgeon—“This is

Pay

Company.

Browning’s Magazine.

—

thousands of

the

Statiors connected with the New

how Santa Claus can be kep
as busy as tliey say lie is, ml.”
Bobbie!’’
“Why,
T“N<>. Not if he only comes to good boys.
“I don’t

of

conve-

It’s worth

you please write quick
father? lie has always maintained
Ldlsoirs.
brains.”—Nos
that I had no

Patient—“Would

to my

It’s worth
is

a

ones

at home

great deal

more to them.

to him.
It’s cost

trifling.

Molasses, Olive Oil au«l Anodyne Cures
the Worst Colils.

Let the “Blue Bell’' Sign

this season of the year, when a
cold on the lungs is so liable to develop into fatal pneumonia, it ip worth
while to know of a simple prescription
that has been used successfully for
At

years in curing colds and preventing
Most of the ingredients
pneumonia.
are

in

every home

or

can

be

Remind You of Home

obtained

trilling cost.
Mix well together four tablespoonsful of molasses or honey and one tamespoonfui each of olive oil and Anodyne.
At short intervals take a teaspoonful
of the mixtuie, and also apply tie
Anodyne externally on the throat and
at

I stay at home to stamp the butter.
yow

/>r

Spruce,”

poem:

As a little bird flew o’er our village,
Across file meadows and fields of tillage
1 caught the burden of his happy song
l beer up, cheer up, winter will not be long.
.Soon

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
'"d'YJ; /■CCtcAtA4
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

M., both from Winterport: N. G., Mrs. Lizzie Reynolds; V. G., Mrs. Cora Fairbanks;
Sec., Mrs. Margie Lowell; Treas., Mrs. Ida
Libby; War., Mrs. Olive Wellington; Con.,
Miss Ada Ames; Chap., Mrs. Carrie Reynolds ; R. S. of N. G., Mrs. Hattie Libby; L.
S. of N. G., Mrs. Mary Mosher; R. S. of V’.
Miss Josie Kuowlton; L. S. of V. G,
G
Mrs. Mary Ames; I. G., Mrs. Grace Libby;
0. G., Will Libby....D. 1). G. M„ M. C.
Murch and G. M., E. T. Littlefield, both
Hum

Waiter Baker & Co., Ltd.

iui

Packard; S. D., C. L. Drink water; J. D., Memorial Methodist Episcopal SundayF. Llwell; Chap., A. W. llassan; Mar., school were elected for the ensuing year, as
Isaac Hills; S. S., G. 11. Mitchell ;J. S., C. follows: Charles II. Greeley, superintend,
X. Bird; Tyler, George Lane.... Mrs. Elmer ent ;Carrie T. Greeley .assistant superintendDrink water was thrown from her wagon ent; Maysie Dixon, secretary; Marion BillHoward W.
Friday, her horse running away,and was ings, assistant secretary;
asseriously injured about the face and head. Dodge, treasurer; Sadie E. Richardson,
_Mrs. F. A. Dickey, who broke her hip sistant treasurer; Mae Greeley, librarian;
Mildred Burns, organist.The Finauone year ago, Jan. 24th, is recovering very
U
li’
ill Ko
slowly.
entertained at its room, Thursday afterAPPLETON.
noon, F'eb 8th, by Mrs. Malison Tease and
The officers-elect of Golden Rod Rebekah
Mrs. Jennie B. Lowe. Supper at the usual
Lodge were installed Wednesday evening, hour. Everybody cordially invited.Jan. 22nd, by D. 1). President Angie Esancy,
assisted by Gertrude Sherman as Grand LIBERTY.
Marshal, Cora Ames as Grand Warden,
K. I. Morse, Esq. of Belfast was in town
Louisa Keene as Grand R. Sec., Lottie a few
days last week.A. J. Skidmore
Young as G. F. Sec., and Evelyn Taylor as has had a telephone put in his store.
G. Treasurer. The following officers were Tile lower school closed last Friday after a
installed:
N. G., Della Gushee; V. G.,
term
successful
taught by Miss
very

lung

Europe

Jffcnic

A.

c results published sepiseveral monographs will be
i published in cue volume,

in

DORCHESTER, MASS.
The Ladies’ Aid and their families passed
|
very enjoyable evening with Mrs. A. A.
Hatch and daughter Bertha last Thursday.
A
supper w as served, with the usual SEARSMONT.
base of baked beans and coffee by the hostSheriff Carletou was in town Wednesdays
The music by Ernest Townsend,
ess.
Jan. 22nd, to search for goods stolen from
Ernest Bowen and Clarence Paul, violinists,
the cottages on the shores of Lake Quantawith Mrs. Townsend and Miss Bertha
bacook. He visited the home of Zetbam
Hatch piano accompanists, was of a high
Berry and found a large amount of clothing,
order. The Aid meets with Mrs. Elisha
fishing gear and goods usually kept in cot7th..
Feb.
afternoon
Merriam in the
Friday,
He arrested Mr. Berry, his son
tages.
Several of our citizens are afflicted with
Granville Richards ajid Herbert
Andrew,
colds or grip. Rev. E. E. Morse was prethree last uamed tyere bound
The
Hayes.
vented from attending his appointment at
The older
over to the April term of court.
of
a bad
on
account
last
Sunday
Liberty
man, Berry, is out on bail. We are glad to
cold_Rev. Win. Vaughan of East Belfast
say this family of Berrys are new-comers
preached here last Sunday, giving us as and not to be confounded with the esteemed
4:7—
from
James
sermon
usual a good
family of that uauie who have lived in this
Several of our young people attended the
town for more than seventy years....The
entertainment at Poor’s Mills schoolhouse
social event of the season was the church
given by the Benevolent Club last Saturday
picture social at Mrs. A. L. McCorrison's
night and report that it was a first class en- last
Thursday evening. Milbury Hunt was
tertainment. .M iss Sarah Thomas is at
tile UliaiwyiA/ti fiuraoci—^ucoouif,
vj
home from Washington, Maine, where she
of “ye olden time” expictures
forty-tour
ami
Silas
Storer
lias been teaching-Mr.
hibited. “No Creeds in ileaven” was well
Mr. Zadoc Shibles, who have been confined
rendered by Mrs. M. 0. Wilson; song, “My
sickness the past
to their houses with
Mother’s Picture,” by Miss Mattie Collins,
month, remain about the same-Chopping Mrs. barali MeCorrison read a
poem writin the woods is active to date, with a poor
ten by Miss Angie Millett for the occasion,
on snow.
out
wood
the
of
getting
prospect
after which ice cream was served. Follow-

;

important groups of wood,
pines and tirs, have been

■

Awards

in

The first home evening of the Arcana
Club for the winter was held at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Cain
on Pleasant street Wednesday, Jan. 22ml.
All the members and their families were
present. An excellent program was arranged by the hostess, which was interspersed
with phonograph music: prayer by Rev. W.
C. Smith of the F. li. cliuich; recitation.
Mrs. Ralph Runnells; biographies of English
writers, Annie Rebecca Emery; paper, Prehistoric England, Mrs. Julian Estes; readNOK'l H I'OKT.
Rock, Mrs. A. A. Shaw. A
The officers of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. ing, Innscape
lecture was given by Rev. \\ illiam F.
parlor
installed
evening,
Wednesday
Masons,w
of the M. E. church. Mr. Emery’s
Jan. 22nd. b) P. M R. A. Packard, assisted Emery
lecture was on his travels through Germany,
in
Black
a
M.
G.
very pleasant
by Marshal
England and Ireland. He is a vivid speakmanner, after which the company sat down
er and one almost felt after listening that
to a bountiful supper that the ladies of
had visited the foreign countries.
Northport know so well how to prepaie, they, too,
to all, demand alter one hundred and thirteen hungry Tlie lecture proved entertaining
bad eaten all onstrating the good choice made by the
men. women and children
After the
this lecture.
they could conveniently bold the pantry club in selecting
well supplied.
was
Following are the program delicious refreshments were served
decoofficers installed: v\ M.. Bartlett Wadlin; in the dining room, which had been
Mc- rated in green and white, theclub colors...
S. W., 11. W. Chapman; J. W., Geo
Cabe Treas., A. C. Batclielder; Sec., R. A. Sunday, Jan. 26, the officers of the Brown

to separate
alone the various species

e

was

Highest

|
j

The Kind. You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

Kebekah Lodge held a joint installation at
evening,
Odd Fellows’ hall Wednesday
January 22nd. The follwing officers of the
Kebekah Lodge were ably installed by the
Mrs. Orrie
District Deputy President,
Moody, assisted by Mrs. Addie Shaw, G.

a

islesboko.
Rehearsals for the drama Among the
Breakers, to be given the middle of next
month by the Islesboro Dramatic club, are
In progress. Following is the cast:
David Murray, Keeper oi Fairpoint Light,
Harold Pendleton
f
Larry Divine, his assistant, L. L. Smith
L. W. Smith
Hon*Bilice Hunter,
Clarence Hunter, bis ward.
Leslie Williams
Peter Paragraph, a newspaper reporter,
Joshua Dodge
Scud, Hunter's colored servant,
1 lei bert McFarland
Minnie Daze, Hunter’s niece.
Miss Lila Field
Bess Starlight, “cast up by the waves”,
M iss A el iie Coombs
“Mother Carey.” a reputed fortune teller,
Miss Lucinda Board man
Bidd\ Bean, an Irish Girl
Mrs. Walter Heal.

and cross-

Constantly

Increasing Sales

Established 17S0
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Portland last week visiting relatives.
Mis* Grace Clark is in the employ of Mrs.
Charles Walker, who has heeu quite ill, but
is now convalescing.Miss Grace McKeett has returned to Woburn, Mass.E.
A. Robertson and wife visited Mr. and Mrs.
David Moody last Sunday-E. E. Clements and family of Searsport and Miss
Ethelyn Moody of Belfast were the guests
of David Moody and wife last Sunday.

■

ygatn, a new woou may
man’s notice for tlie iirst

is attested

Oscar Dow and bride gave their wedding
reception the first of last week and about 60
were present.
Candy, peanuts and apples
were passed around in liberal quantities.
Their presents were pretty and useful and
a pleasant time was enjnyqd by all.The
last part of last week Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Dow eutertained the church sociable in the
afternoon and evening. The usual attendance is from 50 to 60.Everett Felker of
Monroe had 1,200 bushels of potatoes which
he put into his cellar last fall. John Bailey
had 800 bushels. They have been selling
them in Brooks for 60cents per bushel.
A ear was loaded with potatoes at Waldo
station last week. Sixty cents was paid for
part and 65 cents for the rest.Effie Ilnm
finished her school last week and had a box
sociable and got $5.40 tow ards a bell for the

was in charge of
my younger days I
northern Michimen getting out timber in
kinds of weather
to
all
gan aud was exposed
and for years had never spared myself

rassing law suits.

Baker’s Cocoa

SWAN V1LIE CENTER

Mistakes of this
As a result of this
from work or expo>ure.
ntification have, in the Iasi ami stomach trouble, I was completely run
down during the spring of 1903 and fell an
m several instances, meant
to an attack of rheumatism. 1
thousands of dollars, and easy victim
services of two doctors in Detroit,

11

THE FOOD VALUE OF

ceeds of the matinee, after paying some ex
penses, will go to the promising kindergarten of the Sunday school.

“in

-titutes.
:

UNITY.
The people in this vicinity were considerably excited over the fire which consumed
the Turner Center ice house and receiving
station here last Friday morning. Fanned
by a strong northeast wind thp fire, which
started in the milk house at 9.30 o’clock, did
The
not damage the adjoining property.
oause of the fire was an explosion of a
gasolene lamp. Mr. Morrill, an employe,
was badly burned about the face and
hands. Mr. Waning, who was with him
learning the business, smothered the flames
about him and took him out of the fire,
after which be was immediately taken to
the doctor’s office and made comfortable.
....Invictus Lodge, I. O. 0. F., and Favori

chest.

Neuralgic Anodyne is a household
remedy t! at is invaluaule in curing ad
aches and pains, not only of < d.’.s.
but neuralgia, headaches, rheumatism,
u\
toothache. 1 ruises, sprains, cuts.
A large bottle costs but 25 cts.. and is
sold everywhere under a guarantee t >
lefund the money unless it gives satis1
The
Twitch. *iMade
faction.
Champlin Co., Portland, Me.

GRANITE

-■

■
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IN ANY FORM

All the Gold

TOMBS

IN GEORGIA

Could not

-AM)-

Buy—-

V< m nidiliil Work

*

|

Roding, Ga. August
Messrs. E. C. DeWitt & Co..
Chicago, Ills.

27, 1906.

Cf Every

Gentlemen:—

In 1897 1 had a disease of the stomach
and bowels. Some physicians told me it was
Dyspepsia, some Consumption of the Lungs,
others said consumption of the Bowels. One
physician said I would not live until Spring,
and for four long years I existed on a little
boiled muk. soda biscuits, doctors’ prescriptions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
the market. I could not digest anything
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked up
one of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
Dyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
that Almanac happened to be my life saver.
I bought a fifty cent bottle of KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE and the benefit I received
from that bottle ALL THE GOLD IN
GEORGIA COULD NOT BUY. 1 kept on
taking it and in two months I went back to
my work, as a machinist, and in three month*
I was well and hearty. I still use a little occasionally as I find it a fine blood purifier
and a good tonic
May you live long and prosper.

yo-ver,c.-uly.coRNELL

•

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

This is only a sample of
the great good that is
daily done everywhere by

K

o

\ for
For Sale

d

o

1

Dyspepsia.

by R. H. moody, Druggist.

HEAL & WOOD,

Bridge St, Belfast,

IYS. J. DOW
Will present during the months
of January and February some
bargains in goods that he is determined to turn into cash even
if it is at a present financial
loss, as he needs the space for
fresh stock. It will pay you to
call and examine his marked
down goods of various descriptions.

BROOKS,

MAINE.

Townsend’S' I dais
ARE THE BEST

Description

Me.

To The Public:
CUT FLOWERS AND POTTED PLANTS
FUNERAL WORK A SPECIALTY
•i*

WILLIS E. HAMILTON

Undertaking
AND GOODS
-AT-

Officer & Eaton’s.

Republican

The

BELFAST,

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1908

Published

Every Thursday by the
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•CHARLESA. P1LSBVRT.

newspaper Motes.
giving the names of the speakers, who will
bring special messages from the Hoys’ ConFrederic Hudson in his “History of
vention, which adjourned in Portland fast Journalism,” referring to the Boston EvenThe February parish supper will be
Sunday night. The pastor will deliver a ing Transcript iu its youthful days, early
rational
church
the
North
at
served
Congre
brief introdt(ctory address. It is hoped to in the
1800’s, says: “It was small, always
on Wednesday evening, February 5th, at 6
make this service of great interest to boys clean, and was a general favorite iu the
o’clock.
exis
invitation
and young men; and the
family eircle.” Iu the last two qualities the

j

dvance. S-’.nn a
SrnscRIPTioy Terms—In
three
year; Sl.uO for six months; 50 cents for
months.
AnvFRTlsivn Tf.rms—For (ne square one
Inch lenetli in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Service at the Universalist church next
Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Subject of sermon,
“The Wings of the Morning.”
Sunday

school

at 12

tended to all who will not attend service
elsewhere to be present. While this is a
boys’ and young men’s service the general
public is also invited to be present.

m.

There will be services next Sunday in the
chapel at East Northport at 10.45 a. m. SerWinslow
mon by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Sei vices in the Woods schoolhouse at 2 00
p.

in.

we

Parents ana school-teachers will be
interested in a new theory called the

Teaching

of

History” expound-

come.

First Parish church (Unitarian.) Service
next Sunday at 10 45 a.rn .with sermon by the
About
pastor; subject, “Something More
Unitarian Thought.” Sunday school at 12
noon ; subject of study, “Jasiah.”

ed by J. X’. Larned in the January Atlantic.
Mr. Larned’s idea is that the
There will be an afternoon service of the
crime of war rather than its glory Protestant
Episcopal church at the North
should be emphasized. As soon as we church vestry on Sunday next, Feb. 2nd, at invitation is extended to all to attend the
services.
abstract the allurements of drums and 3 30 p. in. All are welcome. Mr. Orlando
Castle North, No 853, Knights of King
tramplings from the history books and Titherington is lay reader.
will have a special open conclave at
Arthur,
last
remember the
A class of ten little girls graduated
the North Church tomorrow (Friday) evenwhole
of
the
and
‘•Broken old mothers,
Sunday from the primary department
ing at seven-thirty. Certain portions of the
Dark butchery without a soul,”
the North Church Sunday school into a
ritual will be given, and the ceremonies
uniits
in
Peace
nearer
so
much
we are
class of their own in the main school. The
iu
uc«
me
uurouauuu ui me
valuing
versal and highest sense. ‘‘The staple class wasgiven a most satisfactory exaiuiuaKing will be served. Several of the Knights
ot History has always been War.” Must noil UciUrtf llir SVJIIWI, nmvu icucvvcu fsivuv
are to have special honors conferred as a recredit on themselves and their teacher, Miss ward for
it always be so?
progress in the educational work
class
formed
The
Avis M. Morisou.
newly
of the order. These honors will be conferThe Governor of Florida, like most will be in charge of Miss Emeroy Ginn.
red by the Merlin, authority is to do having
other Gove:nors in the South, is an
The weekly appointments at the Baptist been received from the National King at
makes
outspoken Prohibitionist. He
church are as follows: regular preaching Caarleon upon the Usk. A museiale and
one striking statement:
services conducted by the pastor, Kev. 1). literary program will also be a feature of !1
in
merchants
bv
observed
was
dry
It
11. MacQuar.de, Sunday morning at 10.45 the evening. To this open conclave all peoimmunities that their bills were paid
and Sunday evening at 7.30; Sunday school ple interested in work for boys are cordialmore promptly, that the volume of busiat noon; the Brotherhood at 3.30 p. m.; ly invited, but the castle gates will be barred
ness was greater, that the people be6.30 p. ni. The agaiitst all lads not members of the order,
came lie1 re prosperous and the towns irn- Christian Endeavor at
re rapidly—both as to public
Brotherhood meets at 7.30 Wednesday and all girls. Those who come are requestprove'i
and private improvements—until now evening; prayer meeting at 7.30 Thursday ed to be within the gate and seated promptThe time is
pr ipie iuok upon the question bott/from evening.
ly at the appointed hour.
a moral and a business standpoint, as
The Sunday services at the First Metho- seven-thirty.
ti e:r observation has confirmed them in
G
belief that it is better from every dist Episcopal Church will be as follows:
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
standpoint that the country sllould at 10.45 A. M. preaching by the pastor, Rev.
abolish the sale of liquor."
Albert E. Luce; at 12 o’clock, Bible school,
The following transfers in real estate
F. P. Blodgett supt.: at 3 P. M. Junior were recorded in Waldo county Registry of
,\ ,-i ision has been handed down by
Lillian
Miss
Spinney
Epworth League,
Deeds for the week ending, Jan. 27, 190k:
ti.e supreme Court of Massachusetts
supt.; at 7.30 P. M. evangelistic service,
Ballast Savings Bank, by Treasurer, to
that 'uncli carts have no right on the conducted by the pastor.
Good music, Orman A. Hopkins, Belfast; land and
in Belfast.
was
The
case
buildings
welcome.
of
Boston.
chorus, free seats, and everybody
public streets
|
Alice Baird, et als, Lewiston, Idaho, to
Feb.
lunch cart proprietor Tuesday
5th,
Epworth League. Lucullus .1. Coombs,
one in which a
Lincolnville; land in
Lincolnville.
had a-permit from the city oflicials, but Thursday, Feb. 6th, class meeting.
tiie court holds that in the absence of
ai.v express grant oy the Legislature,\he

permit the streets
to be used for private purposes. At one
time much carts were permitted to remain in the streets day and night, hut

city

: as

right

no

to

restricted to

latter:v they have been
Belfast had a lunch
the nigh: hours.
cart on the street at one time, but the

only

lunch cart now running here is on

pr.vate property.
It is perhaps hardly necessary to remind the Republicans of Waldo county
not an “off-year;” that
that this is
county officers, members of the legislatuie

and Congressmen are to be elected,
11 November we are to vote

iciiu

itiiui v ci sa»

rinti.'cui

II

Cobb delivered an address Monday night.
This church was organized Feb. 2, 1833,
with 35 constituent members.

that

u

and

1

would turn thorn

■

allegance to tin- party which
brought unprecedented prosperity

8
8
■

licans to he on their
ear to those who

deaf

and deceit

nuendo

from their
Inis
to

this country and made it the fore-

most nation in the world.
A

recently published

interview with

Hon. William T. Haines of Waterville—
which

we

would

gladly

have

published

in full had not other demands upon
columns

our

prevented—gives conclusive

by Democrats and demagogues as to extravagance in State expenditures. He
shows where the money
cational purposes and

goes—for eduother public

utilities-and makes good the claim that
Maine under

Republican

rule for the

years has had one of the
and
most economical
cleanest and
democratic State governments in the
last

forty

(if the $20.87, which is the
thousand
average amount paid on a
dollars to our tax collectors, only $1.50
is expended for State purposes, and the
greater part of this goes hack to the
towns, directly or indirectly, in the
way of school money: and our State expenditures are more than paid by the
tax on corporations and other monied
interests. Since this interview appeared the S'ate auditor has made the gratifying statement that of the appropriations made by the last legislature the
sum of $100,743.30 remains untouched,
and lias been turned hack in'o the State
So much for Republican
treasury.

Union.

management.
PLAN

TO

FIGHT

Druggists Will Battle

DISEASE.
Stomach Troubles

in Belfast.
The increase of stomach troubles in Belfast
lias led A. A. Ilowes iV Co. to take effective
measures to combat the disease. They have
the local agency for Mi-o-na stomach tablets, and in order to induce people suffering
with weak stomach or indigestion to use
the remedy, offers to supply it with the distinct understanding that money will be refunded in every case where it does not cure.
Mi-o-na is not a mere digestive, but an
absolute strengtlieiier and builder up of
the whole digestive iraot. If you suffer
w ith headaches, giddiness, palpitation, bad
taste ill the mouth, nervousness, coated
tongue, distress after eating, use Mi-o-na
and see bow quickly these symptoms of a
weak stomach will disappear.
The remedy strengthens the muscular
walls of the stomach and increases the flow
of gastric juices so that nourishment is extracted from the food and the'Tefuse is expelled without the aid of purgative or laxative medicines.
Remember that A. A. Ilowes & Co. give a
guarantee to refund the money unless it
cures.
They take all the risk, aud there is
no danger of your losing anything except
indigestion when you buy a 50 cent box of
2w4.
Mi-o-na.
Railroad

Men Plead Not Guilty.

Jan. 23. E. B. Dunbar of WatMaine Central conductor who
indicted by the grand jury, togethwas
er with bis engineer, II. E. Thayer of Foxeroft, for manslaughter in causing the death
of Brakeman Frank 1). Belanger in a traiu
wreck at Benton, Oct. 5, was arraigned in
the .Superior court Thursday and pleaded
He gave bail. The trial of both
not guilty.
men was assigned for Monday, Feb. 3.
Augusta
erville, tlie

r.

n\t,

oiuuuii.

For Six Months They Suffered Tortures—Patches of Humor Became
Raw—Could Hardly Sleep—Medical Treatment Did No Good but

1

Springs.
B. Knowlton, Belfast, to Maria A.
Knowlton, do.; laud and buildings in Bel-

fast.

Joseph G. Maddocks, South Thomaston,
Albert A. W’entworth, Lincolnville; laud
in Lincolnville.
Lora E. Maxey, Belfast, to Carrie E.
Trice, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Melissa J. Poor, Searsmont, to B. F. Fuller, do.; land in Searsmont.
Israel W. Parker, Belfast, to Gertrude
Day, Castine; land in Belfast.
Carrie E. Price, Belfast, to Loia E.
Maxey, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
0. B. W’oodbury, Knox, to Rising Sun
Grange, do.; land and buildings in Knox.
William 11., Edwiu X. and Theo. X.
W'insldvs, to Frank B. Knowlton, Belfast, I
l land and buildings in Belfast.

|
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Cures Coldss Prevents Pneumonia

no mean

is the Character of the

Humors, Eczemas, and Itching5
Cured by Cuticura.
The agonizing itching and burning of
the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of hair
and crusting of scalp, as in scalled head,
all demand a remedy of extraordinary
virtues to successfully cope with them.
That Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment,

during
forcibly brought
of
alders
the
Stockh
and
liability

Double

to the

out

the

recent
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Bank

B

This fact ha1'

8

The

B
8

a

panic.

ownership Effect

Policy makes it very evident that

B

I

THE MORE SCATTERED THE STOCK,
THE STRONGER THE BANK.

8

This Institution is ideal in this respect. Our stock is distributed among ||9 people, an average holding of five shares

8
|

and

fl
B
B
fl

no

stockholder

owns over

This bank is Harnessed to

a

fl
,

DO YOU KNOW that your money deposited in any SAV;
INGS DEPARTMENT jN ANY NATIONAL BANK is sub

J
♦

income ?

J DO YOU jCNOW that money deposited in the SAVINGS
DEPARTMENT of the WALDO TRUST COMPANY OF BEL
FAST is exempt from taxation to you ’by the laws
of the State of Maine?

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

^

♦

and that

l

♦

>1

when he needs it.

DO

we

we

0/0

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦0♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

1 We

are

•

first week of our sehi-annual red tag sale has been

The

record breaker. The reason is this—they found the goods in the store just as
advertised—told tluir friends who came in and took advantage of our low
prices. Nov/ there are a great many more men and bovs that need new Suits and OverI his sale lasts until February Kill. We w'ant to close out everv dollar’s worth of
coats
our winter stock, and we still have a splendid line to select from.
Flere’s some special
that
on
sale
this
week:
bargains
go
a

Men’s New Stylish Kuppenheimer Suits & Overcoats
Our

regular $15-00. 16.50 and $13.00 lihfs. Theycomein the neat, dark mixed worsteds

and the new brown checks with invisible overplaids wlikh are
high grade
popular in
and
and
nice
black
M\!.
with
suits,
Oxford
a
and
a
Overcoats
>ta\-there
dressy
grav
$
'hap.
that the Kuppenheimer goods are famois lor. You can b, \ them while tho 'ale last' at
the manufacturers’ cost prices, and no longer:
>

Red Tag Prices

OVERCOATS,]
*•

"

••

•*

••

$3.95

now
now

••

now

5.95
6.95 and 7.75
8.75

8

All of

New Widow Jones’ $5.00 Suits arid Over=

our

coats

now

$3.05.

Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats at Great Bargains
Men’s $12.50 all wool Frieze Rubber Lined Ulsters,
$9.75
“
7.50 Ulsters,
now 5.95
“
5.00 Heavy Gray Reefers
3.95
“
Corduroy Sheepskin Lined Jackets
“4.25
Heavy Duck Water Proof Blanket Lined Jackets
1.29
“
Sheepskin lined Canvas Coats
2.95
“
Red Pontiac all wool Jackets, $3.00 value,
“2.29
“
and Boy’s Winter Caps now 19, 39 and 79 cents.
Remarkable bargains in Men’s Pants 98c., $1.98, 2.95 and $3.95. Former prices
ranged from $2.50 to $5.00.
Tremendous cut down in Fur Caps for both Ladies and Gentlemen.
Fur trimmed Caps, regular $1.50 and 2.50 value
now 98c. and 1.49
Genuims Alaska Priced Seal Caps
now 3.49
Electric Seal with Mushrat Trimmings,
2. 49
Rat and Cony Caps, great value, priced
1.49
Men’s $5.00 Attachable Fur Collars, can be put on any coat,
3.95
“
50 cent Heavy Fleeced Underwear
.39
$1.00 Heavy Wool Underwear
.79
J
50 cent Heavy Gloves,
.39

fl

fl

fl

I

IT, DO IT NOW.

$| 1.05, $12.05 and $15.05.

••

fl
I

t

now

MEN’S AND YOUTH S $5.00 AND $6.00 SUITS AND
“
“
“
7.50 TO 9.00
,•
“
“
“
“
10.00 to 11.00
“
“
12.50

fl
I

deposits with us to feel and know
a Strong Box where he can find it

Here With the Goods

“

Start

an account

in

our

Savings Department

at

once

clear

THE BANK WITH A LARGE SURPLUS

fl

pride in its Safety and

thoroughly a Waldo .County Institution, under United
States Supervision, growing up (and growing rapidly) on principles of Absolute Safety, Confidence of the People and The
Square Deal.

j

pay this tux and you receive 4
originated 4 % interest in Belfast;

Remember

♦

B

We want every man who
that he has put his money in

to taxation

ject

fl

It is

B

National Bank?

I
fl

Success.

B

a

Great Bargains in Boys’ Knee Pant .Suits, Reefers
atld Overcoats—Special lot to close out at $1.95 and $2.95.

B

no

Every director of this bank takes

Why deposit savings in

fl

fourteen shares.'

Other corporation or Individbut
breathes the Air of Heaven as freely as God has given
uals,
it.

National

Bank?

♦

Sold throughout the
A Single Set often Cures.
world. Depots: London. 27. Charterhouse Sq.: Paris.
Rue de la Paix : Australia. R. Towns A Co.. Sydney;
U. S. A., Potter Drug A Chem. Corp., Sole Props..
Boston.
mr~ Mailed free. Cuticura Book on Skin Dlaeaeee.

Safety of

a

exactly as money invested in
Real Estate or other property and in the near
future WILL BE TAX|D TO YOU, thus reducing your

and Cuticura Pills are such stands
proven by testimonials of remarkable
cures when all else has failed.

Owneiship of its stock.

been very
on

Importance

town to

Why send your SAVUliS out of

t

foimnoi^iAR 16.

An element of

jl

I

♦

were cured by these two, the
Afblotches disappearing in ten days.
ter this we used the Cuticura Pills for
ten days more to be sure that the humor
We have not been
had gone to stay.
troubled since and we all think that if
it had not been for the Cuticura Remedies we would have been suffering yet.
George W. Brown, 18 Linden St., Rockland, Mass., Jan. 28, 1907.”

%

I

I

«

family

F.

WALDO TRUST COMPANY, BELFAST, MAINE.

.n

Banking Safety.

8

■

I

“Last February my iister broke out
with a humor which gradually spread
to the rest of the family. I being the last
to take it.
It manifested itself in
patches varying from the size of a pea
The joints of
to that of a silver dollar.
most affected. The
our limbs
were
parts where the skin was tender soon
necame raw and irritated and we were
able to sleep but little because the itching got so bad at night. My sister consulted a physician but he was unable to
name the disease and the treatment he
prescribed did no good at all. As the
warm weather came on we were tortured worse than ever, the irritated
parts causing us to scratch until they
would bleed. In August, when it was
at its worst, my sister was given 8
This she triec
cake of Cuticura Soap.
and it afforded so much relief that I
bought the complete treatment, consisting of Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura Pills. This we
used according to directions and immediatelv the humor began to disappear.
_"

A STRONG BANK,

A SAFE BANK.

l

1

f|

B
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TWO SETS OF CUTICURA
CURED THEM IN TEN DAYS

T

♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦

++++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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FEARFUL ITCHING
AFFLICTS FAMILY

i

guard; to turn a
by falsehood, in-

rum and corruption, are getreign
ting busy. It therefore behooves Repub-

dMMB

ton

by

nonpartisanship
specious promises that will never be
full;lied, to undermine the Republican
strongholds; and the enemies oi law
and order, who would inaugurate a

disguise

ol

An

and young

aim

Mass., to Vienna Stephenson, Belfast, land
and buildings in Belfast.
Joshua Farrow, Winchester, to Eugene
B. Farrow, do.; land in Islesboro.
Mark R. Ginn, Stockton Springs, to William D. Bennett, Bucksport; land in Stock-

iuc

P'irst Baptist church, Rockland, began Jan.
| 26th, and will continue through five days.
I Ail Protestant pastors in Rockland will participate in the exercises, together with 17
I clergymen from various parts of the State.
| i'lie first day’s exercises included an adi dress by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, national
; president of the Woman’s Christian TemI perance Union, an historical address by the
pastor of the church, Rev. W. J. Day, and a
ni'-iuorial sermon by Rev. W. 0. Holmes.
The portraits of six former pastors, now
dead, were unveiled. Governor William T.

especially interesting service for boys
men has been arranged for next
for
president to succeed Theodore Sunday evening at the North church.
lfonseve'.t. echo lias so ably administer- Music will be furnished by a company of
The demagogue is lads and young men, and John Parker will
ed that high office.
already abroad, seeking under a ilimsy sing a solo.* Programs arej being printed

ai

vr.

rtuuie
lit?

|!

remains the same. In the former much difference may be noted; it has
grown from, a tiny four page sheet to a daily
journal of from 16 to 52 pages iu size, its

Trauscript

The services for the week at the North reputation as a clean newspaper ot true
Congregational church will be as follows: worth continues to grow as well, s’
Junior C. E. meeting this, Ihursday, afterDemocratic Convention in Bangor.
noon at 3.00; prayer meeting at 7.30; subject, A Life Study, Abraham. G.eu. 13:1-18;
Fairfield, Me Jan. 31. A meeting of
open meeting of Knights of King Arthur the Democratic state committee was he.U
it was UeciUeU to
at '1 lie Gerald tonight,
Friday evening at 7 30; morning worship hold the next State couventiuu at Bangor on
the
pastor, July 15 and ex-Mayor George M. Hanson ot
Sunday at 10.45, with sermon by
Ihe ueiegales to the
Rev. D. L. Wilson ; Sunday school at 12 in.; Calais will preside.
will he chosen at ll.e
meeting of the Christian Endeaver Society national convention
Congressional district conventions.
at 6.30; topic, The Real Heart of Christian
The
Endeavor.
Col. 3:14, 12-25; 4:1-6.
service will be a special one and a program
appropriate to Christian Endeavor Day
will be given. Honorary members, and all
those interested, are especially invited to be
present. Evening worship at 7 30. A cordial

The Chi istiau Scientists hold services in
In Chicago gas is 85 cents a thousand
In their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
and the gas company flourishes.
at ll o’clock and Wednesday evenBoston gas is 90 cents, to be further re- morning
at 7.30 o’clock, to w hich all are cordially
ing
duced under a sliding scale.

"Peace

«

THE CHURCHES.

Journal.

at^

^

$1.00 Heavy Gloves,
Special in 50 cent Working Shirts this week.
$1.00 and 1.50 Negligee Shirts

fl

.79
now

35c., 3 for 1.00
69 and 79 cents

-■-i--\
fl

Also have

a

Checking

fl

Account.

Special Offer for Saturday, January 25.

^

I

The City National Bank

|l

Bellasl.

I

75 Odd

t

I

y

Vests, sizes 34, 35 and 36 only, suitable for small men and
to be sold at I cent each. The onty stipulation being that
you snow this ad. and buy other goods to the amount of $5 or more.

boys,

^

HARRY W.CLARK&CO.SS S“!
This sale

means

CASH, goods sold

on

credit will be

charged

at

regular pirces.

The season has continued favorable for
ice boating and the sport has been enjoyed
by many. James H. Howes’ new boat, the
Rag Pioker, was taken out to Pitoher’s
pond last week, norace Chenery came
iown from Boston to enjoy the sport and

I HE NEWS OE BElfASI
PUBLISHERS* NOTICE,
Copies of The Journal
places:

_• ,e

v

are on

sale at

tlu\

ine

u

vksport. At the post office.
At the post oi.jce.
ktdn springs.
At the store of I. H.
STERPORT.

has been stopping at the Howes oottage.
Last Friday the wind blew a gale and his
boat was capsized. He was sailing alone,
,
mhkn. Store of D. J. Dickens.
Sullivan. Searsport and M. J. Dow,
having just landed Mr. and Mrs. Rossbach
subare authorized agents to receive
j
Point. Tuesday Mr. Howes in.us and advertisements.
j at Rocky
publican Journal Publishing Co*
j vited all the clergymen of the city to go ice
and several availed themselves of
Owing to the boating
( ta bbing Offers.
the opportunity to enjoy this winter paswe have
columns
of
J time.
led condition
discontinue thBadvertisements of
them
j To R. F. D. Patkoss: The Postmaster
-Mug otters, and will present
of Belfast desires to call attention to the
to
w.

|

v

1

They apply only

•'\ here.

subscrip-

in advance; and w hen payment is
:t should be stated what premium, if
desired. It is also necessary say to^
,l(lne of
publications are mailed
lhe Journal or from this office. We

practice of^some patrons of rural delivery
of placing loose coins in their boxes each
time they desire to dispatch letters, instead
of supplying themselves with postage in
advauce of their needs. This practice imposes undue hardship on rural carriers iu
removing loose coins from bom^s and delays
them on the service of their routes. The

paid

tll^

one year
pay for these publications
Ivanee, and they are then sent from
respective offices to our subscribers,
clubbing offers are as follows for one

j

to

j
f

postmaster, therefore, urgently requests

that patrons of rural delivery provide
subscription paid in advance:
and keep on hand a supply of
ourual and FarnaJc Home.$2.00 themselves

Journal
Journal
ourual
diurnal

and
and
ami
and

Tribtnie Farmer.
McCall's Magazine...
New Idea Magazine..
Tri-Weekly Tribune..

stamps consistent with and in advance of
their needs. It is also very desirable that
rural patrons place iu their mail boxes
small detachable cups of wood or tin in
which to place coins, when necessary, in
purchasing supplies of stamps.

2.25

2.10
2.10

2.50

Frost has been elected manand George Darby captain of the Y.
base ball team.
.ter

B.

operations ai iue »aiuu
ity Hospital last week for appendicitis
he patients are doing well.
were two

.-re

Some time Sunday night or
a heavy rainstorm
set in, accompanied by a southeast gale.
The rain came down in torrents until about
8 a. m., washing the streets badly in many
places. It was so rough in the bay that the
steamer Stockto'n did not come down Irom
Bucksport or the steamers Golden Hod and
Silver Star from Castineand Islesboro. The
The Storm.

| early Monday morning

Marshall block on Main street, two
has been sold by the Belfast Savbank to Orman A. Hopkins of this

morning session of the pubsteamer Bay State which arrived Sunday
imols Monday on account of the storm
from Boston with a very heavy freight for
i,e consequent darkness of the schoolthis landing left on the return trip about
4.30 p m. Monday. It was so rough in the
hall
Fellows
Odd
in
M.
A
dance
y.
upper harbor early in the day that vessels
Thursday evening was well attended at the wharves pitched about and strained
was
music
Excellent
nucli enjoyed.
at their moorings, but no damage was res he< 1 by the Quintette,
ported along the water front. It cleared off
calendars were all called for soon cold and Tuesday morning the mercury in
1 lie Journal was issued last week.
places was near the zero mark.
Mirrj that so many weredisappoiutthis
The steamer Gardiner, recently bought
we had only a limited number
by Capt. W. S. Pendleton of Islesboro, was
from Southport, where she had
limed letters remaining in the Hel- brought
been laid up, to Boothbay Harbor, and last
-t nftlce for the week ending Jar..
\V. week Capt. Ellis Gray and engineer Walter
Mip^ Winnie Thomas, Geo.
Decker of the Silver Star, accompanied by
Fred Johnson, James Mitchell,
Captains Guilford S. and Nathan Pendleton,
e Young.
went to Boothbay and brought the steamer
liave
seaside Spiritualist Church
<U Islesboro last Saturday, making the run
w
,muis in F. it. Know 'ton Hall,
her^, in rive hours. Tuesday the Gardiner was
;l link] meetings every Thursday
hi ought over to Belfast and tied up at the
All are
_. and
Sunday afternoon
railroad wharf alongside of steamer Castine.
invited.
■ordially
She is said to be a 14-knot boat and in com-

..re was no

subscriber writes:
...ktjn, V Y
without
•aiuiot seem to get. along
It is as good as a letter from
unial.
besides keeping one in touch witli

the bay easily distanced the Goling
den liotl and Silver Star. Capt. Pendleton
is ready to bet big money that she can beat
anything that turns a wheel in Penobscot
across

Uicient Landmarks.’
ladies ol tlie Norm l. ongregauouai
are to hold a fair and entertainment
first,
ie Opera House on or about April
booths will be both unique and attracmd in the evening the bright little play
.... Fearless & Co.” will be presented,
I'll

attention was called recently to a
blossomed spray of pussy willows
h were picked Jan. 12th on Oak Farm,
d by U. 11. Cunningham of Belmont,
is remarkably early for the blossomf pussy willows, and speaks well of
r

loess

of the winter.

Clothing

Acme

Co

which

has

a

mil in this city, M. >. Jellison manager,
,s bought out a factory in Boston and will
and
,,ge in He manufacture of fur-lined
sliei ,■ aits.
Forty machines and other
pmeiits from the Boston factory have
received here, to be installed at

once,

,

Day. Mie has Dean running uu me ivennebee since 1803 as a passenger boat, aud will
need some alterations to lit her for parrying
freight. She will be used as a spare boat on
the Brooksville, Castiue, Islesboro and Belfast route.
As intimated
ARitKST of Burglars.
last week might be the case the perpetrators of the burglaries at Quantabacook were
arrested Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 22nd.
The sheriff was accompanied by several of
the cottage owners, when armed with a
search warrant he proceeded to search the
remises of Zetliam Berry in Searsmout. It
was a successful search.
Among the miss-

ing articles brought to light were bedding,
frying pans, fishing tackle, rubber boots,
ammunition, dishes, sofa pillows, a hammock, checkerboard, chromes, chairs, bathing suits, rugs, many volumes of literature,
stove pipe, cork-screws, a bunch oi firecrackers and many other things all of which
respective
were readily identified by their

finely illustrated stereopticon lecture on
will be given in the North church
owners. We have not heard who claimed the
Thursday evening,'Feb. 13th. The
cork-screws. Three arrests were made then,
one of general interest and the
and later the fourth man was captured and
a
il depict many phases of the couuthey all became inmates of the county hotel
no
will
be
admission
There
d people.
on ( ongress street that night.
Thursday
to
the
i-ordial invitation is extended
afternoon they were arraigned in the police
v to attend.
court on the charge of breaking and enterWaldo
county post omces are ing. They pleaded not guilty, waived exu«i by the postal changes announced |
animation ana were neia to appear oetore
.Islington, Monday. The name of the j the grand jury at the April term of the
i
h port
Campground post office is Supreme court. Zetham Berry, who is
.•d to Bayside, and the office at South ;
about 70 years of age, was put under bonds
:viiie is reestablished, theorder of Jan- j of
$200 each on four counts, and bail was
:;d, 1908, discontinuing the office furnished by his son-in-law and daughter,
been

rescinded.

John G. Brooks has given to the
County Hospital the valuable medioiary of her late husband, Dr. J. G.
ksand with it a handsome bookcase,
gift is highly appreciated by the hosIt will be remembered
authorities.
Mrs. Brooks furnished a room in the
ital in memory of her husband.

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
ill be with Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, No.
1 <gh street, Monday afternoon, February
The lesson will be from “American
ature,” chapter five, page 239 to the
The magazine topic is
f the chapter.
cudy of Progress,” from the January
mber, page 184. Author, Sidney Lanier,
e

next

e

w

party of twelve from the U pper Bridge
to Poor’s Mills Saturday evening aud
an
entertainment, the proceeds of
eh are to be used towards building a
w chapel there.
The affair netted about
The program consisted of dialogues
music. Ice cream and cake were served
ill present voted the evening a success,
1

lie Waldo County Veteran Association
rpoet with Thomas H. Marshall Post,
st, Feh. (5th. If stormy on that day,
Mi>t fair day following, Sunday exceptsusiness meeting at 10.30 a. m.; din12 m.; camp-fire at 1.30 p. m.
A bak•un dinner will be served by the hosts.
will bring their nastrv.
All are
me.—Lorenzo Jones,' Secy.
■

Ylliance of. the First Parish church
tarian) will meet this, Thursday, af■on at d. JO o’clock at the home of Mrs.
\
Frederick on Congress street. The
-ram
will
include quotations from
it Drowning, a paper on “Our Nearest
s'hbor, Mars,” by Miss Melvina Parker,
and religious intelligence by
Miss Charge W. Colburn and Miss Lucie E. Ryau.

triplet daughters were born to Mr. and
M s. Irving C.
Lear, Mayo street, on Saturday Two of the little girls died Sunday,
wever.
Eighteen years ago triplets,
boys and a girl, were born to Mr. and
"rs. Harvey S. Cunningham. They were
uned Rena E., Roy E., and Ralph H., and
1

are

prominent members of the social set in
their neighborhood. Miss Rena is a High
school student.
I he concert

and ball of Washington Hose
oinpany iakes place at the Opera House
n is
evening and bids fair to be a brilliant
'-uccess.
Pullen’s Orchestra of Dangor has
en engaged and will
give a concert and
furnish music for the dances. The Company have received a handsome cash donation from
Horace
Chenery and from
l

harles Bradbury

be sold at the hall.

a

fine turkey, which will

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon of South Montville,
and he was taken home that night. The
three young me :, Andrew B. Berry, Herbert VV. Hayes and Granville Richards
were held in the sum of $500 each on four
counts, making atotal of $2,000 each, and as
bail was not furnished they were returned
to

jail.

Shipping Items. The Bangor schooner
Augustus II. Babcock has‘made a new record for time between Fort Tampa, Fla., and
the Philadelphia Breakwater, covering the
distance in eight days. The schooner is in
command of Capt. McKown.Sell. Sarah
L. Davis, recently sold by George .A. Gilchrest to Rockland parties, sailed last week
for Rockland, with Capt. Peterson, her new
commander, iu charge. Stye will engage in
the general eoasting trade.A recent act
passed by the Canadian Parliament bars any
but British or colonial ships from plying iu
the coastal trade of the Dominion. Most of
the vessels affected either carry to or take
from ports iu the maritime provinces/ and
are, in a big majority, listed under tlf Norwegian flag.It is reported that the new
revenue cutter
Androscoggin, which has
been under construction for some time,
will arrive on this station by the first ol
April. Mie is now having her boilers installed in one of the shipyards on the Hud
son river near New York city, and will soon
be in Maine to take the place of the Woodbury. It is nut yet known whether t^ie officers of the Woodbury will be placed in
charge of the new cutter_The following
local charters are reported: seh. Hattie C.
I.uce, Rockport to Nassau, N. 1’., ice; sch.
Methebesec, Vinalhaven to New York, paving at $1.10 per ton; sch. George 11. Mills,
Hurricane to Boston, cut stone at $1.25 per
ton ; sch. Jennie S. Hall, Stonington to New
York, random stone at $1 per ton.Sch.
Jacob M. Haskell, from Baltimore for Boston, lost an anchor in Hampton Roads 23rd.
.Sch. E. S. Wilson has loaded hay at
Lewis’ wharf for Stonington_Sch. Margaret B. Roper arrived Monday from Hoboken with phosphate for Jackson & Hall
and is discharging at Lewis’ wharf....Sch.
Abel B. Parker, now on Gilchrest’s marine
railway for repairs, when seen broadside
on and afloat resembles
but
when out of water she is seen to be of shoal
draft, and her beam is 32 feet, 6 inches;
length, 11G feet—The loss (abandoned at
sea) of sch. Helen G. Moseley is reported in
our marine column.
She was built at Belfast in 1883 by McDonald & Brown and was
owned here in part until a few years ago...
Sch. Margaret B. Roper, which arrived here
last Monday, made the run from New York
in 58 hours, and was laid-to off Monhegau
for some time.

^fisherman,

i

Superior Selection of JVew Dress Ginghams
and India Linons.

1e
lavaluabla for Coughs and Colds.

^

ALL DRUQQISTSl 60c. AND 61.00.

^

There will be
meni ami

\

Decidedly choice Ginghams

are

offered

colors and fancies -and the fancies

price.

at this moderate

the
for dress
are

They

beautiful that have

most

ginghams.
designers of patterns and colorings
Don’t fail to see these superior ginghams—you’ll buy liberally
tact that they are splendid values at 121 cents a yard.

for

come
come

in plain
from the

you’ll recognize

the

saie

a

in

5 cent

superior selection of
values, too, at our prices:

c.um\

m

popular fabric tor waistings and suitings—unusually good

From 10 to 50 Cents

me

sad accident occurred in Unity TuesGuy Ames, the eighteen year old son
of Janies H. Ames, left home Tuesday
morning to go skating on the pond, and
His father, who has
did not return.
b en in California for some time arrived
There is but little
home very recently.
doubt that the young man met his death by
drowning and a reward of §100 has been
off red for the recovery of his body.

this

A

social, entertain-

uuuic-umuc

ValueSv in India Linons.

Extra Good

All

new

goods—and

the

largest showing

like.

removed

|

Isn't it about time to begin making preparations for next fall’s live stock show and
fair? The success of last fall’s show is a
pretty good guarantee that a better and

sale

report of the committee on philanthropic work, with the suggestion that the club
clothe one girl at the Girls’ Home and furnish material for the sewing school, was
A report of the
unanimously adopted.
mid-winter meeting of the State Federation
was given bv the delegate, Mrs. K. F. Dun
ton.
After the business the following-program was given: “Venetian Artists,” by
Mrs. Chas. P. Hazeltine; reading, “Brown-

good condition, ana cutting lor local consumption has begun. According to newspaper reports ice is making more rapidly to
the westward-thau in Maine and harvesting
ha- begun.

“Andrea del Sarto,” by Browning, Mrs.
The next meeting will
Geo. E. Brackett
be held with the Misses Mathews, High
street, Tuesday Feb. 11th, with the program
as given in the
year book: “History of
Florence,” by Mrs. A. J. Knowlton; readings, “Description of Florence,” Miss Mabel
K. Mathews; “Character sketches, Galileo,
llaechiavelli” by Miss Nellie H. Ilopk ins.

ings

in

Venice,

miss

c,.

maune

mauiswsj

Gurney’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. William Wentworth and daughters Ida and
Melvina and Master Howard of Poor’s
Mills have moved here on the Samuel
Mr. Gonyea has reserved
Gonyea place.
Mrs. Gonyea has gone
rooms for himself.
to Brockton, Mass., for the winter-John
H. Luce of Searsmont is working for the
Hatch Brothers making barrels-Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Larrabee of the city were at
Frank Roberts and
the corner Sunday
wife stopped over in the city Saturday
night. Mrs. Roberts is the popular dress
maker in this place. She has many orders
and will soon have to have help— Fred
Holmes has a crew of men in bis woods and

place

Egyptian

finish India Linon at the ridiculous

Not

j

over

12

on

yards

to a customer.

I "good"

(

X

are

cutting

some

very

large

trees.

preparing

The Good Templar Lodge is

a

The young people are preparing tor a
masquerade ball, to be held Feb. 12th.
Warren Jones and wife of Unity visited
their daughter, Mrs. Harry Staples, last

240

more, no less—of full bleached
finish India linon will be placed

Mr. George C.
Business Change.
Trussell has bought the interest of his
partner, Mr. Martin L. Mitchell, in the firm
of Mitchell & Trussell, Mr. Mitchell retiring, the change to go into effect Feb. 1st.
Mr. Mitchell retires because of ill health
and is undecided as to his future movements, but says he will take a year's rest.
Ue sold his house, 15 Franklin street, to
Dr. W. L. West some time ago.
Belfast
Northport Han Lost His Roll.
will be sorry to lose him as a citizen and as
Special Officer O’Donnell of the Hana skilled workman, and the best wishes of
over street station, Hostou, arrested Michmany of our people will follow him wher- .avel
Cheffio, aged 18, of 69 Prince street,
ever he may locate.
Mr. Trussell, who has charged with robbing Oscar Johnson of
associated
with
Mr.
Mitchell
for
some
been
Northport, Me., of S200, in North street,
Tuesday night, Jan. 21st. According to the
years, will continue the business on the
story told the police by Johnson, he met
same lines, carrying full stocks of stoves,
three men in the North End and they
kitchen furnishings, etc and will do plumb- promised to take him to a poolroom, where
He got to the
could have a good time.
ing and other work in that line. Under the he
poolroom all right and then was led out a
new firm,as under the old,the public will be
was
quickly relieved of
side-door, where he
assured of good workmanship, reasonable all he had. The police know the others who
were concerned in the robbery.
prices and a square deal.

was

this late date.

in

attendance

as

a

visitor.

Charles R. Coombs, 4%

At

the

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
(I still keep the old firm name, R. H. Coombs
& Son over my door). Haying secured the
services of

OUGANI/EDJ

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN
as niy assistant. 1 can more easily carry on
the business, for which I have given 25 years
of my life, to the study of

ROBERT F.

DUNTON,

Caskets and Robes.

ways in stock.
Calls answered promptly either day or night.
Home telephone, 48-3; office 48-4
Ambulance
foy moving the sick furnished
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2 Piano to

which
tile apof those
who have tested
them ,n their
homes f()r many
years. Tlie
""e

receives

Buy

h. f. miller
PIANO

the most economical
pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satisfaotion.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes
is

one

|

of

PITCHER’S

A

2

MUSIC STORE,

BELFAST.

79,

DECEMBER 2,1907, AT THE RATE OF 4 %,

$27,278.33

$1,267,824.61

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,’

£

9 I

J

»

All
per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future.
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
if uncalled'for at'the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.

?

J

*

*
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present
J
2 depositors, and will be pleased to open now accounts with any prospective de2 positors within dr without the State.
£
Deposits received and placed on interest (he first of each

2
»

j
*

month.

2

I

Deposits in this Bank

%

J

exempt

from taxation.

TRUST EES:
JAMES H. HOWES,

ARTHUR I. BROWX,

Delicious Lemon Pies

The kind that “make your mouth water” are
made with no fussing and at tiie least possible* expense if you use “OUK-PIK” Preparation. It is put up iu air-tight packages and contains the right proportions of the choicest ingredients. Every package Inspected and guaranteed under the Pure Pood Laws. Don’t hesitate. Try it today and then tell your fi lends. At
grocers. 10 cents.

are

-♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-

ROBERT V. DUXTOX,

Tho^e

$867.75

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

«**«***•

«t

173,248.87

DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868,.

full line of

72 MAIN SI'RKKT, KKLKAST.

*
C{

100,000.00

-•*♦»♦♦»♦>*»«*•««-

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
And do deloping, printing, etc., at lowest
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.

.SI,457,042.07

RESERVE.
SURPLUS,.•.

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults al-

a

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2, 1907,

I

-ALSO-

1 also carry

President.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Modern in

sale at

yniusi.ua
oy cents per yarn, rsut ever
customer_Call or telephone Fogg’s marThe best of
ket for your Sunday dinner.
everything in meats, poultry and vegetables.
Another Hot of 'choice pigs from George
Young for Saturday’s trade.See statements of the Capital Fire Ins. Co of Concord, N. H., and the Springfield Fire and
Maiine Ius. Co., of Springfield, Mass., Fred
Atwood, VVinterport, agent. The old Springfield is well known for prompt dealing. Desirable risks written at current rates. The
Capital is also known as a prompt adjuster
of losses, and both are strong companies—
A pung, a single and double sleigh, a Portland wagon, two poles, a buckboard and
pole, an extension top and a top buggy for
sale at the Dunbar stable, Washington
street_The family of the late Capt. J. P.
Stowers publish a card of thanks... See
advt. of Onlcord & Chapman, proprietors of
the Windsor House stable. Open day and
night. Telephone connection.,

acquainted with her it is needless to say
was very finely done.
With no reference to the ritual, but relying entirely
upon her memory, the work was correctly
and beautifully performed.
The officers
of the Chapter are as follows: Abbie E.
Dow, ’A. M.; E. G. Roberts, W. I*.; Grace
M. Tasker, A. M.; Frances E. Rolfe, Seey.;
Mary A. Staples, Treas.; Lillian Morrill,
Con.; Annie L. Brown, A C ; W. S. Jones,
Chap., John II. Gordon, M. ; Ellen L.
Kilgore, Ada; Medora B. Carpenter, Ruth
Estelle E. Roberts, Esther; Frances A.
Merritt, Martha; Mabel E. Roberts, Electa;
Ella N. Gordon, Warden; W. II. Rolfe, s.
The officers of Marsh River lodge were
installed by Dist. Deputy Andrews of
Clinton, and are as follows: K. B. Edwards,
W. M.; E. C. Tasker, S. W.; II. E. Staples,
J. W.; F. K. Roberts, Treas.; G. L. Morrill,
Secy.; E. G. Roberts, S. 1).; J. E. Stimpson,
J. D. ;0. W. Lane, S. S.; L. L. Woods, J.
S.; Rev. David Brackett, Chap.; John II.
Rev. .1. W. Vaughan
Gordon, Marshal.
that it

Wednesday evening, Jan. 22nd, was a close of the exercises in the hall all
repaired
bright one at the Masonic hall. Every- to the banquet room, where refreshments
thing had been put into the best of shape were served.
for the special occasion, which was the
joint installation of the officers of Marsh
River Lodge, F.
A. M
and of Happy
Card of Thanks,
Valley Chapter, 0. of E. S. The ladies
were
'Ve
wish
dressed
in
to thank ail relatives ami friends for
white
and
the
neatly
their kindness and helpfulness in our reeem
rscenic effect, with the officers at their sevrow.
Mks. ,1 P. Stowkks,
eral stations, was very tine. The officers
Mr. vm> Mrs. II. N. Hunk Kit,
IIkmo Sio.vkrs,
of the Temple were installed by Mrs.
.Jamks Stowkks
Frances E. Rolfe, and to those who are
Sandypoint, January Jf>, ii)08.

Mrs. Winslow, the pastor of the Friend
Society of this place, received a Christmas
donpresent of a nice dress, for which the
if at
ors should be given due credit, even

yards—no
Egyptian
on

spring.

Wm. Hall, formerly of this town but for
the past year a resident of Stockholm,
where his family now live, was in town on
business last week.

promptly.

Thursday,

<

«

pn l€ E^
V,
_y

facts~

The rain of Sunday night had a bad effect
upon the highways, wifching them out badly in places. It is another notice of the
importance of looking after the culverts and
turnouts for the water at the proper season
of the year. In too many cases these are
neglected for some work that makes more
show for the money that is expended.
Yet
there are instances where an intelligent
man with a spade, pick and hoe can earn
more for the community than a road machine, team and crew. This is a line of
work that is persistently neglected by the
Ten minutes
average road commissioner.
work on some hill at the right time will
often save ten dollars before the opening of

but for some years residents of Massachusetts, called upon friends here recently.

JohnNew Advertisements. Fred
son, Masonic Temple, is offering this week
a superior selection of new dress ginghams
and India linons. Choice ginghams at 14
cents and India linons at 10 to 50 cents a

To-day,

^

Rev. Humphrey Small sold his mine last
fall and is without a horse this winter, for
the first time in many years. It has been
his pride to have a good horse and to keep
it looking line. As a young man he trained
colts and fitted them for sale and was accounted quite a horseman.

play.

—

yard.

per

yd.

more, no less.

cr*jvr
ours
j

adveR/Tisen, or

THE NEWS OE BROOKS.

Everything

A.

yards—no
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Some of them scale 1,100 feet, and are 60
feet long and 18 inches at the top end
Cyrus Beckwith sold 10 hens to Melvin
Clark which weighed, alive, 85 poundsMrs. Ripley Whitcomb is much improved in
health ...Capt. Wiley, who has been crippled with rheumatism, is improving
Mrs. B. L. Pitcher, who is in Boston, is
expected home very soon....Pickerel have
begun to bite and sume very handsome
catches have been made the past week.
—

240

A

ur

goods

Remember—.lust

price

L"'

—

they

today 240 yards full bleached

We shall

bigger show, embracing agricultural, horticultural, dairy and manufactured prod- week.
ucts of the county, in addition to live stock,
Miss Nina Tasker, the popular Monroe
A good big
would be a drawing card.
school teacher, called on frieiqls here last
ing a street crew at work in light clothing county fair is a good big advertisement for week.
and straw hats and wiping the perspiration the county holding it. Now is the time to
The Acme Concert Company gave us a
On the face of the post start in on such an undertaking. Get out
from their brews.
entertainment here last Friday
sard appear these words: Fust card from the premium list early so that farmers and very good
can lay plans for exhibiting the
evening.
the Minnesota banana belt, showing indu- stockmen
firstlings of their flocks, fields and gardens.
Wm II. Rines aud wife of Plymouth are
bitable proof of a “shirt sleeve January.” Don't
put this matter off until the season is
“The
the
so far advanced that fariners,
gardeners visiting Mrs. Rines parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Issued by
Minneapolis Journal,
and stockmen are unable to make a showE. R. Knowlton.
Jau. 22, 1908.
paper that does things.”
ing of the best they can do.
Rev. David lirackett, who for some weeks
But little ice-cutting has been done as yet
A very interestTraveller’s Club.
in Maine. Last week it was reported that ing and well attended meeting of the Trav- was confined to the house, is driving out
the ice on the Kennebec at Richmond was eller’s Club was held at the home of Mrs. some, but is still far from being well.
7 to 8 inches thick, but at other points
Edward Morison Tuesday, Jan. 28th. The
Chas. Small and wife, now of Swanville,
stretches of open water and the
there
ice generally seemed to be thin. At South
Gardiner last Friday a crew was at work
scraping and using ice plows. The agent
of the American Ice Co. said that when
the ice was 10) inches thick he should put
on a crew of 2,500 men.
Monday’s rain
has given ice cutting a set-back. The ice
in Swan Lake and on the Meadow, Goose
River, is said to be 15 inches thick and in

made.

we ever

SPECIAL!

A

S. S. Stanley of Rockport caine to Belfast
last week to look after the personal effects
of Capt. .1. \V. Manchester, who died recently at his home in Camden. While in Belfast Capt. Manchester gave the schooner
Fancy, in which he was to have made a trip
south, to George W. Pendleton, who had
been employed all summer on the schooner
and who repaired her after she was damaged in a gale here. He also gave to Mr.
The
Pendleton a sloop and two tenders.
estate will be settled in the probate court.

Yard.

a

~

day.

Since tile few days early in December
when sleigh bells made “music on the
frosty air.” there has been a layer of ice
through the Citypoint woods, covered at
times with a thin sprinkling of snow, so
that one driving over the road could at
least recall the good old days and remember
what a New England winter ought to look

The Tramp Questiox.
At this time
there age nine tramps in the county jail,
Elijah Walker of Unity having arrested
two on Saturday and one on Monday last.
Mr. Walker is a town constable and states
that be commits these men on the order of
W. II. J. Moulton, chairman of the se.ectmen of Unity.
During the past 13 months
28 different tramps have been committed to
jail and Mr. Walker holds the bSnner, having brought in 13 of them, llis nearest competitor is a town constable in brooks, who
has committed 7. These men have all been
committed from three places viz.: Unity,
When we
16; Brooks, 8; and Belfast, 4.
consider that it costs the county about $‘.>5
apeice to arrest and keep these men, which
averages about a dollar cost for each and
every town in the county, we fail to see
wherein the town which commits them
makes any saving. It is no doubt a good
business for the constables.

us to

GINGHAHS at ^c.aYard.

assure yon this paper is as welcome as an
old friend and is looked for every week."

2, Islesbnro 1, Prospect 1, Searsport 1,
Stockton Springs 1.

A subscriber, who is a eribbage enthusiast
writes of an interesting hand he recently
played, when he made fifty two out of a
hand and crib, and he would like to know,
through the columns of The Journal,
whether tliat is a record peg. In explanation he says: “1 dealt and held three sixes
an# a nine. A three was turned. My
opponent played a king. I played the nine,
he followed with another king and I said
“go,” whereupon he played a two spot
leaving him but one card. I then played
a six, which he paired, thus giving me an
opportunity to peg nineteen. On the count
I had eighteen points in my hand and the
crib contained fifteen, making a total of
fifty-two.” We should be glad to hear if
this hand has ever been beaten or equalled.
If not, another Belfaster will go on record
as achieving the "best yet.”

do so—and you will find it
make your selections now for the same

to

reason.

Trinity Reformed 'burch vestry tomorrow,
Friday, evening.
A Boston, Mass., subscriber writes: “I

roe

were

i terest

t.) your

The Universalist Social Aid wilf meet
with Mrs. W. E Jones, Spring street, .this
Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.

ing 11 the records in the office of the internal revenue department for this district at
Portsmouth, N. 11. Of this number 170 are
designated as retail liquor dealers, 28 as
wholesale dealers in malt liquor, two as
wholesale liquor dealers, and four brewers.
There are 13 licenses in Waldo county, as
follows: Belfast fi, Cdpe Jellison 1, Mon-

The Journal has received from W. F.
Black two post cards showing the weather
One has an iljonditions in Minneapolis.
lustration of Rev. Francis Jager and his
bees, eight swarms having buzzed out Jan.
21st, and another of a dog tooth violet bud
that showed color, on the same day. The
other post card had a photograph taken on
the streets of Minneapolis Jan. 20th, show-

your

goods eailv because it pays

Mrs. Lena P. Swett, of Molunkns is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Weshe,
Churcli street.

all better at this writing.

The heavy rain of Monday, however,
even this reminder, and with
the exception of a few feet the road is as
bare as thoseof the surrounding country—
which are bare indeed.

making

anywhere.
showing is well worth seeing-*and well w'orth
selections from. We place our orders for these

p. m.

Liquok Licenses, l-tve nunnreu aim
forty7seven persons in this State have this
year paid a United States liquor tax, accord-

lias

values shown
This first

The Improvement Society will meet with
Mrs. F. W. Pote, Monday, Feb. 3rd, at 2.3o

The dramatic company
Toon's Mills.
residing near the upper bridge gave a fine
antertainment at theschoolhouse last Saturday evening. It was well attended and a
success financially-The Benevolent Club
will meet this, Thursday, afternoon, with
Mrs. Ella Brown ...Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Payson, who have been visiting Mr. Payson’s father, S. A. Payson, returned to Kali
River, Mass., last week_The sick ones
are

Here are the new creations for Spring in these popular
materials—better in quality thm ever—handsomer in.patterns
—and priced at this store so that you obtain quite the best
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GUNNING FOR ALLIGATORS

goes over the eggs

carefully

to see if-

HUMPHREYS’

right for taking. If they are
they
or
transparent when hqld to the light,
a mottled appearEXCITING SPORT; SO IS CAPTURING if the contents have
tor
ance, there is no use taking^them,
It is Better Policy to Buy at Home.
✓
THEM ALIVE.
they will not hatch after 'beiflpr moved,
then the
News
|
[From the Hr kits ton
An alligator can be shot in the head, but if one eud is opaque
bebe the bullet
hunter knows that the alligator has
he
and
his
brain,
Bears, Roebuck & Company will
penetrating
will eventually hatch
will not die of the wound. His verte- gun to form anff
obliged to spend some of their ill-gotten
to
for bra
out. Sometinfies we have to go back
may be chopped into several secgains in defending an indictment
three times befraudulent misrepresentations of their , tions with an axe and he will live from the same nest two and
he
1
States four to six
eggs are right for taking.
wares, brought m the Tutted
days afterward. He may fore the
in even be skinneil and
thus secured are carried away and
courts, and some of their customers
yet live to work eggs into
an incubator, which is a nest
this section who have been “stung" havoc among his captors. He is the put
like the real thing,
will watch proceedings with grim satis- hardest to kill of any known creature in the sun, exactly
the hatching
faction.
and the only one that cannot be killed and the sun completes does for the
as it
Recently a friend of the writer wit- instantly. P. A. McMillan, formerly process for us just
nessed an amusing scene that is prob- of Eau Gallie, Fla., but now a resident mother’gator.
“It is very amusing to watch the
ably duplicated every week within the of St. Louis, an alligator hunter of
out of their shells.
circuit of the territory covered by the thirty years experience, is authority baby ’gators come
They pip the shell exactly like a chicken
Kews. A number of loafers were sun- for this statement.
their long head out first,
“I have seen a twelve foot 'gator does and poke
ning themselves on the steps of a neigha
as soon as they have taken
and
well-to-do
feel
when
a
just
and
of
holes
store,
full
shot
apparently
boring country
at the world they throw out their
farmer drove lip with a patent brass no more pain from the wounds than if squint
the shell wide open,
bedstead in ins cait, bearing a well we had thrown a handful of pebbles at forelegs, cracking
off to find some water for
known mail order bouse tag. The store- him,” said Mr. McMillan to a St. Louis and scamper
natur- Giobe-Democrat man.
“An alligator their first bath. We always provides
keeper entered into a little good
of fresh water near the nest, so
ed banter with the man, in the course may have a heart. I suppose he has, pool
A newly
can get a bath at once.
to
find
had
one
lie
they
that
paid though I never dissected
ot which lie discovered
hatched alligator is about nine inches
fifty cents more for his purchase than out, but it certainly is not vulnerable,
these
big th ngs
and when I see
the said storekeeper charged; the bed and nis brain is so small that it makes long,
allicome out of such a small egg—an
was inferior in eveiy way and just six mighty little difference to him whether
is about the size of a goose
inches short of standard width.
somebody shoots a bole through it or gator’s egg
wonder where on earth
The tiuth is that very few mail order not. Alligators are the queerest beasts egg—I always
themselves while they were
bouses handle the real standard goods that the Almighty ever created, and 1 they put
inside.
and your home dealer can heat them often woi.der how the spoonful of
“The profit in egg hunting is selling
of brains
they possess is enough to teacli the
every time on the same quality
felexyoung alligators. These little
who
know.
trader
the
all
The
them
article.
cunning they
slieeney
lows sell for $1 apiece at first, and the
allithat lie lost
about
liis
customer
“The
to
thing
interesting
plained
it gjiee increases according to their size.
a slight
gator hunting is that you have to do
money on his sales but made
“I have never been hurt by an allilias on land and water both.
Alligators
pro lit pn tiis paper and string,
but I have seen and known of
about as good an argument as the are amphibians, you know, and the gator,
One man I
accidents.
awful
some
a
an
become
offers,-as
house
man who hunts them must
average mail order
his foot so badly chewed up
had
know
Our
the
time
tor
being.
the
unwary.
bait tocatcn
amphibian too,
uc
iu
Ulcil II IlrtU
fimpuumu,
A Bridgtou party, who visited tiie ! hunting equipment consists of a boat,
other lost the us\i of one arm because
World’s Tail- at Chicago, on the way
the bones to splincrushed
1
1,1 u.e went into tne magninceui, mm- ropes, a rille, an axe and the wire I told an alligator
I have never known of a man
ters.
The
slial Field Department store.
you about, and we use one of these
killed outright by an alligatoi,
stock was large and elaborate, but they i just about as much as we do another, being
the negroes tell tales of that
had no use for $000 ermine-lined capes, j so you see we go prepared for work on ■although
I have known of their receiv
but
we
imsort,
Then
water.
as
on
the
as
well
land
high priced
the $1000 rugs, or
that resulted in death.
ladies
the
ing
injuries
about
of
to
know
swamp
One
have
something
ported dress goods.
There is no poison in the bite of an allifor
so
that
necktie
and
both
animal
vegetable,
a
life,
very pretty
purchased
but
as a
gator, so far as I have ever heaid,
$l.:,o and a gentleman of the party, by we can locate, our quarry, just
secured hunter in the forest must understand the enormous and relentless strength
his
on
daughter,
ot
a
joke
way
way of
woodcraft ir order to track his game. of their jaws and their peculiar
at "the live cent counter an ingenious
their victim is what causes the
device for pounding tough beefsteak. An alligator’s habits aie peculiar, but tearing
of trouble in most cases, while sometimes
In that line stock was nothing else that they do not vary, and what is true
blood poison is produced from the rotthe partv absolutely required that they one is true of all the rest that were
which
we ten animal and vegetable matter
our ever hatched.
of
one
is
That
th'ng
counter
the
on
couldn't find
had previously adhered to the teeth of
is
a big
it
within
and
can
on,
nothing
depend
that
always
is,
local stores;
the alligator.
W hen help in a pretty dangerous sport.
reach of their pocket books.

M'.IL ORDER HOUSES.

are

Veterinary l Specifics

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs,
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pasts
of

without loss of time.
Tnflamma*
Congestions,
A. A.7FEVERS.
j lions. Lung Fever, Milk Fever.

cures

}ounp man to

the

“The first tiling we do is to locate
trail and follow that up to the ‘cave.’
Part of this trail is always on dry
ground because the cave’s mouth is
above the waterMine, and ttiat part is
You see after an alligator
very plain.
gets any growth his body is too heavy
for ills small legs and instead of walking when lie is on land, as most people
think he does, he simply drags himself
slowly along, half wriggling and half
does
crawfilig, using his legs just as lieeffect.
in the water, only with less.
This peculiar motion leaves a long ziglike
zag line on the ground, something
a snake’s trail, only much larger, and
and
cave
uy following this up to the
noticing carefully to see whether it is

whom the necktie

presented ostentatiously displayed
before theclerk m a local dry goods

was

it
store—1'. P. Burnham's, if

we

remem-

the trade
ber correctly—he turned to
was
mark and discovered that he
selfthen getting but $1.00 for the
Mr. Burnham, no doubt
tie.
same,
but
had to pay as much or more for it,
within
must ta- content with a profit
the reach of his trade.
The smart Yankee on the stage who
demurs at paying twenty-live cents

cent drink is shown the eleJ
<js, beI
gant paintings on the wall.
paid for the paintings, yesterday,
II you purchase of the city
rejoins
the oil
stores, you have to pay tor
11ns principle
olten.
pretty
paintings
and
extends to every line ol business
the
is as unalterable as the laws oi
in
Medes and Persians. The writer is
the habit ol getting for the same qualten
ity of jobbing in an establishmentlimes
three
limes out ot Boston, just
the
what is charged in Jiridgton; and
rules are invariably cash on delivery.
oi the Norway citizen
The
to:

a

ten

going

:

experience

\\

\\

«l

Hi

IU

coming out,

we

can

mighty

soon tell whether the old fellow is inside or not. If lie is not we try for
another trail, but if he is we tie up the
boat and go to work to dig him out.
“An alligator’s cave is sometimes
feet
or
deep—not
fifteen
twenty
straight down, of course, hut dug at an
fit
teen
degrees. The
angle of abuul
t-nd of it is always below water line,
■ MIL

fc..--

in or

uir

riHUUitr
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uaiiiin;
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loyalty.
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lint VOU pK'K up
ami the lirst thing you see is the picture
of it mowing machine. A live year old
girl is skillfully guiding it around apple
the
trees, over stone walls anil along
edge of twenty foot ravines. And she’s
she
fondly
doing it with one hand, while
caresses a teddy hear with the other.
is
tree
papa.
Over there under tiie apple
Working? Not on your tintype! Papa
is putting his roll pipe and watching the
lie hasn’t
grass pile up. You wonder
When the
gone oft in his automobile.
little live year old makes her return
trip with tins wonderful machine—the
ad. says,—she will rake it up and pile it
into hunches. “Let your children do
child moweryour work with our patent
Now you
raker hunchrr machine.”
know it’s a black lie, hut the more you
look at that picture the more you would
like to try it, nil it finally hypnotizes
earned dolyou and you send *150 hard
lars to satisfy jour curiosity and you
find it's just an ordinary low dows
mowing machine with about four tiin u
Any
as many defects as your old one.
local trader would have had a sample
even
arul
meehine for you to examine
after you 11ad purchased it anti broken
off live wheels and shaved the top off
half a dozen ledges, they would have
taken it hack and refunded your money.
Does the mail order tellow refund? Not
He isn't in business for his
fund.
a
health and he employs a whole college
of lawyers to make you pay every last
cent-it he hasn’t got the money in advance. Then, like the prodigal son, you
He
come Lack to the home merchant.
receives j'ou with often arms and gives
ot standard
you credit for a machine
make.
time
lightening
Ever since the old
rod agent reaped’ iiis harvest in the ruthe
city
unscrupulous
ral communities,
has considered the country his
man
a cerlegitimate prey, lie knows that
tain percentage of the people are enattracchanted by a gaudy print and an
tive descriptive circular. It isn’t conlined to the farmer customer. The wild
cat western land schemes pull dollars
from our capitalists every year. Legislatures have to pass laws to prevent the
hanks from snapping up tiie same variety of bait, though happily our local
bank is not an offender in this line.
The threadbare text, tiie prolipeji is
not without honor save in bin o’wn
country, applies strikingly to the busiWe trust the Solomon
ness world.
Levi mail order concern will receive
the judicial axe right behind the ears.
LC1H

,.

Square^eal.

•

11 tne cave

j

is

uiy

vv e

uig,

piling

up

the dirt as we proceed iu such a way
tliat when we reach the end the 'gator
; is penned up and can’t do much harm.
It is much easier to get an alligator in
a dry cave than in one that is full of
water, and it is not half so dangerous.
“The most dangerous form of alligator hunting is egg hunting. There you
have no way of protecting yourself
agaihst the mother 'gator that is guarding her nest, and discretion is usually
the better part of valor if she approaches too near.
“An alligator lights with his tail and
his jaws, and either is enough to cripple a man at once. He can't bite a
limb clean off as a shark does, because
his teeth are not sharp but he hangs on
like a bulldog if he ever gets a hold,
and if he does not crush it at once he
tears his victim to pieces by rolling
himself over and over very rapidly.
! lie throws himself about so quickly
and changes his mode of attack so often
that it is practically impossible to calculate what he is going to do or to be
ready for any of Ins many moves.
“Egg hunting is the principal method
of alligator hunting now being carried
1
The old 'gators have
on in Florida.
; been hunted so long and so assiduously
that they are pretty well thinned out
; now, and those that are left are much
harder to liud than they used to be.
Alligators grow very slowly, you know,
about an inch and a half a year, and
it takes a long time for them to attain
a sufficient size to liake their skins
valuable.
“The female alligator usually builds
her nest in the same place year after
year, it sl:e is not aisturoea, ana always selects a sunny and isolated spot.
Uy watching these places it is easy tor
The nest is
a hunter to find the eggs.
a pile of dried
grass and brush about
four feet high and five or six feet in diameter and looks exactly like a giganIn the middle of this
tic heu’s nest.
pile the old alligator scratches out a
hole nearly to the bottom and deposits
her eggs in that hole. She lays all the
way from five to a hundred eggs, according to her age, and after the eggs are
laid she covers them carefully with
more of the same grass or brush and
goes off out of sight to watch over the
nest. The heat of the sun hatches the
eggs in about nine weeks, and if the
old lady isn’t mighty careful and a good
fighter, too, her mate will eat up the
young ’gators just as fast as they come
out of the shell.
“The egg hunter finds these nests and
■

■

Lameness,

5 Rheumatism.

E. R. I COUGHS. Colds, Influenza. Inflamed
CURB) Lungs, Pleuro-Pnaumonla.

F. F. I COLIC, Bellyache, Wind-Blown,
$ Diarrhea, Dysentery.

cures

G. O. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
DISORDERS.

1.1. ) SKIN DISEASES. Mange. Er.ptlou.
curbs j Ulcers, Grease, Farcy.
CONDITION, Staring Coat.
J Indigestion, Stomach Staggers.

J. K. 7 BAD
cures

flOc. each ; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, &c., #7.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.
Or DOOR

A

RAILROAD

MAILED FREE.
ATLANTIC.

THE

INTO

The line came at length to a bay four
miles in width between Lower and Up
so
per Metacumbe. Keys. The land is
low that the farther shore almost dipAcross this
ped below the liorizon.
body of water the railroad pushed its
embankrock
way on trestlework and
ment, all of which will be tilled in solid
Then the
before the work is finished.
(Mil IUCl a

UlUU^IIt

II

xjv/iis;

f'

'■'Jt

where the first great viaduct was con-

structed.

For two miles across the green
thjs structure towers as a wall

sea

of
masonry carried on noble arches—180
ot them, built of concrete reenforced
It has the aspect of a
with steel.
Human aqueduct built of solid stone,
and its colossal strength and dignity of
outline are framed in a setting altogether lovely. The cost of this one link
between the keys was a million and a
half dollars for two miles of construction, but unless a ferry is operated so
that the traveler may see it from a
distance, he will miss any adequate
view of this noble and impressive
structure.
Only one more stretch of open water
comparable with this remains to be
oastokia.
bridged. It extends from Knight’s
The Kind You Have Always Boudin
Fears the
Key, the present terminus, to Bahia
Honda. Even after seeing the Long
Key viaduct, the observer cannot view
thisgieat expanseof sea below Knight’s
Clothes. Key without a sense of wonder and in
A Woman of Fashion
credulity at the thought that it is to be
Before him shimmer seven
Xo writer ever gave so complete an bridged.
the farthest key,
account of the extravagant and fan- miles of ocean to
a square foot on
tastic Hie of the very rich in Xew York seven miles without
In
a man may walk dry-shod.
as
Upton Sinclair is giving in The whichBahia
Honda Key is so far distant
In the February fact,
American Magazine.
and'is
number appears a story of a man of that it dips below the horizon
far
fashion at home, a society woman and invisible lrom the water's edge. So
of
launchher clothes, an Adirondack Society | as can be seen, ij, is a matter
at the blank
“Camp,” a church for the rich, a mil- ing a railroad Straight
lionaire’s club, and so on. Following I horizon of the Atlantic. Of this seven
will be bridged
is Mr. Sinclair’s account of a society miles of sea, three miles
woman’s clothes, as it comes in Ins by two concrete viaducts of equal
length, leaving four miles of solid rock
story:
“I don’t believe that a woman has a embankment to be raised. Omitting
unfinished work, the completed
thing to do or think about in the world this
road to Knight’s Key has wrought itexcept to wear clothes!" said Alice.
self over thirteen miles of open water
“Why, she has adjustable mirrors on

andjier
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Simple home Recipe.

Shake well in

spoonful dose

a

alter

bottle and

take

a

tea-

each meal and at bed-

time.
The above is considered by an eminent
authority, who writes ina New York daily
paper, as the finest prescription ever written to relieve backache, Kidney Trouble,
Weak bladder and all forms of Urinary
linm/IIIUCO.

uin

UII*KU1>.

....

uvio

the eliminative tissues of the Kidneys, enabling them to filter and stiain tue uric
acid and other waste matter from the blood
which causes Rheumatism.
Some persons who suffer with the afflic
tions may not feel inclined to place much
confidence in this simple mixture, yet those
who have tried it say the results are simply
surprising, the relief being effected without
the slightest injury to the stomach or other
organs.

and give it atrial. It certainly
highly recommended. It is the prescription of an eminent authority, whose
entire reputation, it is said, was established
by it.
A druggist here at home when asked
stated that he could either supply the ingredients or mix the prescription for our
Mix

some

“i’ll stay then,” decided thestranger.
nearly done.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
‘‘lie must he

The mountainous waves threatened
engulf the struggling ship at any
moment, The captain ordered a box of
sky-rockets and Hares brought to the
to

lit

11,

auu

«

nil

1110

uvtu

them, in the hope that they would make
known his distress to some passing

ship.

Amid the rocket’s red glare a tall,
thin, austere individual made his way
to the rail and

follows:

reproved

the

is in the

original

LIBEBTY

possession

captain

as

“Captain, I must protest against this
unseemly bravado. We are notv facing

HYMN.

M. A.

1

readers, also recommends it

as

harmless.

_

THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

used to quarrel?*’
“Yis, mum, all the time. When it
an’
me
wasn’t
her, it was me an’ him.’

they actually

—Everybody’s Magazine.

styles and prices.

m

of Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment or 10c
with every bottle.

iox

pack-

*

-w™

The Universal

Family

Medicine

And smile to earth oppression’s rod
With tlio.se mild arms ol truth and love
Made mighty through the living God.
Down let the shrine of Moloch sink
And leave no traces where it stood,
No longer let its idol drink
Its daily cup of human blood.

For Sciatica
and
of Lee’s Liniment works wonders
frequent
you get nearly twice as much of Lee’s as you do of any other
for 25 cents. At your dealer's.

The

Hut rear anotln r altar there
To truth and love and mercy given
And freedom’s gift and freedom's prayer
Shall call an answer down from heaven.
John G. Whittier.
O

-if*. SS5

use

—

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.
Bangor, Maine.
Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment, the great cleanser, healer and pain reliever.

OH.IA.

r

1,18 ^8fl '(ou Hav9 *lvva',s

Bears the

10

H91#

cents.

Will' Is in I

ANOTHER EXPOSURE.
alter Oct. 7, I9t>7, tiaius couueciing
Burnham aud Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville Portland anc)
Boston, will run as follows:

On anil

“The Navy,” quote the Mariner I met in far

Fodunk,

at

“From for’ard bilge and mizzentop to old
Hob Evans’ bunk,
Is nothin’ more, and nothin’ less, than just
a

pile

o’

KKOM

junk.

PM

7 05
“They ain’t in all them battleships a single Belfast depart
marlin’ spike
t7 10
City Point.
*7 20
That isn’t full o’ blowholes just a-spilin* ror Waldo
Brooks. 7 32
a strike,
t7 44
When they gets into action, why they’ll bust, Knox

12
Mi
M2
12
M2
1
7 60
Thorndike.
1
Unity. 7 68
8 20
1
Burnham, arrive
8 40
Clinton.
Benton. 8 50
3
Bangor. 11 40
...

a.> sure

as

Mike.

a bloomin’ sailor in the hull gol"
denied consarn
th’
That’s gol
imagination to invent a ghastly yarn
That writ up for a maggyzine ’d be worth a
tinker’s darn.

“They ain’t

et off
think.

616
pm

11 35

4 50

0 20

f E. D. 3 25
Boston, j w. D.
3 20

7 55
9 00

2

of them, hut I know what

30

I-E.

]

w

AM

D.

»

Portlan 1..
,

-.

It 35
A M

0 65

Waterville. 7 15
Rangor. 7 00

M

—

4 15
12 26
I
4

4
4

M

22
33
5*'
05
16
24

6
10 45
8 53
Cnitv
6
11''
Thorndike. 0 02
t5
10 Ml 10
t9
Km.x
for’ard
ain't
up
anywheres
They
perfected
40
5
1130
025
Brooks.
or behind.
f6 60
tO 35 ill 40
Waldo
t "
'll
1160
45
10
watand
Point
;
is
City
“The grog they sei ves
Bob}-food
11 56
t> 06
0 60
Belfast, arrive
ter—nothin’ more.
station.
That ain’t the way to treat a chap what’s tFlag
at
Limited tickets for Boston are now soh
left his wife ashore,
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
And started out to tit hisself to be a man of
Through tickets to ail points West and Xort
war!
west,, via all routes, for sale hv Lewis Sanbore
Agent, Belfast.
“And so it goes all through the lieet. There
MORKI® MCDONALD.
ain’t a single ship
Vice President ami General Manage?
to
F. K. Booth kv Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
That’s strong enough, or good enough,
..

«

conli-1

BANGQR DIVISION.

coal and add

by

so

doing.

j

We cany

a

lull line of

Also LAMPS, PAINTS, OILS,
VARNISHES, RRUSHES,
ETC.

Mitchell & Trussell.
FOR

SALE

of the best hay farms in the county, containing about mo acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also smite timber, good
pastuie, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees,
flood bouse, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
Also all tanning tools.
with farm if wanted.
Located D miles from post-office.
Impure of
Thom as cannon.
Lower
;i5tf
Congress St., Belfast. Me.
one

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

weed to smoke:

“I think I’ll publish wh it you say. A furore
’twill create,
But tell me what your service was? I’m sure
twas very

I

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO,

spoke,
And it was plain that he was not a fellow
who would joke,
And so 1 said, while handing him a little
deuce he

save

to your comfort

71U

—

make an ocean trip—
Tile foghorns even makes ye think of chickens with the pip!”

You will

M

910
8 46

7 00

I>.

cooking with

your

A GLENWOOD

30
7 24

“The pants the common sa lot s
a slimpsy kind
That on the yachts of Wiilieboys
o’ peace ye find

With

And do

6

Benton.t7 22 MO 01
wears is of j
Clinton
f7 33 MO 10
S 35
1020
Burnham, depart.
in times

I stood amazed at his remarks.

Parlor Stove

TO BELFAST

Boston,

buy

A GLENWOOD

M

A
_

PM

one

4

PM

Portland.

garden zinc—
T

08

2l
25
36
47
f 9
06
13
36
06
15
10

20

a scow.

never

3
13
t8
3
t3

M

AM

1 hem armor plates that cost us folks such
aw ful piles o’ chink
Is manufactured oy me gross oi common

1

If
20
30
42
54
00

in

A

warm

PM

4
4
6
6
6

Waterville....865

“Them watter lines they tell about is all up
in the bow,
Hecus the folks as built ’em didn't none of
them know how,
And as a consequence they’re all as leaky as

If you want to

Keep

BELFAST.
AM

great.”

“I worked the Erie tow path,” he replied, “in

ninety-eight.”
—John Kendrick Bangs, in New York Times
It depends upon the pill you take. I)eW itt’s Little Early Risers are the best pills
known for constipation and sick headache.
Sold by R II. Moody.
OLD

MOTHERS.

1 love old mothers—mothers with white
hair,
Ami kindly eyes, and lips grown sottly
\

sweet

murmured blessings over sleeping
babes.
is
There
something in their quiet grace
That speaks the calm of Sabbath afterWith

m>ou

s;

knowledge in their deep unfaltering

A

Reduced fares—Belfast
$2.25.

to

Boston,

Steamers leave Belfast at 2.30 p m Mondays,
and Thursdays for Camden, Kockiaud and Boston

For Searsport, Buck sport and Winterport at
7 45 a. ni.. o- on arrival of steamer from Boston,
W ednesdays and Saturdays.
RK'I URNING
Steamers leave Boston. Foster’s wharf, at 5 00
and Fridays
m.,
Tuesdays,
p.
Leave
ockland. via Camden, at 5.30 a. m or
on arrival ot steamet trum i-oslon, Wednesuavs.
and saiurua.Ns
All freight, except!live stock, is instned ai*» nst
tire and marine isk
rKKlJWf id'l t A cent Belfast, Man e.

Men or women tt> represent The American
Magazine, edited by F P. Dunne (“Mr. Dooley”), Ida M. Tarbell. Lincoln t Steffens, etc.
outinuing InStraight proposition Good pay.

terest from year to year in business created.
Experience and capital net necessary. Good opportunity. Write.I N. TRAINEE, 2,'f West 20tb
Street, New York City.

FOR SALE
Mince Pies, Cookies and Doughnuts, at

21

Spring Street, Belfast.
42tf

eyes

MRS. H

L. BUCKLIN.

That far outreaches all philosophy.
Time, with caressiug touch, about them
weaves

The .silver-threaded fairy-shawl of age.
While all the echoes of forgotten songs
Seem joined to lend a sweetness to their

speech.

mothers!—as they pass with slowtimed step.
Their trembling hands cling gently to
Old

youth's strength;
Sweet mothers!—as they pass, one sees
again
Old garden walks, old roses, and old loves.

—Charles S. Ross in the December Century.

Ytitbl

Our delicious Cod Livepreparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons, ana
after sickness, colds, coughs,
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it

on

our

guarantee

R. H. MOODY,

DRUGGIST,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Announces to the ladies who wish to buy for
the coming season, that she has more than the
usual number ot samples (large enough to
enable the purchaser to see what she is buying) of new dress goods from the reliable firm

Buckley & Jennings Co., importers and
jobbers of dry goods, New York. These are
samplqpof choice material, not to be found in
the dry goods stores. There is nothing in the
the line that is second class or that is an imitation.
hey are the best that the American,
English, French, Scotch, Irish and Swiss markets afford. 1 shall be in Searsport Mondays

Searsport House accompanied by a
competent to advise as to the making
up of these goodsiand'various details of same.
These samples may also be seen at my home
on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
at the

woman

35 Cedar St., Belfast, Maine.
Telephone 15'.*-4.

a

prompt call.

WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Streets. Belfast.

Trundy’s Liniment
Will afford instant relief for headache, earache,
toothache, backache, cures rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago, corns, burns, biuises, sore throat,
pains around the liver, swelling of joints ami
pains of Hi kinds. Allays iiiffammat'ou and prevent1' p-'isoniiig. For external use only. Brice
jf, cents at It II. Moody’s. Made by .'s. I>. Tinndy,
lvr*26
Stockton springs, Maine.

SEARSPORT

$25.00 REWARD
The above reward "ill be paid to any person
who will bring inhumation that will lead to the
arrest and con victual oi any person or persons
emoving anv oi the stone wails from the Otis
II. ,J. CHAPLKS, Supt.
anus.
Bel last, November 20, 1917.—m48

FARM FOR

SALfT

Ayer’s ltidge.
Farm of the late Albert O. Porter, containing
75 acres, well divided into tillage, pasture and
woodland. Good house ami barn, good well of
water, apple orchard, sehoolliouse near by. R. F.
D delivery lrom both Liberty and freedom, Me.;
also a telephone in the house. For terms inquire
on the place, or of
DR. EDWIN A. PORTER,

Iu Montville,

on

_Pittsfield,
h. h.

Single horse stood in 19 cents. Pair horses
stood in 15 cents. Single horse stood in and
feed hay and grain 25 cents, Horses boarded
by the da> or Meek. Wagons washed and
harnesses cleaned at all times, open all night
w e have an office for ladies only.
Telephone connections.
) p
AMOS A. COLCORD,
JOHN F. CHAPMAN, Jrrops*
191
S.—cinb*
1 ( UM. Jii i.nj lb,

postal card and you will receive

of

f 32

why did you leave your last
lady asked of the would-be

tell the truth, mum, I just
couldn’t stand the way the master an’
the missus used to quarrel, mum.”
“Dear me! Do you mean to say that

large aessrtment

a

powders—wrapped

I

the

“To

give

can

icuumo

Everybody’s Magazine.
place?”

have,

I have them ell

LI

now for freedom—not in strife
Like that your sterner father's saw,
The awful waste of human life
The glory and the guilt of war.

comes

cook.

as I

COOK, SEARSPORT, MAINE.

:
A coupon—good
age of Sweet’s Head-une

Up

inr-

line

a

________

Hear ye rio warnings in the air.
Feel ye no earthquake underneath.
Up, up, why will ye slumber where
The sleeper only wakes in death?

—

large

Valentine Post Cards from I to 15 Cents Each.

Oh ! rouse ye ere the storm comes forth
The gathered wrath of God and man.
Like that nhicli wasted Egypt’s earth
When hail and fire above it ran.

mr unaui

as

price.

Hew weuld you like a $1.00 Valentino?

Up! while ye slumber, deeper yet
The shadow lif our fam»is growing.
Up! while ye pause, our sin may set
In blood around our altars flowing.

mrrth

buying

SHIPMENT

YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN

Up then, in Freedom’s manly part
From grey beard old to fiery youth,
Aud on this nation’s naked heart
Scatter the living coals of truth—

death. This is no time for a celebration.’’

“But

Just received and
at a low

Shall our own glorious land retain
That curse which Europe scorns to hear,
Shall our own brethren drag the chain
Which not even Kussia’s menials wear?

nut

of Valentines ever seen In town.

largest line

FACTORY

of Miss

Just God! and shall we calmly rest
The Christian’s scorn, the heathen's mirth;
Content to live the lingering jest.
And bye-word of a mocking earth.

u

ninety-two miles of track:—Ralph
Paine, in file February Everybody’s.

she says there are four seasons now, j
This is Uorih Kniunilmrinir
I thought that my
instead of two!
W henever you have a cough or cold, just
clothes amounted to something, but, J
that Foley’s Honey and Tar will
remember
my goodness, when 1 saw' hers!”
cure it.
I)o not risk your health by taking
Then Alice went on to describe the ; any but the genuine.
It is in a yellow
unpacking ot fourteen trunks, which package. K. II. Moodp
had just come up from the customhouse
Mrs. Virginia’s eoutouriere
that day.
MAINE RAILROADS.
had her photograph and her coloring
and
a
actual
in
paints)
An Increase in Hotli Passengers and
(represented
F relglit.
figure made up from exact measuretlie
of
one
so
garand
every
meets;
The annual report of the State board
ments would lit her perfectly. Each of railroad
commissioners
contains
one came stuffed with tissue paper and
many figures and comparisons of interheld in place by a lattice-work of tape! : est about the steam and street railways
and attached to each gown w as a piece i of Maine for the past year.
The gross
of the fabric, from which her shoeearnings of the steam roads for the
or
shoes
make
slippers. year were $16,601,145, an increase of $1,maker would
There were street costumes and opera ;
'i'he number of passengers
tea 206,688.
and
de
chambre
robes
wraps,
carried on steam roads was 8,234,730,
wonderand
dresses,
An increase of
gowns, reception
an increase of 13,346.
ful ball and dinner gowns. Most of 470,030 tons of freight was hauled.
these latter were to be embroidered
in
The gain
passengers carried one
with jewelry before they were worn, mile was 12,490,691, and in tons of
to
were
sewn
on,
and imitation jewels
freight hauled one mile, 92,661,895.
show how tlie real ones were to be
Four passengers, 18 trainmen, 21
made
of
were
These
garments
placed.
trespassers were killed, and 88 passenreal lace or Parisian embroidery, and
gers, 113 trainmen and 17 trespassers
the prices paid for them was almost
Five persons
injured on steam roads.
of
them
Some
to
credit.
impossible
were killed and 49 injured on street
were made of lace so filmy that the
railways.
women who made them tiad to sit in
The gross income from the operation
damp cellars, because the sunlight of street railways was $2,214,269, an inand
threads
the
fine
would dry
they crease of $113,637, and the operating
would break; a single yard of the lace
expenses were $1,382,189, an increase
There
of
'abor.
represented forty days
of $75,805, the increase ot income over j
was a pastel batiste de soire Pompaoperating expenses being $37,832. There
dour robe, embroidered with cream silk was an increase of 1076 employes, an
flowers, which liad cost one thousand increase of 400,493 days worked and an
Hollars.
There was a hat to go with it. increase of
$970,991 in wages paid on
r/toslo
t >iu avurumi Htiilv
WACrPt
which had cost a hundred and twenty,
of
shoes
skin,
gray antelope
five, and
being $1.99 against $1.93 the previous
buckled with mother-of-pearl, which
year.
There was a gorgeous
had cost forty.
The street railways give employment
and intricate ball dress of pale green to 213 more persons andr» increased
chiffon satin, with orchids embroidered wages by $67,601. Total compensations
in oxidized silver, and a long court lor wages by steam and street railways
train studded with diamonds—and this was $6,963,249, a gain of $1,044,593.
had cost six thousand dollars without
Two Unwelcome Visitors Here
the jewels! And there was an auto
At this season La Grippe anil Pneumonia
coat which had cost three thousand;
and an opera wrap made in Leipsic, of cause more deaths than consumption. Fowhite unborn baby lamb, lined with ley’s Honey and Tar cures lagiippe coughs
that may result in pneumonia over night.
ermine, which had cost eight thousand l)o not take chances with a cold when Fowitli a thousand additional for a bat
ley’s Honey and l'ar will quickly cure it.
Mrs. Landis thought noth- R. 11. Moody.
to match!
a
for
dollars
ing of paying thirty-five
lace handkerchief, or sixty dollars fora
Joe Lincoln, whose Cape Cod folks are
pair of spun-silk hose, or two hundred well-known characters, recently attenddollars for a pearl-and-gold handled ed a
lecture.
When asked how he likparasol trimmed with cascades of cliif ed it, be related this little story:
foil, and made, like her hats, one for
A stranger entered a church in the
eacli gown.
middle of the sermon and seated himself in the back pew. After a while he
began to fidget. Leaning over to the ;
white-haired man at his side, evidently
an old member of the congregation, he
Mix This Simple, Helpful Recipe at Home whispered:
“How lung I as he been preaching?” I
and Try it, Anyway.
‘‘Thirty or forty years, I think,” the'
(let from any prescription pharmacist the old
man answered.
“I don’t know exfollowing:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce; actly.”

.Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Svi up Sarsapari.lu, three ounces.

be found in any edition of his poems We havi the
and lias probably never been published.

Barker.

Jums! WORMS. Bob. Grub..

Jb”; | KIDNEY A BLADDER

^VALENTINES*

The following poem was sent by its
author, John G. Whittier, to David
Barker, father of Miss Maude E. Bar.
ker of this city, about 1860. It is not to

The

Injuries.

C. C. | SORE THROAT. Quinsy. Epizootic.
cures J Distemper,

her
part of her skirts' And she gets all
these gowns from Paris, four times a year—-

Sometimes
lie pur- high water mark.
try prices is quite familiar.
and had a caves are lull of water, and in that case
i* ha sell a job lot of cloth
We prod the
them out.
fashmnanle city tailor cut it for him. We wont dig
with a long pole to make lum
I lien In- took il otne and had his local alligator
When an alligator is angry lie
tailoi make il tip. The suit was about angry.
the
all round. The Nor- i hisses continually, thus exhausting
ix indies dmit
reserve supply of air with wtfich he has
; to storm around in a
u aj cirizci. beg
i" ruin bis new suit.
provided himself before entering the
way that bade fair
water tilled hole.
(An alligator can lill
''See lit re, bow do you explain thisf
air and live, a week under
asked the tailor. The knight of the himself with
without ever coming to the surshears scratched his bead meditatively water
When lie lias used up
ami then drawled out: “Well, I reckon face to breathe.)
in all his reserve air in hissing he has to
vet .1 dumbed sight bigger man, liill,
come out for a breath and that is what
Norwav, than you be in Hosting!"
\ liridgton Underpays less rent, less we want.
“He usually comes with a rush and
f,11 clerk hire, advertising, and everyhave to be all
lie doesn’t carry a large : mad as a hatter, and we
thing else,
hurt,
IIe lias every advantage ready for him or somebody gets
surplus stock.
the vol- it we are after his skin, we shoot him;
i,v, r his city brother except in
customer’s hut if we want to take him alive, we
ume of trade. He knows Ins
can.
we do if we
individual wants and liecalers to them, rope him—that is,
t Sometimes everybody has to scatter,
lie lakes back your purchase if it isn
lee- and Mr. ’Gator goes free; hut somesatisfactory and gives you a little
ii the times we get him. When we think it
way. if your credit, is sufficient,
time for him to come one man
matter of payments. He is reliable, 1j is about
here at stands over the hole witii an axe, and
worthy and get-at-able. He is
and ex- the minute the ’gator appears he strikes
present, as lie was last year
lie is your neighbor; him on the head with the axe. This
p els to be next,
him for a moment only, and we
lie contritmt.es liis proportion to town stuns
he
to the support of tiave to work pretty fast before
and
improvements,
we put a couple of
the church, is a fellow sufferer in all comes to. First,
as the sailors say, around
the vicissitudes of village life. In the ‘half hitches,’
head to keep his jaws together, and
first place, it is for the advantage of his
be- then we run a pole along the top of his
your pocket book to patronize him,
be can body from head to tail and wind a rope
cause, when all is said and done,
It around the entire length of his body,
give you tlie most for your money.
his legs up over his back
is your duty to patronize him as a carrying
This renders him
toward the pole.
neighbor a id a public-spirited citizen.
and we can easily
You owe it to your pocket book, your absolutely helpless,
him to the boat and
love of fair play, aud your village aud safely carry
I start for another cave.

BJSPRAI1W,

B.

cures

..

a

diseases
Hogs and

cure

AN UNPUBLISHED POEM BY WHITTIER

Maine.

MADDOCKS,

CARRIAGE AND WACON
PAINTER AND DECORATOR
George A. Matthews carriage shop,
formerly occupied by Green & Kay, Wash2W4*
ington street, Belfast, Maine.
In the

fy All work promptly and neatly done.j

HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Steam, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Kepairs,
Tin Plate, aiul Sheet Iron Work.

STAPLES’ BLOCK, SKAKSPOUT, MAINE
lvr51

WANTED
Housekeeper to do general house work.
Small family.
CHARLKS F. HILL,
J'earsport Alaine
gw3*

For Halo or to Rent
A modern two story house on Congress street
w ith bat tiro in, ga«, etc. Carriage house and
stable. About one acre of land with orchard.
3W3
Inquire at

36 Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

Remedy.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
of
r over sixty years by millions
fnt their children while teething,
the
It
soothes
child,
rfect success.
the gums, allays all pain, cures
and is the best remedy for DiarSold by
is pleasant to the taste.
in every part of the world,
live cents a bottle. Its vallte is inGuaranteed under the Food
June 30th, 1906, Serial
us Act,
•••:, 1098.

x

Well-Tried

and

servants

work from day to day,
: and growl at overwork,
iat overpay.

—Philadelphia 1’ress.

Misery.
for the misery tualaproduces.” says R. M. James, of
“it’s called Electric Hits. r.
It breaks
conies in 50cent bottles.
of chills or a bilious attack in alii me: and it puts yellow jaundice
of commission.” This great tonic
mid blood purifier gives quick re,.i stomach, liver and kidney com
id the misery of lame back. Solti
uarantee at It. II. Moody’s drug
Core

V

■■

found

for

cure

a

...

Liivinveivtv4^

will relieve soreness and
stiffness quicker and easier
than any other preparation ■»■§
m
sold for that purpose.
It penetrates to the bone.
eHB
quickens the blood, drives
and
strengthen
gives
away fatigue
VM
and elasticity to the muscles.

Thousands use Sloan's Liniment (0
for rheumatism, neuralgia, toothache A!
sprains, contracted muscles, stiff
joints, cuts, bruises, burns,
or colic and insect stings.
PRICE 25<,50C. tei.OO
Dr Carl S Sloon.

cramp^k

Boslon.Moss.U.S.A^yi^^^j|||

|

camps ever since uie v uuirdu
the dominant partners. What would
Beacousfield or Salisbury say if he
could see this alliance of England with
Palmerston
What would
France?
have thought if anybody in 1858 bad
told him that Eugland and Russia,
would be leagued in 1908 to bead oft
anarchy in the shah’s empire, and to
guarantee each other’s territory on the
borders of the Caspian and the Arabian
«•»«

Foolishness.

cold,
ittacked bv a cough
throat is sore, it is rank foolishrake any other medicine than I)r.
New Discovery,” says 0. 0. El.»f Empire, Ga. “I have used New'
\ seven years and 1 know it is the
•ih on earth for coughs and colds,
iad* all throat and lung troubles,
lien are subject to croup, but New
quickly cures every attack,
the world over as the King of
Sold under guard lung remedies.
II 11. Moody’s drug store. 50c. and
Trial bottle free.
or

or

a

,n

■

1

important, and in fact it is
iieoessar v to health, that we give
the stomach promptly at the first
tumble—which are belching of gas,
M.ur stomach, headache, irritability
These are warnings that
11sne•».>.
been mistreated; it is
,-•!) has
and it is demanding
work
much
l ake something once in a
u
you.
•.peciallv after meals; something
.(11. tor Dyspepsia and Imiiges: wili enable your stomach to do its
perl\. Sold by li. 11 Moody.
i-ry

v

The International
Be

■

still with

us,

regards Japan, though
shape than it had twelve

as

in a less acute
months ago. Canada, in the past six
into
or eight months, has been brought
ii believe in special providence?”
the race trouble as a quasi-partner of
When I was a boy the school I
embarrasstiie
the United Stales, to
wa*. vtmek bv lightning one night
Rut
ment of Japan's ally, England.
..Ml/*
this issue is taking an aspect which is
ig special about that
One of the largest
ut a was just the night before the
agreeable to us.
..11to town.”—Philadelphia Ledgquestions which is before Japan's par-a
liament, in the session which opened
is that of emigration to
hi ceding, protruding or blind few days ago,
Chronic the l nited States: but as the mikado
•! to D<*au’s Ointment.
cured.
Drug- is as anxious to keep his laborers at
.ii relieved, finally
sell it.
home as we are to shut them out, this
Regardissue ought to be simple.
said
a cozy little fiat you have,”
immediate
the
of
less altogether
“Hut why did they build the
:,,i.
this
controversy,
of
Japanese
| outcome
in such a peculiai place?”
Meet into the big
g..mlness, that isn’t the airshaft. the movement of the
•ui
hallwa> !”—Milwaukee Seuti- Western sea will have momentous conIt win give us a iniumn
sequences.
on the two oceans and will throw the
psia is America’s curse. Burdock
Pacific into the whirl of the world's initters c<Mi(|iiers dyspepsia every
With more or
hives out impurities, tones the terests and activities.
restores perfect digestion, normal
less confidence we may this morning
and good health.
forecast the outcome of some of the
unsolved problems which 1907 has handi lestyle— “Oh, doctor, you must do
This is ed over to 190s, for
,ng to get me on my feet.
Often do the*spirts
home” day.
ibebs—Don't worry, madam. \ou 11 Of great events stride on before the events,
News.
And in today already walks tomorrow.
me all right.—Chicago Daily
Globe-Democrat.
r.s Begulels cure constipation with- —St. Louis
Ask
box.

nausea, nor any
3our druggist for

weakening
them.

Church

in’t shave m.. upper lip this time,”
vrchie, as 1m toi.K his seat in the
el
's tdiair
may start a miisor me.”
.n't do that, sir,” said the barber.
•L \our
.pper lip alone, but you’ll
ii' ; i * blooming mustache your■

!iave backache occasionally, or
the side, and sometimes do
tired out, without ambition and
It so, your kidueys are
l ake DeWitt’s Kidney and
: ,1,-r.
s.
They promptly relieve baokiu
back," inflammation of the
and weak kidneys, bold by R. 11.

..'!

;

1

“What kind of tea do you like
“Go-tees, some, but
Priscilla
M mntain Tea best.” John—“Why
Rocky Mountain Tea best*?”
“It speaks for itself, John.”
oveli complexions.)—R. 11. Moody.
my son."

interrupt mamma when she’s
I
you ?”
1
hiy boy, 1 used to.”
don’t
now,
pop?”
you
whj
:ause 1 know it don't do any good.”
•!<>

Statesman.

arteries with rich, red blood,
flesh, and healthy men, women
Idren. Nothing can take its place;
iy has done so mucli good as IlolKocky Mountain Tea. 35c, Tea or
s -R. II. Moody.
!> ihe
new

A.
Why do you have Dr. Howe for
hysieian?
B.
Because he has such a jealous
at no woman patient of his ever has
«\>s of long duration.—Brooklyn Life.

chila
and
Hollister’s
winter
with
the
during
Mountain Tea. It is the greatest
Pure and harmless,
fur children.
greatest good. ’>5c, Tea or Tablets.
-R. H. Moody.
Don’t let your
to Mothers:
i.sje away.
Keep them strong

<-e

mother,

■I her,

mother, turn the hose
Willie, as his mamma

little
•ssing him this morning,
ii do you mean ?” she asked,
i've put my stockin’s on wrong side.
!ih said.
Willie will grow up to be a newsii
Cleveland Leader.
humorist
>ang

■

—

>ody loves

our

baby, rosy, sweet and

warm

.,,-sy
m

places

her

on

her neck and dimples

arms.

was so thin and cross, used to cry
with pain—
gave her Caseasweet, now she’s
veil again. Sold by R. 11. Moody.

•Mo*

me.l who lived in De Sotah

anged his fine team for a motah.
day, as foreboded,
whole thing exploded,
h cost the ol* party a votali.
—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
n

cougu

uuce

into

yuut

system

it

and fibre of the body
every
It especially
makes you ache all over.
the intestines and makes you constiso
in
order
rid
of a cold
to
'0-d,
get
<mghly and without delay you should
ike anything that will tend to eonstiKeunedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup
a). the bowels and thereby drives
cohl out of the system.
It contains no
Cos—it is pleasant to take and is
> recommended for children. Sold by
'I. Moody.
muscle

thought you told me you were playing
he ivy part in this spectacular drama?”
so I am.”
thy, you don't even appear on the
I’m the hind legs of the
yes 1 do.
ephant.”—Baltimore American.
1

FOUXSnONHMftR
for

rectly

Scotland.

the opening sentence of a chapter on
snakes in Iceland. It is as follows:
“There are no snakes in Iceland.” Who
first misquoted is unknown. Probably
it may have been only a printer’s error,
yet it has come “down the ringing
grooves of change” until it has replaced
the orignal.
Another very common misquotation
is, “Tomorrow to fresh fields and pastures new.” One comes accross it of ten
If the readand never finds it correct.
er turns up Milton's “Lycidas” he will
find the last line runs, “Tomorrow to
Who
fresh woods and pastures new.”
has not heard of Sydney Smith and his
frequently quoted dictum regarding humor and Scotsmen?—a stock quotation
among English writers, Smith is quoted as saying that “it requires a surgical
operation to make a Scotsman underlie never said anything
stand a joke.”
What he did say was infiof the kind.
nitely more witty and sharp. lie said,
“There is humor in a Scot skull, but the
only instrument by which it can be extracted is—a corkscrew.” “It is a wise
child that knows its own father” ought
to be the other way.about, to wit,“11 is a
wise father that knows his own child.”

democracy, labor, Socialism,

is

uuc

tut

childreni cafe,

cure.

No

opiates

er, Bible

are

generally quoted

some are

attributed to

it which are not in it at all. For instance “Spare the rod and spoil the
child,” is commonly attributed to Soloin
moil, which is a mistake, ft occurs
Butler's “Hudibras,” part ii., canto 1,
line 844, and also in “Kay's Proverbs.”
“God tempers the wind to the shorn
lamb” is also attributed to the Bible,
but'the reader may search all through
it and never find it, for the simple reaft occurs in
son that it is not there,
Sterne’s “Sentimental Journey,” and is
often fathered upon him. in reality, it
is an old French saying, and occurs in a

L

I

^^B
^^B
^^B
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teue coittaiis

are

this

|

Eugene Aldus of Belfast, in the
County of Waluo and State of Maine, by
deed
dated the seventeenth day ot
bis mortgage
December, A. D., 19.16, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry ot Deeds, Book 279, Page 394,
conveyed to me the undersigned, Fred a. Robbins, a certain lot or parcel «>f land situated iu
said Belfast, described as follows, to wit: Being
the same premises conveyed to the said Eugene
Aldu* by Eliza E. Aldus, by her warranty deed
dated October 11, a. D. 19(6, and recorded in
Wah'o Registry of Deeds, Book 283, Page .323;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, imwr^tciefoie, by reason <>f thd
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said inoitgage.
Dated this twentieth day of January \.I> 1908.

WHEREAS,

1907.

FRED

3W4

a.

ROBBINS,

NOTICE
j

Public safety demands that all persons he hereby warned not to meddle with any hydrants in
the city, unless for fire purposes or authorized by
Per order,
me.
J. D. WALKER,
3w4*
Supt. Belfast Water Co.

MARRIAGES.

cry
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EIj Magazine

ORDER TO-PAY as4 gei

a

m a

g

Bargain GL«r

Year’s R?a4ini; ler the HTVv

F-aufly

i

The Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast.

wTapTht'

Insurance and Rt nl Estate

Mre, Life, Accident, Plate Olass, Tornado Insurance, Steam

■

insurance

Boiler

and Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

LIVE STOCK

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

-AND-

AMERICAN

MASS.

HOUSE, BOSTON,

i-

WE
WANT
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

7, Chester A. sneiuon ro aura i.
Whitcher.
Dec. 19, Philemon W. Pitcher to Sarah L.
Lear.

I have customers for several Waldo

births.

farms.

15, Ethel 1. Dyer.
23, Paul E. Griffin.
3, Merton 11. Ames.
,10, Viola N. Hasford.
April
1C, Melissa A. Dyer.
May
30, Zelrnar H. Bird.
August
25, Frank Cl. libido.
August
October 12, Marian L. Mahoney.
November 5, Evelyn E. McNalley.
March
March
March

prices

County
Send complete description with

and terms.

WILLIAM LINCOLN WEST,
524 West 160th St,, New York, N. Y.
tf4

People with a passion for filling their
houses with old fashioned things some
times forget seemingly that there’s nothas babies.—New
ing quite so old fashioned
York World.

Story and half house with ell. Seven rooms,
pantry, cellar and clothes presses. Good cistern/
Barn, carriage house, work simp and hen house.
Apple, pears, plum and cherry trees; raspberries,

shrubs and
gooseberries ami grapes; all kinds ofsell
with or
Fine house lot connected will
without the property. Terms: part down, balance
on easy terms to the right parties. Enquire Mon-

|

BKLKAST,

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S

j

>1A!NK.

MAGAZINE. We have already announced
together for $2.10.

that we offer the two

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New idea at
!

office.

this

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
Belfast, Maine

Order of Notice.
J

STATE OF A1AINF.
January Tkriu, 1908.
vs. I.onville A. Libby.

WALDO SS.
George F. Sherman
1

j

In si plea of the ease for that the defendant at
said Burnham, to wit. at said Belfast, on the day
of the puveha.se of this writ, being indebted to
the plaintiff in the sum of $39.85, according to the
account annexed and the balance then of, tl. n
and there in consideration thereof pioimsed the
plaintiff to pa\ him the same on demand
LonvlUe A.
1907.

Libby in account with
George E. Sherman,

Oct 8.
$39.15
To 25 bags Swift’s fertilizer.,
Interest on same from June
••

-OK-

FURS
y

Iieyinniny

January

1,

lf)()S,

And will continue to the close of
this season's sale of Furs. Profits
add no value to a fur. This sale
will present the best opportunities
ave to buy belated Furs.

you will

I. V. MILLFR. furrier,
j#=Goods

54 High Street. Beltast, Me.
sold on their merits.

20, *07."0
$39.85
it
appears by the writ in this action; anti now
appearing to tins Court that this action was comdefendant’s
of
tin*
propmenced by .attachment
erty and that at the time oi the service of this
writ said Ivmville A. Libby was not an inhabior
attant of this State and has no tenant, agent
torney within the State, and that no personal

service has been made upon the said Lonvilte A.
Libb\, it is ordered that notice be given to said
Lonville A. Libby to appear at the Supreme
Judicial Court to be held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
April, a. 1). 1008, to show cause, if any he nas,
why judgment should not be renderedbeagainst
given
him in said action, and that said notice
by publishing in the Republican Journal, a newsat said Belfast,
and
printed
published
paper
thiee weeks successive y, the last, publ.catmn lo
be fourteen days, at least, before said thud I uesday of April, an attested copy of this

order.^

Justice of
A true copy.
3W3

Attest:
TI LES TON

s

J.

Vs Vi

Estate

iaa

Court.

WADLIN, Clerk.
in Maine

m

■
31114*

Why should it not be a burning
success? Try us with your next
order, and you will certainly get
Coal that will please you both in
quality and price.

want you to take advantage of oureom

roses.

_

That’s what our Coal is as good
Coal as was ever mined. As free
from slate and dirt as it is possible
to get Coal.
Carefully screened,
and every ton a full ton.

We

JOURNAL.

REPUBLICAN

THE

To

as

May

itops the

f

REPRESLNIINO OVEk PORTY-EIVE MILLION ASSETS.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Necrology of the Town of Northport.

i

ol »'?

5

r-

ERED ATWOOD,

;
j

still any sufferers fro”' Rheumacounty or wherever this paper

we intend to acquaint
the world with Uric O. Send for Uric-O, no mat
is
live.
It
sold by druggists all
where
ter
you
over this country, and we want you to have a
bottie tree.
Uric-0 is sold and personally recommended i n
Belfast by K. H. Moody.

$150,000,000.

I F0LEY5H0NEY"">TAR
luogs
coufth »»<•

Lite! Fashions, ike *Iegt Fit*'

tire

,1
4

magazines ptibliriltcd

sfbck

Washington, Jan. 25. Representative Keifer of Ohio, chairman of Subcommittee on Pensions of the House
anCommittee on Appropriations,
nounced formally today that that committee had agreed to recommend a pension roll of $150,000,000 for the fiscal
This will be
year ending June 30, 1909.
about $7,000,000 in excess of the pension
roll of tlie present fiscal year. The increase is largely due to the more liberal
provisions of the McCumber hill, effec-

!

7
1v
u% 10

Oie Year
lav ONLY

rrxs NEW EJEA WOMAN’S MAGAZINE is tire be
^
Jor women arid tl:e item

there is m>t a case of Rheumatism in the world i
that wi:l not yield to the wonderful effects of
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Uric-O, and we want to prove it to every doubter Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday morndo
this
beyond all possibility. The best way to
ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxis to give a large trial bottle of this remedy out- croft every Saturday morning.
1 solicit your
let
him
it
and
test
and
sufferer
to
try
every
right
consignment, promising you prompt and satisto his own satisfaction. If you nr any of your
factory returns with the party’s name and adfamily suffer from Rheumatism, no matter what dress 1 sell your
to. Write for shipping
form, just cut this notice out of the paper and
Jriections and my weekly market letter, free.
send it together with your name and address,
also the name of your druggist, to Uie Smith Drug

Makes Kidneys and Bladder

I

i

“,c

!

reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderful
Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O, we want them to try
it now at our expense. We firmly believe that

FOLEYSKIDNEYCURE
Right

I

1

The New Msa
<t> rr itj

H

tising, and that is the way

1

I

S> Subscribers

|

1

|

Bargain for mu'

C

l|
founder and head of the Christian
Science Church, was removed by a Co., 2 39 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y and they
houseall
her
with
an
order
on
will send you by return mail
your
special train today
hold following, and accompanied by druggist for a 75c. bottle free, You take the remScienChristian
until
other
use
it
to
directions
home
and
according
prominent
many
euy
tists, from Pleasant View, in Concord, | thoroughly satisfied of its merit.
N. H.. where she has lived for 19 years,
We could not afford to do this if we did not
to a new home in the Chestnut Hill sec- know that after you are freed from this dreaded ;
tion of Brookline, which has lately been disease that you will recommend it to all your
rebuilt at an expense of over $200,000. friends who have rheumatism. We know from I
There she will reside for the remainder experience that personal recommendation from
of her days.
one person to another is the most valuable adver

The following deaths were recorded by
the clerk of Northport for 1907:
Yrs Mos I).vs
10
0
Elisha W. Griffin.79
Jan.
11
5
Pitcher.70
Neb. 8. Lucius C.
23
10
Mar. 8, Charles A. Dickey.17
July 0, Sarah A. Eiwell.92 100 25
19
July 20, lietij- F. French.72
19
6
July 21, Madeline M. Neal .2
7
0
Aug. 9, Abram Knowlton.70

CENTS A BOTTLE—50 CENTS WILL BCY
THREE TIMES AS MUCH ANYWHERE.

To Test and Try a 75c. Bottle of Uric-O
At Our Expense.

Guarded by the
utmost secrecy and with every detail of
the journey shrouded in the deepest
mystery, Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy,

February,

86

■

^^^^^^^LSJOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

EVERY RHEUMATIC!
INVITED TODAY

Boston, Jan. 20.

tive in

%

^^B
j^^B
^B
f^^B

1

LINIMENT

ANODYNE

B

^B
^B

and see how quickly it will relieve. It's just as effective
in healing cuts, burns, scalds, bruises and contusions—
just as sure in curing lame back, muscular rheumatism,
sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints, strained tendons and all
the other outside aches the body is heir to.
Don’t
delay—apply at once—the sooner you do it the
quicker you are well. Get a bottle now—have
it ready. Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs
Act, June 30,1906. Serial Number, 513.
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Moves to Brookline.

Pension Roll
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pain.

Use a remedy that you can depend upon.
You don't take any chances with Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment—it has a 97 years’ record
of successful cures to prove its reliability.
If you
have an earache, headache, or stiff neck, just apply

|

script.
Eddy

any other kind of ache or

—or

For any pain, from top to toe, from any j
cause, apply I)r. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. j
Pain can’t stay where it is used.

by Henri Estienne. Macaulay’s
saying regarding the traveller from
New Zealand, who, in the midst of a
vast solitude took his stand on a broken
arch of London Bridge to sketch the
ruins of St. Paul’s, is not original, although it seemed to have been a favorite with him, as he repeats it twice in
different articles.—The Boston TranMrs.

!
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feet?”—Everybody’s Magazine.
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Great Britain is more nearly
concerned than is America, although
part of the discussion is to be devoted
to tlie history of Congregationalism in
America, as well as to the influence
which the denomination has had upon
American civic life. A whole day is to
be devoted to “The Bible and Sunday;”
another to “Social Reform, Education
and another to
and Temperance,”
“Home and Foreign Missions.” Two
days will be given over to excursions
of the delegates, one to either the Scott
or the Burns country, and the other to
the Trossachs. A large number of
which

American Congregationalists are planning to go to Scotland for the Council.
the program
The publication of
will quicken interest on this side of
the water in the International Council,
Nearly
says the Congregationalist.
fifty men have indicated to Secretary
be
to
Anderson their intention
present
at the council, and many of them will
MUSCLE AND BRAIN
sail from
Boston June 20th in the
special party that goes on the Cymric.
Dr. Dudley A. Sargent, head of the This
country is entitled to 150 deleat
of
Braining
Physical
Department
gates, the proportion among the States
muscle
to
elevate
to
wants
Harvard,
to the size of the Conlie suggests being according
the rank of scholarship,
gregational body. Thirty-three States
that it would he a good thing to put a will have
only one delegate each, while
physical qualification upon candidates the other States will have from two to
the
fur the Phi Beta Kappa Society,
eleven. There will be in addition ten
gold and silver medals, the scholar- delegates at large appointed by the
other
all
the
and
ships, the fellowships,
provisional committee. The fact that
academic rewards of intellectual great- the council conflicts in time with the
Dr. Sargent is an innovator of commencements of
ness.
many of our Amerrare assurance and will no doubt make
ican colleges will prevent certain preshis mark.
idents and professors attending who
11 wouldn’t be a half bad idea if some would
naturally go; but it is hoped and
who
for
of those misguided youths
that the full contingent alexpected
100
near
as
“marks” for a record
per lotted to the United States will appear
to
see
he
made
could
as
cent
possible
in Edinburgh during the early days cf
Once the
the folly of their ways.
July. The third council ought to be
record is written off and the youth worth even more to our common Conthe mere
graduated summa cum -1 laude.If
V
...Dl.
gregationalism the world over than its
iic
laut
mat
two predecessors.
high scholarship honors will do him litIt is sometimes said of this
tie good.
It Does The ISusiness.
or that Englishman that he distinguishMr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Maine,
ed himself in the classics, was a memof Bucklen’s Arnica Salve: “It does
ber of the mathematical tripos, etc., says
the business; I have used it for piles and i
and the item is put down as a principal cured them.
Used it lor chapped hands
step in the growth of his particular and it cured them. Applied it to an old
greatness. Perhaps it put him in par- sore and it healed it without leaving a scar
liament.
Perhaps it made him an bdiind.” 25e at Ii. 11. Moody’s drug store,
But nut so
under secretary of State.
Marks are
in these United States.
THE PHILIPPINES
marks, and as a rule they remain where
books.
the
record
are
put—in
they
Uncle Sam took in over the counter
There is, however, another type of of his
shop in the Philippines consider
“grind” who is vigorously at work on ably more than lie paid out in the fiscal
To him the record is purely
his head.
year which ended June 30, 1907. The
incidental, and from it he does not so report of the chief of the Bureau of
as
satisfaction
much gain personal
Insular Affairs to the Secretary of War,
light upon the judgments of others, the made public Jan. 19th, shows that the
him
who
those
of
appraise
judgments
were run at a profit, the inlie is the type of Philippines
for the moment.
sular net revenues being $11,186,213.35,
man who makes the real intellectual
the expenditures $S,249,243.42, tne exheadway of the schools—who pushes cess of receipts being $2,936,869.93. In
science, the arts, and the professions the nine
that the United States
And we are still of the has had years
onward.
of the islands the
possession
his
he
has
served
after
opinion that
receipts have totalled $115,646,945.06,
as
an underclassman in the
two
or
year
the expenditures $100,298,231.27. There
gymnasium he should be allowed to de- is in the Philippine treasury, available
cide for himself what is best for his for
purely administrative purposes, exphysical welfare, and no account clusive of funds derived from refundshould be taken of what he does or does able collections and bond issues, $5,935,Muscle never was and never 238.43.
not do.
The report calls attention to
will be the equivalent of brains. The the
need for an agricultural bank in
or a strenuof
Rhodes
Cecil
equations
the islands and regrets that as yet
never make them
ous president can
lias not been interestits American capital
Each
each
other.
to
requires
equal
ed in the project.
of
as
the
president
training,
particular
Harvard would no doubt be prepared to
BEATRICE.
inform the physical director thereof.—
New York Globe.
Dante’s
Purgatorio: \\\, 22-38.]
[From
Ere now have I beheld in early morn
Where Are The Birds?
The eastern heavens all with rose aglow,
While fair and clear did all the west adorn,
the
alLocal bird lovers are deploring
And the sun rise with faceo’ershadowed so,
most entire absence of their feathered
That through the flying vapor’s temperfriends at this season. A solitary hawk,
ing veil
owl or blue jay and an occasional chick-a- The eye could loug time gaze nor weary
dee is the only form of birii life seen in
grow.
the open. Even jackals and snow buntings,
usually visiting us in Jarge flocks at this E’en thus a cloud of flowers fair within,
W'hich rose up from those hands angelical,
time, seem to be nowhere in evidence. This
condition prevailed, last summer. And in and outside downward fell again,
same
The most careful observer failed to see a
A lady with an olive-wreathed white veil
single red start, oriole tanager or indigo
Appeared to me,'beneath a mantle green,bunting, while the number of sparrows, Her robe no hue of living flame did fail.
warblers, in fact all the more common species, were seen in very limited numbers. And then my spirit, which till now had
This fact is indeed lamentable and it seems
been
conclusive that unless orchardists use less
So long a time not broken down, with awe
poison in spraying fruit trees and people All trembling when her presence I was in,
keep but one cat instead of six, as is more
did mine eyes
often the case, we are sure to have a large Though no more knowledge
devour,
crop of destructive worms and caterpillars
Through occult virtue which came forth
another season, but very little fruit and
from her,
vegetables, to say nothing of the absence
of the sweet morning and evening songs, Of ancient love did feel the mighty power.'J
in the Springfield
which are half the charm of farm life.— —James E. C. Sawyer

j

illustration of woman’s wit
M r. Depew, who (is still Senator from
Xew York, cites the following:
A man once found that his wife had
This
bought a few puffs of false hair.
displeased him. So one day he hid in
tile hall outside of her room, and, just
o
no
1 11 r* (J UU til LIU (I UCUUia ill
as the lady was adjusting the false
of Venice,” act ii., scene 2.
pull's, lie darted in upon her.
Of the Bibical quotations, one of the
“Mary,” he said reproachfully, “why
of
the
root
is
most common is, “Money
do you put the hair of another woman
absurd
i
is
which
all evil,” a statement
upon your head?”
when one thinks of it. Of course, it is
“John,” retorted Mary, with a glance
of at her husband's
love
“The
It
is,
shoes, “why do you
quoted wrongly.
a
| put the skin of another calf upon your
money is the root of all evil”—quite
different matter. But somehow or oth- I

'll.

never

is

Someone has said that to quote coris one of the signs which marks a
gentleman. Judged by that standard
very few of us can lay claim to the
“grand old name.” Not very long ago
a popular daily newspaper in Scotland
began a leading article with a reference
to the “classic statement” that “there
are no snakes in Ireland.”
Now, the
wri,ter ought to have known better.
The. “classic statement” refers not to
Ireland, but to Iceland, and it occurs
in a book by Niel Horrebow, and forms

to

Williams’Indian Pile Ointment w ill cure
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. \V il]jams' Indian l’iie Ointment is prepared
for Biles and itching of the private parts.
Sold by druggists; mad 50c and £-1 00. \\ ilHams’ M’f'g, Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
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•i the New Year Resolution,
bowing nearly to the floor:
tm \ -a \ glad to see you,
on sure we’ve met before!”
itigtou Star.

to
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Edinburgh,

i9o8

culture and philautiirnphy will be dis“The Church, the Ministry
cussed.
and the Sacraments” will be considered
in the three sessions of another day,
tiie sub-topics being largely of doctrinal nature.
“The Free Church and Congrega-

■

iping,

in

GatheringJ|of

The third International Congregational Council is to be held in Edinburgh, Scot., for ten days, beginning
An attractive proon June 30th next.
covering
gram has been prepared,
practically all of the great problems
with which the Church of the present
time is struggling. The topics as announced are especially those which conin
the Congregational Church
cern
Great Britain, for it is the rule that
shall
the
the preparation of
program
be in the hands of tiie leaders in tiie
is to be enthe
where
Council
country
tertained. At the same time many of
the topics are pertinfent to American
conditions, and a number of American
Congregational leaders will have places
The list of speakon the program.
ers has not yet been completed, so that
announced.
been
none of them has
Each day of the sessions of the Council is to be'devoted to one general topic,
on different phases of which various
men will speak, and it is announced
that there will be given ample opportunity for informal discussion. I’ue
first day is to lie devoted to “Christian
doctrines,” to which three sessions wilt
Two sessions on another
be given.
day will consider “Modern Perils,” and
under this head the relations of the

For the United States 190S presents
some new world and old world probWill
lems that arouse our intesest.
that Pax Americana which Secretary
Root has established in Central and
The
south America be permanent?
fleet is
voyage of Admiral Evans' big
intended to impress Latin America and
the world with the power which stands
behind the Monroe doctrine, and at the
same time to tell the former as well as
the latter that we have no desire for
further territory either on this hemisphere or anywhere else, except in the
case of Cuba, which is destined to come
to us eventually, through the initiative
of her own people. The race issue is

-How’s this, Harold? I hear you
as bad as you could be today,
tve you got to say for yourself?
i,ol,l—Please don’t believe all you
I could have been a whole lots
III
hi cage News.

MISQUOTATIONS.

CONGREGA iIONALI STS IN COUNCIL

Seas?

.Hn

the twice-aand all the
haunting terrors which the name imhome
of
to-day is kept perplies. The
manently clean with the electric retiovator and consequently there is no
spring or fall house-cleaning work to
be done.
Electricity has added much to the
comforts of the home, from ringing the
door hell to sifting the ashes; from
lighting the rooms to cooking the food,
and now it has condescended to take
the additional
on
responsibility of
cleaning the bouse.
Primarily the electric honse-cleauer
consists of a small movab-e device
equipped with a double fan, a revolving brush and proper receptacles for
dust and dirt. The fan and the brush
are driven by a powerful, though small,
The brush
General Electric motor.
loosens every particle of dust in the
floor coverings and the dirt is drawn into the dust receptacle by a strong
volume of air. Sweeping the floors in
ttiis way leaves no clouds of stifling
dust to settle later on the furniture and
The machine will pick up
fixtures.
matches and pieces of paper or pins as
it moves across the floor. Carpets and
rugs cau he cleaned in a tenth of the
time it takes to sweep them by hand.
Tlie furniture and curtains can be thoroughly cleansed without removing them
from their original positions.
Hotels,
churches and theatres having large carinteriors
also
find
the
electric
peted
cleaner most valuable o<i account of the
speed with which large carpets and extensive furniture can he cleaned.
The electrical connections are made
at the lamp socket and the machine is
pushed across the door like an ordinary
For cleaning under
carpet sweeper.
radiators, furniture or in corners a hose
attachment is used which will reach the
most inaccessible places.
The device is equipped with several
important attachments. Oue to clean
door coverings, cushions, mattresses,
lounges, etc.; another for cleaning
crevices, corners, and all difficult places !
from door to ceiling. Still another is
used to clean walls, pictures, curtains,
mouldings, shelves, cornices, ornaments
or Oxtures, etc.
Xo skill is required to
operate the machine; there is no deafening noise and the work can be done in a
few minutes at a triding cost.
Xot only does the electrical housecleaner sweep the house thoroughly but
it
sterilizes and renovates as well.
There is an attachment for driving a
blast of air through pillows, mattresses,
and cushions and still another to sterilize forthe destruction of disease germs.
When a room needs cleaning all that
is necessary is to bring in the electric
cleaner and attach the dexible cord to \
the lamp socket. The motor is started
and the cleaner pushed back and forth ;
across the door until the carpet is clean,

£%

SloiuVs

stop

Electricity lias banished
year house cleaning time

you that

The shah
were its two predecessors’?
of Persia and the king of Portugal are
restive under the restraints of their
constitutions—a new one in the case of
Persia and an old one in that of Porthreaten to play the role of
Girl—1 want another slate just tugal—and
himself the
It was made by Pat May. the French Louis, who was
last one.
lie made my State, but the conditions for them are
\ 16 years old, too.
adverse. Hismarck’s old dreibund of
i-t year.
-1 never heard of any such ntanu- i Germany, Austria and Daly is weakWnn't one of this sort do?
drift of Italy over to
I ening through the
yes, that’s the very kind. See? ! the new league, in which England and
'Pat. May 16.”—N. \
his name.
France, that had been in opposite
Hank

i

One trial will convince

the
The great world outside of
United States is confronted with many
large issues for the new year. In one
shape or another many of them are
with us now, for 11)07 has handed over
to
a good deal of unfinished business
Our years are only arbitrary
190S.
time allotments, which we have conDisrestructed for our convenience.
garding our convenience, however,
time refuses to divide itself up into
chapters, and therefore many of the,
things which greet the world this morning were with us last night, though
possibly in a somewhat different aspect. It is not “Finis" which December ill writes on its story, but only “I'o
What will
be continued in our next.”
be the fate of the third Duma which is
now in session in St. Petersburg, and
which has been attracting the world’s
attention for a few weeks’? Will it be
turned out of doors by Nicholas, as

often shirk

|

HouserCleaning by Electricity.

PROBLEMS FOR 1908.

Sixty (Team.

For Over
old

...

gain sale.

barSend for
A.
Real
lyi5

at a

catalogue.
|f|
C&l I I 10 MKRRIV1AN,
mr

Agent, Madison, Maine.

COTTAGE LOTS
a lew hundred feet to 175 acres.
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Fine view ot hay and islands. I
rove.
al-o have a large list of city property and farms,
ali sizes and prices. Send for hook
F. s HOLMES,
Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Maine

Aliy size from

Saturday

ARE YOU VERY BUSY?
YOUR TIME IS HONEY.
We want one good, active agent who has a
sell our
general acquaint.me and popular, toheal
from
It actually makes
MONN CHEMICAL
<>i so«*t.
No
smoke
ashes.
what is now useless
Will not burn vour grate lining* or injure metal.
Satisfaction and
So simple a child can apply it.
Bonn Product will,
sure results guaranteed.
where us'd. save 5 percent o» coal b.lls. Representatives ot ability wanted 10 handle the quickest seller in the market today, no competition.
Trial box and full particulars by mail. 15 cents.
3,3
Address
New England Agents
TRACY & FORBES,
International Trust Building, Boston, Mass.

$EARSPORT_ LOCALS.
Wellington lngrahatn of Iloulton
town

was

iti

Monday.

To the woman who bakes,
Royal is the greatest of
time and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,
a pleasure and a profit

i

Miss Maude B. Colcord of Orono was ill
town

comfort to the sorrowing family at the fuThe special
meetings that have been held at neral, Jan. 22nd, which took place from her
the Methodist cburfeb, conducted by Rev. late home. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barnes
Charles Lake and WIHJaui Tolinan of New- and Mrs. George Silver had the funeral arburial was in
burg, will be continued' through this week. 1 rangements in oharge. TheIlarriman
and
Riverside cemetery. Capt.
....Rev. H. R. Sisson preached a very in| family have the sympathy of the community.
in.
at
10
a.
teresting sermon last Sunday
The subject of the discourse was “The
Curse of Fruitlessness,” taken frum the

/A

Tuesday.

Walter E. Towers has moved into the A.
E. Trundy house on Main street.
of Winterport has moved
John
into the Leroy D. Littlefield house on Elm

11

Dianes

street.

|i

Miss Guida C. Homer spent Sunday will
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Homer, in

JU

text Matt. 21:19, “The barren fig tree.” In
the evening the servioes were conducted by

|/
13

Rev. Chas. Lake and William Tolinan.
SAM DT POINT.

Capt. James Palmer Stowers died in New
York, Jan. 18th, aged 65 years and 6 months.

been closed for the past two months.
John J. Moore of the Searsport Water Co.
Milwas in town last week,en route from
liuocket to his home in Hingham, Mass.

H

Seh. Paul Palmer, Capt. Alien, finished
discharging coal at the Penobscot coal dock
Friday and sailed the same day for a coal

I

parties.
soli. Prescott Palmer, Capt. Carlisle, sailed Thursday for Kockland, where she will
haul up on account of the low freight rates

11|

Leroy 1). Littlefield finished cutting ice
on Upeechee stream Tuesday, January 21st,

HpBssatssg

on

•sell. Dorothy B. Barrett, Capt. Irvin, arrived Sunday from Newport News with
3,3(11 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.,
at Mack’s Point.

llawaiian line.
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Mary V.
Dodge, who went to the Emerson Hospital
about two weeks ago for treatment with a
dislocated shoulder, lias had the bone reset
and is improving.
The concert and dance given by theSearsport Band, January :13rd, was well patronized. Excellent music was furnished by tlje
band which speaks well for it, considering
the short time it has been organized.

Capt. W.lliam W. Sargent, who died in
(Irinuell, Iowa, Jan. 6th, commanded during his sea-faring career out of >earsport,
the hark Soloman l’iper and the brigs MarThe latter vessel was

Grand l urk.

by him in

lust

a

hurricane in

the (.full' stream, the crew having
narrow

UDGK

Mtieui,

very

escape.

Ji,,.

and

a

S

t OllK

Mass,

Mrs.

William Adams of

Mi.

visiting his friends,

is

ilany

1’.

Earnham,

at

stomach,

Mr.
the

Papins.’'_Win. J. Matthews, Geo. E.
Cii.ipin and T. D. Nickerson rilled their ice
Pauses last week... Granite Grange has
been invited to spend the evening leb. 1st
with Morning Light Grange, Monroe.

“l

George L. Merrill of Dixfleld was io town
Inst week for tile purpose of installing the
dicers of

Mariners

Lodge.

A

large

uum-

attendauce and it was pronounced one of the Pest installation services the
lodge inis had fur years. Mr. Merrill is one
ol file oldest Past Masters and has always
taken great interest in this, his home lodge.
bei

was

to the

ii

fieorge A. Iiowen, while lit work in the
Field 'tore on Main street last week, found
a .■-aiiiple horse shoe with the name 11. \V.
Towle stamped on the heel of the shoe.
The shoe had never been used and was
made by Mr. Towle, a finished blacksmith
Of .Nearsport and brother to the late Kobert

she

was

born

in

Searsport

Mary 1. French ot sanaypoint. ne aiso
leaves seven grandchildren. The remains
arrived here the Monday following his
death and tfie funeral was held the next
afternoon at his late home. Rev. B. B.
Merrill of Skowhegan officiated and A. G.

Ray and daughter of Brewer sang three
beautiful selections. The remains were
buried in the cemetery on the hill. To the
family, and particularly to Mrs. Stowers,
who is left entirely alone in her home, the
sympathy of all is extended. Among those
from out-of-town who came to attend the
funeral of Captain Stowers were Mr. and

Postmaster llicbborn, by order from the
P. 0. Department at Washington, “desires
to call attention to the practice of some
patrons of rural delivery, of placing loose
coin in their boxes, each time they desire
to dispatch letters, instead of supplying
themselves with postage stamps, in advance of their needs. This practice imposes undue hardship on rural carriers in
removing such loose coin from boxes and
delays them on the service ot their routes.
The postmasters, therefore, urgently request that patrons of kil rural delivery,
provide themselves and keep on hand a
supply of stamps consistent with aud in
advance of their needs, ft is also very
desirable that rural patrons place in thenmail boxes small detachable cups of wood

Mrs. H. N. Bunker of Brewer, Henry Stowof South Weymouth, Mass., James Stowers and wife of
Holbrook, Mass., R. M.
French and wife and Mrs. Frances A.
French of Bangor, Rev. and Mrs. B. B.
Merrill of Skowhegan, Mrs. Laura Staples
of New York, Capt. and Mrs. Nichols of
Seal sport and Mr. and Miss Ray of Brewer.... Miss Mai ie Grant was in Bangor last
week on business.Mr. and Mrs. John
Mills of Milo were guests of Mrs. Fred Perkins last week. They were on their way to
Castine to visit their son, Fred Mills.. .Miss
Ruth Merrithew left Thursday to join her
ers

father and mother in Boston. They have
just arrived from California... The farmers
are very anxiously awaiting snow.

tin in which to put coins when necessary in purchasing supplies of stamps,"

or

anti
years ago, ttie daughter of Robert
Margaret Morrow. In tlie early part of tlie
70’s sbe married ( apt. Israel C losson, by
whom she bad two childien—Louis 1’. and
Miss Lydia CV, both of Searsport, who survive her. Mrs. Closson was a hard working, industrious woman, a kind mother and
a good neighbor and always ready to minister to tlie wants of those around her. Much'
credit is due to her daughter, Miss Lydia
C. Closson, who so tenderly cared for her
during lief long and painful illness, huneial
services were held at her late residence
Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev.

Great piepaiations are being made for an
“Old folk’s Concert,” the proceeds of
w hich are to be used for the repairs of the
church organ Two rehearsals of the chorus
have been held; and, under the leadership
of Mr. J. A. Flanders (familiar with such
work in Malden, Mass.,) much interest is
manifested by those who are to take part.
In addition to die old-fashioned l’salm

Harry Hill of tlie

The inM. E. Church.
in the Village cemei ry. The
bearers were Capt. Israel Closson, Louis P.
Closson, Frank A. Nye and Michael Ward.

mothers, which will undoubtedly create

terment

much merriment.
Tl^e Stockton band has
kindly offered to aid, in appreciation of the
efforts of tlie Young Ladies’ Guild in the
The prc sent intenband's recent concert.
tion is to give this “Old Folk’s Concert” on
Look
Saturday evening, February 29th.

UCOSPECT FKlfkVMiss Martha Barron of Ellsworth was in
town last week to attend the funeral of her
Mrs. Orchard
Hunt, Mrs. J. S. Harriman
Dow of Monroe was called here to attend
Euthe funeral of Mrs. J. S. Harriman
gene. 8. Harriman, called here bj the death
nf his mother, returned to his home in Laconia, N. II., last Friday.Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Barnes* attended the Masonic alid
Eastern Star installation in Stockton last
week....Mr. and Mrs. Granville Shute and
Miss Maud Shute were in Belfast list
Thursday to attend the funeral of True S.
Heagan, Mrs. Shute’s brother.J. T.
Shute of Bangor called on relatives here
me day last week....Mrs. Charles Banks
is at home from Stonington for a visit with
tier parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn
—

—

and humorous selections by a chorus
choir of over thirty voices there will be
character duets and solos by both men and
women.
These singers will wear the costumes of their grandfathers and grandtunes

was

rtitlin

AL3.
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The Current Events Club met Wednes-

day afternoon, Jan. 22nd, with Mrs. Everett
The subject for study was
Staples, Jr.
“insects,” selected by the hostess.
Mrs. Alice Treat hoe arrived home Sunday morning, oalled here by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. James Treat, who has

uu,-

There was a
MoxtgomEitY-Black.
quiet honie wedding Thursday evening,
Jan. 23d, at Hie home of Judge and Mrs. J.
\Y. Black in Searsport, when their eider
daughter, Jessie Mildred, was married to
The single ring
John II. Montgomery.
was used. Rev. Robt. G. Ilurbutt
officiated and none but the immediate family of the bride were present. The young
couple left on the early morning train Friday for a short wedding trip. The bride is

ceremony

Deen
soon

quite
to hear

sick

ioi

two

weees.

vie

uupj

of her improvement.

Mr. Ralph Thompson, the proprietor of
hand laundry, took last Thursday’s
boat for Boston, to be absent about two
weeks, leaving his business in charge of
Mr. and Mrs. E. 11. Hunting, his assistants.
our

Mrs. C. A. Sprague has returned from
Tremont, her husband’s aged mother havCapt. S.
ing passed to the higher life.
joined his wife at his parent’s bedside durhigher illness, and again for the funeral,

i

and then returned to Boston.

]

There will be no meeting of the Ladles’
Aid Society this week, as fortnightly
gatherings will be held through the reuiainder of the winter. The next w ill be Tuursday afternoon, February 6th, with Mrs.
Albert M. Ames, Church street.

i

Mrs. Horace M. Griffin returned Tuesday,
from a visit with her daughter, Miss Edith
Giiffin, a student in the nurses training department, in the Eastern Maine Hospital.
She was most pleasantly entertained by
Mrs. G. M. Houghton, during her stay in

of the mod popular young society
one
ladies of this town and has a wide circle of Bangbr.
Mr. Montgomery is a son of Mr.
friends.
Mrs. Melvin E. Colcord is still suffering
and Mrs. John Montgomery of Bucksport.
from the effects of her fall when leaving
He is a graduate of the School of Pharmacy
Uichborn hall several weeks ago. The
at Philadelphia and has practiced his prowas somewhat injured, her physician
spine
iu
this
and
towns
cities
fession in several
thinks.
Although about the house she
an
State. He installed
up-to-date drug
We trust
cannot use her arms naturally.
store here which he conducted two years
will restore her entirely.
time
with success. Last year he sold out his
business. Their many friends in town
Judging from the many green bundles
wish them years of prosperity and happi- and boxes seen upon our streets since the
ness.
“slaughter sale” began at B. B. Sanborn’s
we should think
Obituary. Mr. Nehemiah Roulstone, “Gents’ Furnishing Store,”
the goods at such reduced prices were going
one of the oldest and best known citizens
the counters from the “Green
of Searsport, passed away Monday morn- rapidly over
Store.” Evidently, it is not alone “women
ing, Jan. 27tb, after an illness of several
love a bargain.”
He was born in Prospect, now who dearly
months.
The supper given by the Ladies’ Aid
Dec. 30, 1820, the son of James

Searsport,

Rosanna Roulstone.

In early

man-

We shall have another lot of those

out for

bills later.

will make some repairs-Mr. George Gepsan and Mr. Ralph Nichols of West Newton,
Mass., are making some repairs on Mr. G.
G. Carley’s summer home here.. .Will Tripp
was always a large man, but last week he
looked larger than ever, and on inquiry it
was found that a 15-lb. boy had arrived at
his house. Will said that he should pass
Roth mother and child
around the cigars.
(IIulbert Willis) are doing well—Mr. and

Society last Thursday proved

•

f

a

great

suc-

County Correspondence.
I

I.IiKMO.
Thomas Dinsmore recently bought an acre
of land in the centre of the village which
he is fitting up as a public park. In the
center of the park is an elevation on which
stands a small dwelling house more than a
hundred years old. This he is remodelling
for a public library, lie has built a two-story
veranda on the north side and from this
^ere is a magnificent view of the surrouudcountry. He has placed over 300 volumes in the library and intends toadd to the
collection as1 long as he lives. Mr. Diusmore is now 85 years old, but hale aud
hearty, and never tired of doing good. He
is to present the land and building to the
Branch Mills Improvement society as a
who come after
to
“those
benefit
me,” he says. Mr. Dinsmore is well known
Thomas B. Dinsmore is his
in Belfast.
nephew and namesake.

SNIP NEWS.
AMERICAN rORTS.
22.
Sld, bark Penobscot,
Axim, etc.; sch. Isabel A. Willey, Norfolk ;
Satilla; Annie K.
Clara
schs.
Davis,
23, ar,
Lewis, Smith Amboy for Somes Sound; 25,
14.
Roper, Hoboken lor
ar, sch. Margaret
Belfast; 27, ar, sell. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore for Boston; sld, sclis. J. C. Strawbridge, Apalachicola; Marion N. Cobb,
Tampa; 28, ar, sclis. Adelia T. Carleton,
South Amboy tor Stonington: Sallie POu,
Brunswick; Savannah, Port Royal; Stella
B Kaplan, Femaudina.
Boston, Jan. 22. Cld, sch. Emma S. Lord,
Rockporr, Me., and Nassau, N. P.; 27, ar,
schs. W. L. Douglass, Elizabeth Palmer and
Jane Palmer, Baltimore; 28, sld, sch. Gov.
Ames, Norfolk.
Philadelphia, Jan. 22. Cld, sch. Horace
A. Stone, San Juan, P. R.; 23, cleared, sell.
Froutenac, Portland ; 27, ar, sch. Edwaid T.
Stotesbury, Boston.
Baltimore, Jan. 22. Passed down Cove
Point, sch. Jacob M. Haskell, tor Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 22. Cld, sell. > ;u »ie
Strong, Matanzas; 24, ar, sch. Theoime,
Boston.
Fernandina, Fla., Jan. 20. Ar, sch. Inez
N. Carver, Fajardo.
Norfolk, Jan. 23. Ar in Hampton Roads
for a harbor, schooner Brina P. Pendleton,
Philadelphia for Mayport; sld, sell. Frank
Barnet, Savannah; 27, ar, sch. Wei fleet,
Boston.
Ar, sch. Harry T.
Galveston, Jan. 20.

New York, Jan.

Hayward, Philadelphia.
Stonington, Jan. 28. Ar, sch. Jennie S.
Hall, Rockland; sld, schs. Mabel E. Goss,
Boston; Mary E. Lynch, do; Loduskia,

Sah

For

WINTKRPOKT.

Mr. Benjamin F. Babbidge, an old and
respected citizen of this town, passed to a
Mr.
higher life Wednesday, Jan. 22nd.
Babbidge was in Bangor at the time of his
decease. The suddenness of the call gave
Edwin
no time to notify his sister, Mrs.
Element, the only remaining member of a
family ol five. The cause of Mr. Habbidge's
death was a stroke of apoplexy, which
caused his death in two hours from the
time of attack. The funeral services took
place at the home of his sister, Mrs. Edwin Element, Sunday) Jan. 26th, Rev. I. H.
W. Wharti officiating. 1 wo beautiful poems
composed by a favorite cousin of the

Saturday's trade.

Toothaker’s

Searsport, Jan. 27. Ar, sch. Dorothy B.
Barrett, Newport News.
Rock port, Me, Jan. 27 Ar, sch. Emma
S. Lord, Boston.
Mobile, Jan. 27. Ar, sch. Jessie Lena,
Bridgetown; Henry Crosby, San Juan,
J\ R.
Newport News, Jan 27. Ar, schs. Rebecca Palmer, Searsport; James W. Paul, Jr.,
Boston.
ginian, Goleord, Newport News.
Passed in, schooner
Fort Point, Jan. 28
Pemaquid, Portland for \V interport.
FOREIGN PORTS.

San Juan,
R., Jan. 10. Sid, sch. Henry
Grosby, Mobile; 13, ar, sch. Robert II. McBoston;
22, ar, stmr. Herwind, Dyer,
Curdy,
New Orleans; in port 1.5th, sch. Kate Feme
Mannie Swan,from New
bark
from Mobile;
York.
Guayanilla, P. R., Jail. 21. Ar, bark An-

Also some of

Famous

Hams, %

BOTH PICKLED AND SMOKI D

Plenty\of Choice Veal, Lamb

and

Beef,

Brookfield Sausage, Home Made Sau=
sage, Hogshead Cheese and Mincemeat

Always

in

stock==Ducks,

SQUASH, SPINACH,

Chickens

Sausage, Ham

Arlington

and Fowl

ETC.

CELER^,

f

Bacon

and

TO BE HAD AT ALL TIMES.

j

JOHN FOGG, Howes’ Block High St.
kki.*’A!»t

i’kick

ci ijkknt.

Corrected Weekly for The .Journal.
t'mdure

/’rices Paul Producer

Market.

Hay p ton. 12.0tfal£.t;C
34a4
Hides p lb,
lu
Lamb |p lb.
Lamb Skins,
50
8
Mutton P lb.
45
Oats p bu., 32 lb,
60
Potatoes p bu.,
7
Pound Hog,
8.00
14a 15 Strawy ton,
26a28
13al4 rurkey
lb,
3
10| Fallow p lb.
18 yea I & lb,
9^10
20
24 Wool, unwashed,

50a75
Apples p bu.,
7
dried, k> lb,
2.00t§2.26
Beans, pea,
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.26
Butter p tb,
24§26
fra*;
Beef, sides, p lb,
4a5.
Beef fore quarters,
60
Barley *> bu.,

tb.
Cheese
Chicken p lb,
Calf Skins, per Ib.
Duck p lb.

Eggs P doz.,
Fowl P lb.
(ieese k> lb,

12«.13l Wood, hard,
18; SVood, soft.

that in all the financial transactions In the U.
S. but 6% is done with currency, the other 9-f
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? II you do ot already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize

4.oojf4.50 i
3.00
I

Hetuil rrice.

Retail Market.

Beef,corned, k> lb, 8al0
Butter Salt, 14 tb, l8a:o
'.Si
Corn P bu.,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 7-'i
Corn Meal, •#* bu.,
72|
lb,
20g22|
Cheese,
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.701
8 a 9.
Codfish dr\, k> tb,
10,
Cram erries,
qt.,
16
Clover Seed.
Flour |r> bbl.,
5.75a6.75j
2.60
II. (i. Seed k* bn.,
121
Lard, p It.,

l.io
-ime p bbl.,
5
>at Meal
tb,
3
)nions p lb.
)il Kerosene, gal.,13a 14
6
Pollock' ► *b.
U
I’ork fc> tb.
1.13
Plaster fe> bbl.,
3*
Kye Meal *> tb,
1.55
Shorts P cwt.,
6
tb.
Sugar
38
Salt, T. I..
bu.,
5
Sweet Potatoes,
6
Wheat Meal.

[

from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this systern come to us and we will show you. The

will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.

<>t
J

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
CAPITAL

$50,000.00.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00

boi;x.

OKC.ANIZKII 1MS1.
Bakboi u. In Stonington, Jauuary 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Barbour, a son,
•
In North Sullivan. January 6, to Mr.
hrsKKit
and Mr-. Fred B Punker, a sou.
1'uocKktt. In Rockport, January 10, to Mr.
and Mrs Boland Crockett, a son.
ti kay. in Sedgwick January It!, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew M Cray, a son
In Bockland. January 20. to Mr.
KiMr.Ai i.
and Mr- sereno Thayer Iv imball, a son.
Lka it. In Belfast, January 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irving C. Lear, tnplet daughters.
m Kite ti a nt.
Iii l.ainoine, December 1C, to Mr.
aud Mrs. Everett Merchant, a daughter.
In
Bobbins.
Stonington, January 11. to Mr.
and vis Timothy Bobbins, a daughter, Zeila
Merle.
Stovku. In Lunoine, .January 10, to Mr. and
Mrs Arthur II. stover, a son.
In * linton, January 24. to Mr."ami
Wiu>\
Mrs. (ieoi ge v\ \\ illey. a daughter

ill.

tioch, Philadelphia.
Ponce, P. R., Jan. 12. Ar, sch. Edward
Stewart, New York.
Barbados, Jan. 13. Sid, sch. Star of the
Sea, Turks Island.
Kaliului, Jan. 25. Ar, ship Erskiue M.
Mrs. Frank Avery of Hallowed are visiting Phelps, Seattle via San Francisco.
Honolulu, Jan. 27. Ar, ship Fort George,
relatives here. ...Mrs. Herman Avery and

™g

MAiiiiim
Akkv-Hkal. In Camden, January 16, David
Arey a il Mrs. Clementine Ileal, both of Camden.
In Bockland January 22. W ilH a n h s* Fa it it
liani il. Haines o! Bockland ai d Nellie C. Farr of
South Thnniaston.
IIAltVKV-SeoTr. Iii Belfast. January 25, by
Wayland Knowlton, Esq, xivardo Harvey and
Miss i-te'la M. Scott, botii of Belfast.
In Castine. January
Litti.kFIKLD-Moltkv.
iss
18, Leon Austin Littlefield of Bo. kland and
Morey of Castine
Sylvia
MonTtiOMeitv-BlacK, In Searsport. January
23. by Bev. « <4 Harbult. John Hinks .Montgomery oi Bucksport and Miss Jessie .Mildred
Black of Seal sport
In Uock'and. .January
ShEkmAN-l*itKST()N.
22, (ieoi ge Harrison Sherman and Mary Louise
Preston of Bockland.
f hom a s— M r. it kith i: W4 In Belfast Jan. 2r.U1
by Bev(l)onald II MeQuarrie. Bu seliS. Thomas
and Miss Margaret M. venitbew, both of this

city.

Witham-Ajiks. In Bucksport. January 14.
Edward K Witham of Bucksport and Miss Ora
A. Ames of Not 1I1 Bucksport.
DIED.

Closson. In searsport, January 23, Martha
A., widow of the late tapt Israel Closson, aged
66 years
CROCKER. In Blueldll. January 20, Ihomas
Crocker, aged 89 years and 11 months.
Davies. In Kockl nd. January 28, Melissa,
widow of Enoch Davies, aged about 75 years
Kush in k. In Ingrabam Hill, January 21, Margaret 11 widow of William H. Perkins, aged 04
years, m months and 4 days
Farrow’. In W inchester, Mass., January 14,
Joshua Farrow, aged 82 years.
In South Thomast n. January 18,
Hatch
Samuel Hatch,aged 93 years and t months
in West Kockport, January 18,
Ingraham
Louisa a. Ingraham, aged sb years, 1 month and

THE

CAPITAL

FIRE

CO.

INSURANCE

CONCOKI),

N.

ASSETS DECEMBER.

II.,

31, 1907.

Estate. $ 92,563 2'.
xo.447 or
Mortgage Loans,.

Real

Collateral Loans.,.
Stocks and Bond*.
(’ash in Office and Hank.

17.200
430.774
58,237
57,876

Agents’ Balances.
Interests and Routs,
All other Asserts,
Gross Assets,..

Deduct items
Admitted

not

on
07
7.
1

3,938,31
6.324

...

.$746,851
admitted,.

2:
63

$ 20,193.r_

Assets.$726,658 21

MAK1MT1KS

DECEMBER, 31, 1907.

Net Unpaid Losses,.
$ 36,690 92
Lneariied Ptenuuins,
350,12501
All other I tahiliiies.
8,2917.3
Cash Capital.
20n,0(l0 00
Surplus over all 1 iabilities. 131 544 55
Total Liabilities and
Fred

Surplus.$726,658

Atwooti, Agent
3w5

21

AVinterport, Alifcjm*.

*

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
SPRING FI K
ASSETS

I

l>.

DECEMBER

MASS.,
31, 1907.

Real Estate,.f 350,000 t>o
977,0.0 00
Mortgage Loans,.
O.Ooo
Collateral Loans.
50
4.227,927
Stock and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,. 697,940 74
31
9«8.10"
Balances.
Agents’
37,920 2.'
Interest and Kents,.
Gross Assets,. 7.204,958 80

Admitted Assets.$7,204,958
LI

ABILITIES

DEC EM BEK

Net Unpaid Losses,..$ 341,054 tv.
3,901.006 44Unearned Premiums..
61,239 4
All other Liabilities...
2,000,000 00
Cash Capital...
3
all
Liabilities.
over
910,758
.surplus

San Francisco.
Total Liabilities and Surplus
..$7,204,968 8t
two children of Brewer visited relatives
MARINE MISCELLANY,
here last week.Miss Evelyn AveryFred Atwood, Agent., Winterport, Maine.,
3w5*
Reedy Island, Jan. 23. The second mate
visited relatives in Brewer recently.
of sch. Edward T. Stotesbury, which passed
True S. lleagan, who died in Belfast last Tip this afternoon front Boston, died today.
Bark Mabel I.
Yarmouth, N. S., Jan. 21.
week, was a former resident of this place.
has complettd repairs rendered
He had a host of friends here and was be- Meyers
necessary by her collision with Standard
loved by all who knew him. His son Emery Oil Co. barges recently, and has commenced
and his sister, Mrs. Granville Shute, have loading for South America.
26 days.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 22. Sch. Mark PendleNorton. In South Thoinaston, January 2n,
BOARDING and TRANSIENT.
the sy mpathy of the community-Harryfrom New York for Savannah, replaced Mary A. Nort< n, aged 78 years, 5 months and 17
ton,
Brown Procter, who died in Dorchester, sails lost in recent gale, discharged cargo of
kAHTRiDGK, In Orland. January 20, Elizabeth,
Horses stood in,
Mass., last week and was brought here for garbage tankage, which heated, and pro- widow
of Henry Pari ridge, aged 81 years.
burial Jan. 17th, was the adopted son of ceeded light 20th.
In Orland, January 20, Lottie,
Partridge.
Pairs stood in.
Jan. 27. The British wife of J. Fred
News,
Va.,
Newport
Partridge.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Procter and a grandson
Korkins. In Sedgwick, January 15. William
steamship Earl of Garrick, which arrived
Horse stood in and fed
of Mrs. Nellie Brown of Dorchester, who is here today from Shields, brought Gapt. T. E. H. Bobbins. aged 78 years, 11 months and 29 days.
Roi.fk. In Vinalhaven. January 15, Elbridge
mith hay and grain, 25
well known here. Little Harry was an un- Harper aiid eight men of the crew of the
three-masted schooner Helen G. Moseley, L Rolfe, aged 51 >eats and 4imonths.
usually bright child and was beloved by all which was ifcandoned waterlogged off WinBoulstone. in Searsport, January 27, NeheOpen day and night.
ami 28 days.
with whom he came in contact. He had ter Quarter lilhtship Sunday morning. Capt. miah Roiilstone, aged 81 years
In Lovelaud.'Colo.. J n. 26, Lester
Sellers
in
a
schooner
left
the
Telephone connection.
been with his aunt, Mrs. G. A. Avery, for Harper and his crew
Sellers of Penobscot, Me., sou of Capt. Burke
after four hours were picked up Sellers, aged 25 years.
several summers and will be greatly missed lifeboat and
COLCORD & CHAPMAN,
In Un.ty January 16, Kebecea,
springer.
by the Hamburg-American liner Bierawa,
in that home. He was sick seven weeks bound from Newport News and Norfolk for widow of K» v. Charles E. Springer, aged 76 years.
Proprietors.
in
Hampden.
with a spinal trouble and was a great suf- Hamburg. Sunday afternoon the Bierawa Interment
In Portland, January 15, Hattie
Taplky.
Earl of Garrick off the New Jerof
W
C.
of
illiam
formerly
terer.
wife
Tapley,
Jiverytmug tnat money anu losing spoke the
Blodgett,
sey coast and transferred the shipwrecked
Wrest Brooksvihe, aged 47 years.
hands could do was done for him, but God crew
to that vessel.
Gapt. Harper reports
Vkazik. In Kocklann, January 21, Samuel M.
from
Savannah
we
bound
to
call
him
and
know
he
is
was
fit
home
saw
that his schooner
Veazie, aged 79 years, 8 months 5 days.
A tenement of 5 rooms on the ground
"Iiru
uinun
Ul
a
■=
WIIU
I
IIOSIOII
or
uaigu
I
safe. Mr. and Mrs. Procter, Mrs. Blown
floor at ihe corner of Main and Bridge
.-he ran into a violent storm off Fenwick
and Mrs. Avery have the sympathy of a Island last
Thursday. The schooner anchorstreets. Apply to
large circle of friends—Mrs. Pheobe Grant ed,but she was swept by mountainous waves
MKj>. J. M. FLETCHEK,
manned
Sherburne, who died in Hallowell Jan. 15t=r and soon sprang aleak. All hands
the pumps Friday morning, and for a time
[53 Main Street.
was a former resident of this place, but had
the water in the hold was kept down. That
Belfast. January 23. 1908.—tf4
made her home with her son, E. I). Sher- evening, however, the vessel began taking Scores of Belfast Readers Are Learning the 1
filled rapidburne, in Hallowell for a number of years. water through her hatches and
Duty of the Kidneys.
The skipper and crew stood by all day
She was the wife of the late George Sher- ly.
the
schooner
but
Min
morning
day
Saturday
burne of this place. She was a. faithful became waterlogged and the crew abandonTo filter the blood is the Kidneys’ duty.
wife and mother and had a host of friends. ed her. tibe was built in Belfast, Maine, 25
Write J NO. K ROBINSON. Lubbock, Texas,
When they fail to do this the kidneys are sick.
for a description of Texas Plains, issued by
She was au Adventist In her belief and was years ago.
Backache and many kidney ills follows
Get a home while land is
Club.
Commercial
Don t
ready to go when God called her. She was
Urinary trouble, diabetes.
cheap and csfn be bought on installments.
3wf>*
DANGER OF CATARRH.
sick only a few days. Her remains were
your children need homes?
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure them all.
Belfast people endorse our claim.
brought here for burial by her son, E. Ik
Unless Properly Treated With Hyomei,
8. A. Littlefield of «l Cedar street, Belfast, Mo.,
Sherburne, who has the sympathy of the
Pills
Becomes Serious.
says: “Fifteen years ago Doan’s Kidney
community. She also leaves two sisters to
were not as well known as they are today, but
are far more dangerCatarrhal
troubles
Sarah
and
Stone
mourn their loss, Mrs.
1 used
ous than they seem at first thought.
4 PUNG, A SINGLE and DOUBLE SLEIOII.
they were just as effective then as ever.
Mrs. Susan Cruwell both of VValdoboro. The
If you have catarrh, there is an irritated them when suffering from backache and also an A a Portland wagon, two poles, a buckboard
an extension top and a top buggy. They
Mrs. state of the mucous membrane and weakentlowers were many and beautiful
irregularity of the kidney secretions which were and pole,
seen at the Dunbar stable, now owned by
Martha J. llarriman, who died last week ed tissues which afford an ideal lodgment uuuatural iu a; pearance and irregular. Doan's may
VV G. PRESTON, Washington Street.
and culture medium for disease germs,
Belfast, Jai uary 27. 1908 —3w5»
after a short illness, was the wife of Capt.
Kidney Pills were always the remedy I could
especially those of consumption.
i have travellJ. S. llarriman. She had been in her usual
You should get cured as quickly as possi- rely upon to cure these ailments,
have
and
health up to Monday night, Jan. 13tb, and ble before any dangerous germs that you ed on the road for a n mberof years
may breathe lodge on the diseased tissue never neglected to take a box of Doan’s Kidney
her sudden death was a great shock in this
and work destruction in the throat and Pills with me. I feel that I am only doing my
mothwife
and
She
was
faithful
a
vicinity.
lungs.
to my fellow cltiztW when I recommend
The easiest, simplest, quickest, surest duty
er, a kind neighbor, and will be greatly
Doan’s Kidney Pills. hM 1 think there is no
the
The Koyal Acetylene Generator Co. reto
cure
is
catarrh
and
by
way
cheapest
missed as she had a large circle of friends.
to equal them^or backache and kidney
This remedy
direct method, breathing ilyomei.
You are at liberly to publish this
quires a man for Belfast and Surrounding
She leaves to mourn their loss, her husband, wonderful medicated air treatment does not complaii t. and to s< nd
will
1
and
to
me
statement
anybody
district to handle our Business. One with
three sens—Eugene S. of Laconia, N. H., drug and derange the Stomach, but is gladly give the particulars of my ease.”
necan office preferred, hut not absolutely
Fosceuts.
50
Price
all
dealers.
sale
For
by
Clifton K. and Edgar of this place—two breathed in, directly following and destroyTwo
V Y., sole agents for
essary. Must be prepared to invest
buffalo,
ter-Milburn
Co.,
inthat
have
been
disease
all
may
germs
ing
the United .-tales.
brothers, John Ridley of Iowa, Albert Rid- haled.
Hundred Dollars. Salary and Commission
the name—Doan’s—and take no
Our Model **B,” 50
Basis.
or Commission
The unusual way in which Ilyomei is sold jffi.emembei
ley of Oakland, Cal., and three sisters, Mrs.
other.
Asa Barron aud Mrs. John Meader of Ells- by A. A. Howes & Co. is the best evidence of
Light Generators may be seen in operation
If you
in the treatment and should
at J. VV. Peavey’s Hall, City point
worth and Mrs. Orchard Dow of Monroe. their confidence
dispel all doubt as to its curative properties.
mean business write, if not, save yourself
The flowers were, a wreath from the family, They agree to refund the purchase price to
the trouble. Address, with full particulars,
BLACK AND W HITE SHEl’HEKD DOG,
roses from Mr. and Mrs. Asa Barron and anyone whom Hyomei fails to benefit, and
KOVAL ACETYLENE GENKKATOK CO.,
answering U> the name of SKIP. The finder
.do not risk a cent in testing its healing
family, white pinks from Mr. and Mrs. you
/
Brockton, Mast.,
virtues. A complete outfit costs but $1.00 will please notify
ARTHUR
SHELDON,
Rev. if it
John Meader, pinks from friends.
do
not
it
does
P. J. Smith, Manager.
helps you, not a cent if
R. F. D. No. 3, Belfast.
iwfi,
2w4
James Price of Bueksport spoke words of all that is claimed for it.
...

Windsor House stile

DOI 11IY.

Lubbock, Texas.

_

FOR SALE

Atwood of this town met with a serious accident Jan. 2oth. Mr. Atwood, in company
with Capt. Thomas Morgan, was riding in
the vicinity of Ellingwood’s Corner when
oue of the springs of the carriage broke
precipitating them violently to the ground
Capt. Morgan luckily escaped without injury, but Mr. Atwood, less fortunate, sustained a fracture of his wrist and knee-pan.
Mr. Atwood is one of our most highly respected citizens and has the full sympathy
of bis numerous friends in his affliction,
who wish him a speedy recovery....Rev.
and Mrs. H. K. Sisson arrived by team
from Lynn, Mass., Saturday Jan. 2Sth—
Mrs. Rose Fogg of Bangor is the guest of

—

Manager Wanted.

LOST.

A

■

h<

31, 1007

—

deceased were read. Mr.-ltotobidge belonged to the First Maine Heavy Artillery, Company G., and was a member of Warren
l’ost, G. A. K.,and after the regular service
the chaplain of the Post read the burial
service for a departed comrade. The liural
offerings were many and beautiful, testifying to the high respect in which the deceased
Sas held by his many friends. Mr. Babbidge died at the age of 71 years-Fred C.

Mr, and Mrs. Joshua Crockett.Mf.
George Crimmins has gone to Barre, Vt.,
where he has employment—Miss Bernice
Cornish of Orrington is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Walter Arey....Mrs. Howard Grant
has returned to her home with her daughter, Mrs. Howard Whelden in Brewer—

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannor
reach tie* se;it of tin* disease. Catarrh is a mood
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
Catarrh
you must take internal remedies. Hall’s
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by
•me of the best physicians in this country for
is comyears and is a regular prescription. It
posed of the best tonics known, combined with
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
The perfeci combination of I
mucous suitaces.
the two ingredients is what produces such wonin
derful results
curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold bv all Druggists,75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation..

Pigs from George Young

Choice

|

—

Messrs. George, trank anil Janies u Pea oi
Salem, Mass., are stopping tor a while at
the O'Dea summer home, and fthile here

a

of-town guests registered at the Searsport
House last week : Mrs. A. L. Mudgett, Mrs.
E. Patteugill, Belfast; •). J. Moore, Boston;
Geo. L. Merrill, Dixfield; Estes A. llill, 'J.
A. Peeling, New York; W. R. Clifford, F.
Belfast; Charles Sawyer, BanA. Tibbett
gor; F. E. Burns, Portland; W. M. Berry,
Stockton; F. B. Moore, Bangor; W. C. SeaL.
vej. Caribou; A. (f. Snow, Frankfort; C.
Bullet, J. F. Connelly, S. L. Harris, Ban11. 11. Dorgui ; (i. Pi. Arno, Philadelphia;
set, Boston; \V. Ii. Hills, Rockland, P. I..
Dixon, Bangor, A. C. Cushing, Boston.

-#*Your Sunday Dinners

CATARRH

cared for him devotedly until the very last.
He leaves two brothers, Capt. N. B. Btowers of Saudypoiut and Mr. J. C. Stowers of
West Palm Beach, Florida; also two sisters,
Mrs. Frances A. French of Bangor and Mrs.

\ /

ed later.

_

in hear.-port.

and

j j

Tlie tables were bountifully laden
and the number served was the largest yet
present. The profit to the society was over
$18.00, and all were much pleased with the
outcome of the affair. Another public supper will be provided by this society of
ladies in Febiuary, the date to be announc-

mam spkings.

The limit for his return to Toledo will be
J une, 1010. He earns money by selling post
cards and other tilings that he carries in a
bag strapped about his shoulders, and found
a ready sale for mauy of these articles while
HOTEL

''

cess.

(iti

Eugene Shute is visiting his parents, ('apt.
former well-known tailor of
and Mrs, Elden Shute.
from
Searsmoved
Towle
Mr.
Keaf sport.
A rainstorm Jan. 27th and no snow in
port to the west in the late 40's, where
sight! A strange winter, certainly, for
some of his sons are still residing.
old Maine!
The members of Anchor Chapter, 0. E. S. good
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned early last
.No. 102, wish to take this opportunity to coweek from a visit with her sister, Mrs. J.
pies# their appreciation of the work accomF. Gerrity, in Uangor,
months
the
by
eighteen
past
plished Turing
11.
Annie
The Young Ladies’ Guild will be enterMatron,
the retiring Worthy
afternoon by Miss
Frame, for the benefit of the chapter in all tained next Friday
its departments. Mrs. Frame took the po- Evelyn A. Colcord, East Main street.
sition at the time of the commencement,
Capt. Albert C. Colcord# returned last
and it is through her efforts that the chap- Thursday evening from a business trip to
ter now holds its place anil it is safe to say boston, having been away several days.
that every member wnl voice these few
Mrs. James F. Ryder left last Thursday
w ords of commendation.
by train for her home in Cambridge, Mass
Mar! Crowley ot Toledo, 0., who is mak- after a fortnight’s visit with her father,
ing a tour of the- Unite® Mates on foot, Capt. J. French lliehborn.
passed through Searsport, Jan. 21st. lie is
The excellent sermon deliverer! by Rev.
walking for a purse of $2,000. Cronley left 11. E. Rouillard in the Universalist pulpit
and
Oct.
his
0
25th,
starting
place
Toledo,
last Sunday morning was highly appreciat*
had walked 2,n00 miles up to tlie present
ed by the entire congregation.
a
day.
He walks from 18 to 20 miles
tulle.
\\, Towle,

\J(*YS

pa

Market

-FOR-

j

"

hood he followed the sea for several years,
becoming a master of vessels in the coastwise trade.
On retiring he engaged in
farming. In the early ’50’s he married
Miss Jane. Nesmith of Boston, by whom he
had seven daughters. His secoud marriage
was with Miss Flora E. Nickerson of Swanville, by whom he had one daughter and
Mr. Roulstone was for several
one son.
years on the boatd of assessors of Searsport and served for several years as a deputy sheriff. He was postmaster here under
President Cleveland’s first administrationlle was a member of Mariners Lodge, No.
68, F. & A. M. of Searsport. He is survived by his widow and seven daughters:
Miss Rose of Boston, Miss Jane of California, Mrs. Ada Melville of London, Eng.,
Misses Henrietta and Clara of Boston, Mrs.
Mary Seaborn of Providence, R. I., and
Miss Harriet N. of Searsport; and by
Funeral
one son Xehemiah of Searsport.
services will be held at his late residence this. Thursday, afternuou.Hied
in Searsport,
January 23d, Martha A.,
widow of the late Capt. Isiael Closson, after
an illness ol about a yeai of cancer of the

Mrs. Joseph D. Sweetser left last week
for Brooklyn, N. V., for a visit with her
husband, Capt. Joseph D. Sweetser of the
the
Amerioauof
Hawaiian
steamer

and

readygreatly superior
variety.
made, dry, fbund-in-the-shop
clean and

coai.

cia

[|

With minimum trouble and cost biscuit, cake and pastry are made •fresh,

i
| j

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

[jjg

>ch. Kittie Lawry, Capt. Israel Closson,
finished loading Saturday with dry hard
wood at l’ike Bros, mill for Kockland

Capsized and

Powder

[ ||

port,

having completed filling his ice houses
Pike avenue.

W
Baking

CALL OR TELEPHONE**-

Fogg’s

Ayer’s

Mrs. E. L. Savory, who has been spendipp
few months in Daytona, I la., arrived
home Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs. E. D. f. Nickels attended
the funeral of Capt. James 1’. Stowers al
handypoint Jan. 21st.
James 11. Carr has reopened the cafe, the
‘•Graves End," at Mack’s Point, which had

a

on

**-

For Lung
Troubles

He had been there since last fall for medical treatment.
Everything possible was
done to prolong his life and his last days
Cherry Pectoral cerwere without pain.
Capt. Stowers spent an
cures
coughs, colds,
tainly
aotive, useful life. He made a number of
And
consumption.
bronchitis,
of
the
last
but
foreign voyages,
part
6pent
weak
io
life
on
located
his
Havana,
it certainly strengthens
shore, being
Cuba, where he had charge of the interests Jthroats and weak lungs.
of the Monson steamship line. Three years
J There can be no mistake about
ago he superintended the construction of a
this. You know it is true. And
big steamship for his company in Belfast,
Ireland.
Retiring from active business
your own doctor will say so.
cares he made improvements on his home
The best kind of a testimonial
here and planned for a bright and happy
“Sold for over sijcty years."
future. He was a. devoted Christian and
lie
was
to
wlieu
asked.
ever ready
?
Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass. S
help
m
Also manufacturers of
the son of the late Nathaniel and Abigail f |
LF
9
SARSAPARILLA.
Stowers. He was twice married. His first
wife was Miss Clara Black, who died when
HAIR VIGOR.
|
on a voyage at sea with him, leaving three
Wo have no secrets! We publish
g|
children—Mrs. Herbert Bunker of Brewer,
the formulas of all our medicines._g
Mr. Henry Stowers of South Weymouth,
eep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
Mass., James Stowers of Holbrook, Mass. II
~PjHg and thus hasten recovery^
Ten yeais ago he married Miss Josephine
French, who has always been with him and
CANNOT BE CURED

Buck sport.

|

